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The evil Dr. Cortex shows off his

dental hygiene on page 1081
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Wow you can A/oiv up your

fr/ends in 3D! It's on page 115!
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Heh, heh, heh...

Frank is back in

Scotland, cloning

sheep, no doubt, and

the lunatics are in

charge of the asylum!

But that doesn't mean
we're gonna slack off on our great

game coverage. No sir! This month, we've

TO UCP 104
got Burning Rangers, F-Zero 64, Jedi

Knight and Extreme G, just to name a few

of the hot titles we're covering. So, until

Frank gets back from the Haggis Festival,

just stay perfectly calm. After all, I'm in

control now and, except for those rare

moments when I tend to get just a little,

uh... crazy, everything should be just fine.

Trust me... Heh, heh,heh... »> BILL.

foconnor@ultragp . coin

Editor Frank O'Connor has gone back to

Scotland for a quick visit and promises
to bring back some haggis for us all.

'And if there's a magazine to come back
to, so much the better!' says Frank.

o

-o

" HI

rburchlLLOuLtragp. com
Reviews Editor Roger Burchill is really miss-

ing Frank's musical taste while he's gone.

'Frank plays this hellish bagpipe tape all

day. There's just something about that loud

wailing that drives me crazy!', quips Roger.

-o
almon@ultragp . com

Senior Editor Mike Salmon gets to change
around all the ads and reviews on the flat-

plan while Frank is gone. 'He's a dead
man!', vows Mike. 'Frank doesn't know it

yet, but he's a dead man!'

freyes@uLtragp.com
Associate Editor Francesca Reyes is using

Frank's absence to take a much needed
rest! 'If I hear one more line about how vir-

ile and manly the Scots are, I'm gonna barf',

says Fran. 'Hell, they all wear skirts!'

o
bdonohue@ultragp. com
Managing Editor Bill Donohue is in control

while Frank is on leave. 'No problemo!', says

Bill. 'I just hope we all get to go on a long

trip, because as acting Editor, I get to fly the

plane! No, really, that's what I heard!'
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No matter how good a videogame
magazine may be, there are some

things that you just can't get from print.

We can show you the pictures of the

games, but it's impossible for us to let

you play the game for yourself, or even

see the game in motion. Enter the ULTRA gameplayers Disc

Edition. On the disc, which works with both Apple Macintosh and
PC compatibles, you'll find movies of all the newest, hottest console

games, as well as playable demos of the biggest PC and Mac titles.

Read the print magazine, check the web
site, and view the disc to get the full

ULTRA gameplayers impact.

Questions regarding subscriptions

should be sent to:

subscribe@gameplayers.com
Faulty disc/subscription

questions: phone 415-468-

2500. Current subscribers

can receive the disc by fol-

lowing the help line

instructions.

screensavers
UGP brings you five FREE screen

savers. Decorate your desktop with

Hexen llfilade Runner, Ultra Game
Players Covers, Resident Evil, and VS.

£0105; HEHEH II. li/LW/ns II. mflCOUBHE

BLADE RUNNER, AMD ULTRA GAME PLAYERS SCHEEN SAVERS

• BOMBEBMAH 64 > DIDDV KONG RACING • MOLD RACER

DUKE HUKEM • PITFALL 30 • GTR '98

• NIGHTMARE CREATURES

mac previeujs
battlegiri
Vector graphics never looked so

good in this hip futuristic game from

Ultra/United.

bonkhaads delune
Those wild and crazy Bonkheads are

back In this sequel to A Mac classic!

macquake
Nuff said. Woohoo!!!

galmpagtm
save the little nano-creature thlngy

from the evil techno overlords.

postal
You go postal with napalm, rocket

launchers, machine guns and shot

guns in this ultra violent, ultra

bloody top down shooter.

pc previems
g-polics
Psygnosls fantastic futuristic police

flying sim hits the PC.

hBHBn II

Gothic Quake with Paladins,

Sorcerers and Demons... Oh Yeah!

virtua fighter II

Sega's awesome fighting game on

your PC... Who needs arcades?

unarms 2
The sequel to the classic turn-based,

ballistic Worms game. A must play.

postal
You go postal with napalm, rocket

launchers, machine guns and shot

guns In this ultra-violent, ultra-

bloody top down shooter.

baotcamp
Start kicking ass in Street Fighter EX
Plus Alpha! Vie got more moves than

your mama knows! And she knows

a lot... Leam the final atomic blast

or the Skullo Dream. Our expert

players demonstrate the moves that

only the pros know! Leam with

us, grasshopper!

demos featured this month



On THE DISC

http://www-ultragp-com

dsmos:

bamberman j
omb's away

the new NbM
versiGn of

omberman! Nc

gimme
my glove!

n

shadom master)

Creepy fun in

this hoti new

shooter from

Psygnosis

installation

macintosh installation:

1. Insert the ULTRA disc into your

CD-ROM drive.

2. Double-click on the ULTRA icon.

3. Choose your computer platform.

Start68K for 680xx machines,

StartPPC for Power PC machines.

4. You're on your way to

gaming heaven.

pc installation:

1. Insert the ULTRA disc into your

CD-ROM drive.

2. Open 'My Computer1
.

3. Double-click on your CD-ROM
drive; usually noted as Drive D.

4. Double-click on 'Start95.'

5. Now experience the glory of

demos and movies a go-go!

videogame movies
Why settle for just still screens when you

can see the games in action for yourself?

Just take a look at this month's hit list:

Romberman 64 *Dfddy Kong Racing

Nhl Faceoff • GTR '98 • Moto Racer

Nightmare Creatures • Pga Tour '98

Pitfall 3D- Shadow Master •

Skullmonkeys • Jet Moto 2 • Bust A
Move 3 • Duke Nukem • Crash 2
• Red Asphalt • Cool Boarders 2

code crypt

Who says we don't care about our

readers? This month, we've got the

secrets of Goldeneye revealed!

• Find out how to get your greedy

mrts on the Golden Gun.

• A hidden RCP for maximum 007

damage.

• A shortcut to find JAWS!!!!!

http: //www.ultragp.com ULTRA gamep/ayers D 13
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MM: Basically, as I said, I wanted Rap music in a game, but

I didn't want to make it [the game] exactly like the Hip Hop

world. Because I feel it's a little closed and I wanted to

make more of a part for all kinds of people - a game all

people can play.

RG: Yeah, originally when I heard the idea, I thought it

would be difficult to make a Rap game. Because Rap is an

inner city thing, I thought it would be difficult to make a

funny experience. You know, is my art really suited for Rap?

But then, when I sort of started to get the idea of what they

wanted to do, like the Hip Hop world was going to be a

Rodney world. You know, a crazy, 'anything can happen'

sort of world. Then, the light bulbs started to turn on. When I

heard some of the music... The first tests we did with the

music was just so inspiring to me. The music's very original,

it isn't just like canned Rap music. It's great. It's great origi-

nal stuff. It's what made it.

Q: Parappa has sold about 850,000 units in Japan.

Rodney, how has that changed your life?

RG: Of course, it's exciting to have a hit product. I mean it's

really unusual. I mean for an artist, it's not the usual kind of

thing, it's turned into a big mass market thing. You can

make a lot of money doing this. It wasn't really a part of my

plan. I thought it was going to be fun and I've done a lot of

projects on CD-ROMs that sell, but this is a whole different

world. I mean, I'm not used to this kind of success. (Laughs)

But for him [Matsuura], he's a big pop star!

MM: No, no, no. For me, it's very strange. Just five days

ecently, ULTRA Game Players had a chance to sit in

^1 on a videogame industry press Q&A session with the

creators of Parappa the Rapper. Sony Computer

Entertainment Producer Masaya Matsuura is the game's

creator and created most of the music in the game, while

his collaborative partner, Rodney Greenblat, is the artist

who gave the game its memorable characters and innova-

tive look. Here's what they had to say on the whole Parappa

phenomenon and their plans for Parappa in the future.

Q: How did you have this vision [of Parappa] and

put the project together?

MM: I started with my music - composing on the

computer. And sometimes I would get frustrated.

Always the same screen, always the same con-

nection, always the same sound, and I

wanted to change my [method of]

expression to more than just music. So I

started to create music software for PC.

One day, I started putting various kinds of

music into my computer and I found out

that Rap music was very fun to play on the

computer. Then I realized that this could be a game.

Q: Why did you select Rodney Greenblat for Parappa?

Was he already known in Japan or did you see some

of his other works?

MM: Actually, he probably wasn't well known in Japan at

that time. But I came to New York several times for record-

ing sessions and 1 always went to book shops and found

one of Rodney's children's books. And when I returned to

Japan, I found another of Rodney's projects called Wonder

Window. And I thought, 'Oh! Rodney! He did a computer

game.' I discovered that Rodney wasn't just an illustrator,

but had a computer career as well.

Q: Where did the Parappa character come from? How
was the decision made that he would be a dog? Was he

a pre-existing character?

RG: Not really. I think Matsuura had the personality [of

Parappa]. The first thing he did was kind of describe this

character's personality to me and I came up with all kinds of

drawings. I didn't really know where to start I just sort of

drew all kinds of creatures. And then pretty soon we began

to close in on a dog image. He went through a lot of

changes before he became what he is. But it was definitely

a collaborative process.

Q: So from there I guess the extended family just came
as... I mean you've got an onion head man there!

RG: ( Laughs ) Well, part of his family is from my Rodney

Fun product line. Like Sunny, the flower character, she's

actually part of my initial licensing thing. But we thought

she went well with the game as the girlfriend of Parappa.

Then, they needed all the masters. Each level has a master

and they had ideas of what the masters would be. In fact,

they had the ideas for the specific animals, or definitely the

personalities. So it was just kind of like 'fit the drawings to

the personalities'.

Q: The real question is where did you get the concept

for Parappa? Where did that image come from?

The creative superstars behind Parappa say 'Cheese' and

smile for the ULTRA Game Players camera.

ago, I was in Berlin, yesterday I was in London, and now I'm

in New York - all for Parappa's promotion. This kind of situ-

ation is very strange for me - an old Japanese musician.

Q: Parappa obviously seems to appeal to a wide range

of audience types. Young kids, adults, women, etc. Was
there a specific target audience you were going for

when you decided to create the game?

MM: I thought my target was the child's market. But as the

game developed, many things changed that perception.

RG: Well, I'm really terrible at this. I always figure different

target markets, but in the end, I always discover the target

market is me. If I like it, that's all I need, really. It's really

http: //www.ultragp.com



hard for me to even work that way. I wish I could,

it'd be a lot easier on the people I work for. But I

think that's what we attempted, we wanted to make

a kids game. We had the feeling it wasn't going to

be violent, it wasn't going to have any adult themes

in it at all, it was going to be a safe thing for little

kids. It sometimes could have been boring, but I

didn't have that feeling. I thought it was going to

be fun.

Q: The game has been very successful with the

women's market pn Japan]. The 'Girl Games' mar-

ket has always been something that companies

have tried to tap with little success. What do you

feel is the appeal that Parappa has with that

market segment?

RG: I don't know if we really had a theory about this.

The game is about fun. it doesn't have any male or

female themes in it. So many videogames start out

with male themes. Maybe that's one thing that has

kept women away. But it is really cute playing, it is

really pretty. Maybe that attracts someone who nor-

mally wouldn't pick up a videogame. There's no

demons blasting each other on the cover.

Q: Well, the flip side of that is that you've

managed to make it cute without alienating

male players.

RG: Yeah, it's kind of amazing. We'll see what hap-

pens in the U.S.

Q: Parappa has been so successful, can we plan

on seeing some other new products from you?

MM: Um, sure. (Laughs)

Q: Are we going to see more of the same, or any-

thing new?

MM: You know, Parappa is a big success. In Japan, the

sequel always depends much on the original. But I will be

free of this, because when we started Parappa, we had

nothing. So that kind of situation turned out good..

RG: Yeah, so the next Parappa might be quit differ-

ent. It could be very different. But that's part of the

fun of it. If we just make a copy, you'll all know. But

we're going to make something that they won't

know what it is again.

Q: Can you give us any hints about what's

going to be in Parappa 2?

MM: Tomorrow, we will discuss that.

(Laughs)

MRRIO BIGGER
THRN CRGE RND

TRHVOLTR
Parappa will soon be a fixture on

TV screens all across the nation.

Wear one of these Parappa hats

on the street and you'll get a

drive by from Mr. Onion.

Froggy was Initially one of

the prime suspects in the

Tupac affair.

NEWS
j

V 3Dfx has officially filed a lawsuit against Sega

and new Dural hardware partner, NEC. 3Dfx is

claiming there was a breach of contract in its

termination from the project. 'Sega terminated

our contract without justification,' said Greg

Ballard, president and CEO of 3Dfx. 'We lived up

to all of our commitments, yet they terminated

the agreement. It's a clear breach of contract.

We believe Sega and NEC clearly acted improp- officially captured Tomb Raider 2 as a console

erly and we took the action we needed to exclusive. The deal was formally announced by

respond.' • Sierra will be releasing an expansion both Eidos and Sony in early October. • Lucas

pack for Blizzard's massively popular Diablo. Arts is working on a new graphic adventure

The new expansion will allow players to use made by the creator of Full Throttle. The new

their existing characters and items in a new game, entitled Grim Fandago, has been inspired

world of monsters and quests, It is expected to by Mexican folklore. • Riven, the sequel to Myst,

be available by Christmas. • Sony has finally will be published on consoles by Acclaim when

continued on pg Ifl
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Presenting Masters of Teras Kasi, an all-out fighting frenzy featuring 9 Star Wars

characters and introducing a new villain masterfully trained in the ancient martial

art of teras kasi. Battle through 9 action-packed arenas. Engage in weapon-to-

weapon or hand-to-hand combat. Wield lightsabers, blasters, flame throwers and

battle axes to engage in the ultimate conflict. Heck, even the
_J^^

fjff
Empire never struck back this hard, www.lucasarts.com I

",y"'"°" Llaisns

©. 8 © 1997 Lucastilm Lid. and LocasAns Entertainment Csmpany. All Rights Reserved. Star tVareand the LucasAds logo are registered trademarks, and Masters of Teras Kasi is atrademark ol Lucastilm Ltd
.
used under anldnnzalion





TOPICS

OPTIONS Rating Key
o premium
O STANDARD
O DEFICIENT

O RATING:
O PRODUCT: DVD PC Entertainment Solution
O COMPANY: Hi-Val
O SYSTEM: PC
0 PRICE: £849

Hi-Val's first entry into the DVD market is a

very impressive one indeed. The DVD

package offered comes with an excellent new

WaveLink System that allows users to watch

DVD titles on their TVs, a PCI decoder board for

DVD playback on the PC, a Toshiba DVD drive,

and six DVD titles which include games

and movies.

Though the price of this system may be

steep, high-end users will find installing the

drive and PCI board a snap. The actual DVD

playback is incredibly rich with a sharp picture

and high saturation of colors represented. The

WaveLink system also works superb, displaying

nothing but crispness on the TV screen.

If you're looking for an all in one DVD

0 RATING:

solution, this is the way to go. The only negative

we found with the drive is that it can't read

CD-R format, but it will play regular CDs at

8x speed.

Here's the complete package for those ready

to move into the DVD Age!

O PRODUCT: NASCAR Pro Racing Wheel
O COMPANY: Thrustmaster
C SYSTEM: PC
O PRICE: $129.95

First off, it's a no-brainer that this wheel

works with NASCAR II and indy Car. And

while the steering wheel worked competently

with games like Need For Speed and Interstate

'76, we couldn't get the game to work with

games like Pod and Moto Racer. Sure, there

may be some kind of configuration that we
missed, but if we couldn't figure it out, then

chances are the average user will have one

heck of a time as well.

As far as control goes, the wheel feels

excellent. Response is quick and on the dime,

but like many other steering wheels on the mar-

ket, this one doesn't offer feedback. To counter

this problem, ThrustMaster has made the steer-

ing wheel slightly tighter than usual. This

makes the wheel harder to turn, but it pays off

with better control.

With its lock down clamps and sturdy foot

controls, Thrustmaster's latest

has all the makes of a

winner. Now, if I

could figure out

how to get Pod

to work...

Remember to

keep both

hands on the

e RATING:

O PRODUCT: Pure 3D
O COMPANY:" Canopus
O SYSTEM: PC
O PRICE: $179

The first time someone sees the Canopus

new Pure 3D graphics board, he may
think 'Great, another 3D accelerator. Yawn.' But

the truth of the matter is that the Pure 3D isn't

another 'me too' board. Not only is it a 3Dfx

VooDoo Graphics board, but it also contains 4

MB of texture memory, compared to the

normal 2 Megabytes that every other

manufacturer offers.

Many developers have designed their

games to take advantage of 2MB, not 4MB
since this is the industry standard. But you've

got to think about the future here. Also, patches

for older games like Quake are being developed

to work with this new platform. So, what will

this do for your games? Imagine games like

Quake, Quake 2, and San Francisco Rush

running faster and smoother thanks to that

extra memory!

The fact that all other 3Dfx games seem

to work with no problem on the Pure 3D is a

nice plus. But perhaps, one of the best features

the Pure 3D has to offer is its TV Out option. GL

Quake on a 53" TV? You get the picture...

Could this be the best accelerator board in

existence today?

NEWS FEED continued from pq IS

it is released later this year. The massive game will occupy five CDs, as play-

ers venture back to the land of Myst. • Nintendo has announced that

Banjo-Kazooie and Zelda 64 will both be delayed until at least the first quarter

of 1998. Zelda is expected to slip even further into 1998 with the recent

announcement that it would now be on a 32 megabyte (256 Mbits) carl. • At

ECTS, Blizzard announced its plans for Diablo 2 (much to no one's surprise,

despite the company's earlier protests about such a project). The new game

will feature five all new character classes, loads of new quests and will allow

for more players to play side by side. • Former Director of Development at

Capcom, Yoshiki Okamoto, has left the company to pursue efforts at a new

company he has just founded called 'Flagship'. The company's focus will be

to design games than can then be sold to developers to actually have them

created. If successful, it could mark a whole new paradigm for the way

games are developed. Okamoto has been responsible for the design of such

games as Street Fighter 2, Resident Evil and most of the Megaman series.

• E3 will be returning to LA after one last year in Atlanta. Starting in 1999 and

continued on pq 11
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© RATING:
O PRODUCT: EagleMAX Analog Joystick
O COMPANY: ACT Labs
O SYSTEM: PlayStation
© PRICE: $39.99

ns analog joysticks go, the EagleMAX is

about as good as it gets when you're talk

ing about the console world of the PlayStation.

With a ton of features like stay-in-play pro-

gramming, four game programming macros,

the ability to program up to 16 game com-

mands into a single button, a four-way hat

switch, 16 programmable buttons, a two-way

rocker switch, a rotary throttle control, and an

analog flight, analog wheel, or digital control

modes, the EagleMAX is literally packed.

Most of the controls on the joystick have a

quality feel to them with the exceptions of the

rocker switch, hat switch, and trigger button,

which all feel loose, plastic fantastic and cheap.

The stick itself moves smoothly and offers a

superior level of control, but the configuration of

the grip (as is common with flight sticks) is con-

figured for a right hander, so lefties are left out in

the cold. Still, if you're looking for an analog stick

for the PlayStation, this is the one.

© RATING:
© PRODUCT: asciiGrip
© COMPANY: ascii Entertainment
© SYSTEM: PlayStation
O PRICE: $29.95

One of the stranger peripherals to come
down the pipe in a while, the asciiGrip

was designed specifically with the RPG enthusi-

ast in mind. Basically, the controller fits all the

basic PlayStation controls into one compact unit

that fits in the palm of a single hand. This con-

figuration isn't the optimum setup for many

games, but it does work quite well for the role

playing games that it was intended for. The con-

trols on the unit are programmable so the

controller can be reconfigured to just about any

taste. Quality-wise the asciiGrip is constructed of

top notch materials and the rubber grip on the

bottom of the unit feels particularly nice. The

only question is whether someone really wants

to fork out 30 bucks for such a genre specific

peripheral. Of course, when you consider the fact

that you can pig out on munchies while you play

your favorite RPG, ascii may be on to something.

© RATING:
PRODUCT: The Glove
COMPANY: Reality fluest

SYSTEM: PlayStation
PRICE: £89.95

Well, if there's one product that's a tough

call to make this month, it has to be The

Glove from Reality Quest. The Glove fulfills its

mission spectacularly by offering an innovative

new way of controlling videogames. By strapping

the unit onto the arm, the gamer can input direc-

tional commands by moving in his hand up,

down, left, right or any increment in between.

The button controls are placed conveniently at

the players finger tips with the standard

PlayStation controller's shoulder buttons located

under the player's thumb (with secondary but-

tons also by the fingertips). The unit also can be

set to operate in full analog, simulated analog

(this works extremely well on digital-only

games that really should have had analog

control), or standard digital control. So

what's it all mean? For the daring gamer

who is willing to dedicate himself to learn-

ing the ins and outs of using The Glove, there

will be a definite competitive advantage.

RATING:
© PRODUCT: Scuba Virtual

Immersion Visor
© COMPANY Philips Electronics
© SYSTEM:
O PRICE:

Consoles and PC
$299

Very similar in concept (although less

expensive) than the Virtual iO headset, the

Philips' Scuba is a virtual immersion visor

designed for use with next-generation game
consoles and virtually any video interface (TVs,

VCRs, DVDs, etc.) What this really means is that

the unit acts like a TV strapped to your head. The

immersive nature of the Scuba is that since you

don't have any point of visual reference besides

what you're looking at, the mind is tricked into

thinking you are moving. This sensation has its

novelty, but at a price of $299, that feeling of

'Cool!' disappears real fast when you look at the

price tag. But what really undermines the Scuba

is the poor resolution of the viewing screen

and the overall heaviness of the unit when

it's strapped to your head. To be honest,

the Virtual iO was more comfortable to

wear and just performed better overall.

NEUS FEED continued from pq Ifl

for the following five years, the IDSA (who sponsor the show) has stated that

the LA convention center will be home to the most important gaming conven-

tion in the world. • Interplay has snagged the two designers of Tomb Raider

from Core and set them up with a new company as a subsidiary of Interplay

called Confounding Factor. There is no word yet on what their next project will

be. • Midway is hard at work on the home conversions of both Mortal Kombat

4 and Cruisin' World. While there's no word on release dates, Cruisin' Worldis

actually being treated as a Nintendo first-party title. • 3DO's Meridian 59 has

been included in a showcase presentation of online products due to be

unveiled at next week's Online Unveiled Developers Conference in San

Francisco. • Following Sega's decision not to use the 3Dfx chipset in its next

console (Blackbelt/Dural), the entire US based hardware design team

resigned from Sega. Exactly what this situation means for the completion of

development libraries for the new PowerVR-based system is not yet known.

• Sony has cut prices on several new games. Among the new titles priced at

less than $40 are PaRappa the Rapper, Game Day '98, and Bushido Blade.

4
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CRPcam in trouble?

While finally the specifications for

Sega's new hardware are now in the

public, developers are beginning to step for-

ward and hint at their intentions to develop for

Dural. Two of the most notable developers

rumored to be stepping up to the plate for this

new hardware are Shiny and Warp.

Shiny frontman Dave Perry has recently

hinted that his company will be at least experi-

menting with the hardware in the near future

though no word exactly what that will mean in

terms of what type of game it will be (or if it

will ever see the light of day). Across the

Pacific, Warp's Kenji Ino has also been in talks

with Sega regarding the possibility of doing

new development for the system at the same

time he was negotiating to bring D2 to the

Saturn. Again time will tell what Warp does

with the system, but it may well be an

advanced port of D2 (which you will recall was

originally destined for the now DOA M2).

It's hard to

tell if this is

a photo or a

screenshot

from 02 on

the Dural.p.

Several sources within Capcom Japan indicate that the developer is having

financial difficulties. According to these sources, the company has been try-

ing to free up capital to stay afloat due to lower than expected sales of its console

and arcade titles. Strangely, Capcom's 2D fighters and Megaman games continue

to sell considerably well (at least by TRST accounts and Japanese sales lists),

making it all the more interesting as to why Capcom might be having difficulties.

To remedy the situation, Capcom is said to be rushing the development of

Biohazard 2 (Resident Evil 2 here in the US) so as to get it on store shelves as

quickly as possible. Said one Capcom Japan employee: "We're really shooting to get it out in Japan in

January because we really need that money."

Capcom's US division has mentioned nothing about the

rumored financial difficulty as yet.

Can zombies from the

sewer save Capcom's

bacon? we'll see...

CAPCOM
CURE FDR RRBIES FUURD

iacom New Media not so long ago formed a new development studio in the form of Rabid

Entertainment. Allegedly, two years after the studio was started and multiple projects were near-

ing completion (including Septerra Core and Violent Seed) before the plug was recently pulled on the

company.

According to some former employees, no development staff remains and all previous projects were

put on hold. There is some question now of what will become of Septerra Core and Violent Seed in the

face of an impending closure. Current sources have indicated that Rabid will be seeking to sell off the

titles to some other publisher, but the possibility remains that they may never be completed. Doors to the

offices are allegedly to be closed permanently by the end of the year.

These mirror

shots look

better

than the

ones in

Evil!

SEER CUTS BRCH DISTRIBUTER

| , umor has it that Sega has drastically reduced the number of national

distributors it is dealing with. Many distributors received letters from

Sega severing business ties as the floundering manufacturer seeks to reallo-

cate it's product and resources.

Sega has said that it is cutting about ten distributors that combined make up about five percent of

its sales but other sources within distribution channels have indicated that the cuts may be more severe

with regard to the number of distributors cut (but not in terms of sales makeup).

Sega has said that it is still dealing with almost 40 retailers and distributors and promises that its

sales levels will be maintained. Other publishers ULTRA Game Players spoke to about Sega's rumored

approach offered mixed praise and criticism for the move.

wEL StBYTES
Square will not be bringing the eagerly anticipated

RPG, Xenogears, to the US. Allegedly, the game

contains many attacks upon organized religion, a

touchy issue that Square doesn't think it wants to

stir up in the conservative US market. • Atari

Games is supposedly hard at work on the sequel

to the massively successful San Francisco Rush in

the form of a new game called California Speed.

Players will be able to zip up and down Highway 1

and a number of other famous California routes.

* Konami is rumored to have a new Contra game

in the works for PlayStation. Allegedly, Appaloosa,

the company that developed Contra: Legacy of

War, is starting a new 3D shooter that will hope-

fully be considerably better than the first game in

the series. • Rumor has it that Namco's PacMan:

GhostZonelor the PlayStation has been

dramatically delayed from its original release date

of this Christmas due to departure of certain

members of the development team.

http: //www.ultragp.com ULTRAgameptaLjers



M M hen Japan throws a game show, they really don't holdmuch

III back. It's sort of like inviting every friend they have (all

140,000 of them) over to their house to see their latest

game. Unlike E3 in the United States, the public is invited to attend the

show and the event is as much a family affair as it is a a highlight for

hard-core Japanese gamers. Ultra Game Players made the pilgrimage

to the videogame motherland to see what all the fuss was about, so that

we could bring you the latest and greatestnews and screen-shots of

the games you shouldknow about.

OEM ULTRAgarnep/ayefs http:
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The convention hall was big, but no where near as big

as E3's halls. Lines to get in stretched all the way back
the the train station, half a mile away.

The third day was
packed to the rafters

with crazy Japanese kids

in videogame costumes.

While It was still early

on Day one, the show
was quite active.

^^^k bout an hour's ride from the center of

downtown Tokyo, the Makuhari Messe

& 9 convention center was the site of the

Autumn Tokyo Game Show. When the show opened

at 10am on Day 1, it was really a ghost town.

Primarily only exhibitors and early bird press roamed

the sparsely populated show floor {only about

1 4,000 people attended on the day 1). That first day

provided an excellent opportunity to speak with

some of the exhibitors who were largely undis-

tracted, but the lull was not to last. On Days 2 and 3,

the show was opened up to the pubic, and man, did

they come out in force! Day 2 saw over 56,000 peo-

ple pack the small hall, while Day 3 managed

72,000 (that last day was the only day of the show

where kids were off from school). Kids were lined up

outside the convention center all the way back to

the train station {which was a half a mile away).

To give you some idea of scale and how

packed the show was, the TGS show floor was

roughfy one fourth of the size of the hall at last

year's E3 and yet, Atlanta only had 37,000 atten-

dees. Couple that with a lack of air conditioning and

amazing heat, and you can begin to get the idea of

what a pressure cooker the show experience was.

Mascots strolled the floor in oversized (and

likely overheated, given the lack of air conditioning)

suits, while more scantily clad petite women (who

had to be cooler than the guys in the mascot suits)

than you could shake a stick at performed in just

about every booth. Musical and dance numbers

involving said women occurred throughout the day

on a variety of stages in a generally successful

attempt to pull viewers in to see product.

The focus of this show was very different

from that of E3. Amazingly, the focus isn't on the

development teams (who are generally absent). It

doesn't focus on companies' images. It isn't really

on flash or glitz (as the small booths really don't

compare favorably to those at E3 in such areas).

Strangely, it focuses on the games. Almost no

appointments are taken. There are no 'back room'

meetings with press or other special personnel.

Everything that's to be shown is laid out in kiosks

with everyone invited to have a go. Not exactly like

E3, where private booths and meetings are starting

to become the norm rather than the exception.

Seeing as the Japanese don't celebrate

Halloween, the Game Show is always an excellent

opportunity for many of the attendees to come

dressed as their favorite videogame characters.

All in all, the Tokyo Game Show was a wild

success for all companies involved. This year's

attendance numbers reflect the ever-growing

demand for the latest in electronic entertainment

and as a result the show is likely to continue to

become more and more important to the Japanese

and even US market in future years.

http: //www.ultragp.com ULTRA gameplsLjB. as
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Following a quiet first day at

the show, things got a bit out

of hand on the second day.

Capcom's Resident Evil2
Theater was flanked by folks

n Racoon City Police garb.

Square's booth was easily the most

impressive at the show and clearly had the

games that people wanted to see most. A

huge video wall lured showgoers to the

booth with visions of Sokaigi,

Chocobo's Mysterious Dungeon

and Parasite Eve, while

playable versions of

Einhander, Front Mission

Alternative, Front Mission 2

and Xenogears satisfied the

attendees' need to 'try it'. Of all

the booths at the show, Square's

would have been most at

home at E3, given its level of

glitz. The Japanese ate it up,

as people crowded around it

all three days of the show.

Of alt the booths

at the show,
Square's would have
been most at home at

E3, given its level

of glitz.

When the doors opened,

Konami's booth received an

onslaught of people.

Easily

one of the best

'VJT^A games of the

Ifc. m ^ show was

|| .
Square's

Einhander. Using

polygonal graphics in

a somewhat traditional

side-scrolling shooter provided an amazing

boost in graphic realism and smoothness of

animation. Your ship can transform into a

number of different incarnations depending

upon which power-ups you receive. Special

lasers, bombs and other weapons each have

their own visually impressive explosions.

Boss designs and some of the special

effects used seem to have been heavily influ-

enced by Square's prior work on Final

Fantasy VII. The game itself really has rela-

tively straight forward side-scrolling

gameplay, but because the engine is 3D,

slight camera perspective changes are possi-

ble for that extra bit of 'wow power'. Let's

just hope Square decides to bring this nifty

little shooter to US shores.

Sokaigi - While little is still known about this

game, it appears to be an action adventure

looking very much like Bushido Blade.

According to the presentation that was

shown, players will have a greater variety of

weapons at their disposal and will wander

around far more detailed environ-

ments than the simple arenas of

Bushido Blade. Couple this

aspect with amazing spells

and magic effects and

Square could certainly be on

the path to yet another win-

ner. Unfortunately, Square

hasn't yet decided whether or

not to bring this game to the US.

HuDsnn

Front Mission Alternative - Square has

proved, once again, that it has an excellent

handle on building mood and creating a

believable and detailed universe. Leading

groups of mechs, helicopters and tanks in a

fast paced action game complete with strate-

gic planning, players can get completely

immersed within Front Mission Alternative.

The game itself has a mission-based struc-

ture, each of which starts with a detailed

briefing. The briefings not only show the

mission objectives, but also provide a

detailed story along the way.

Shortly after the briefing, play-

ers are able to choose

elements of their arsenal

and, at times, even

choose different mechs

to use. Camera move-

ments within the game

are dynamic, but we didn't

notice any particular problems

with the camera positioning.

Quite to the contrary, most of

the angles selected at various

points in the game are conducive to

proper planning and aiming.

Front Mission Alternative will be out by the

end of the year in Japan, but again, there is

no word on the possibility of a US release.

Hudson also had a strong showing at the

TGS, with toads of surprises in the form of

two previously unknown Bomberman titles, a

finished Bomberman 64 and a new version of

its PlayStation fighter, Bloody Roar (known in

the US as Beasterizer).

Bomberman 64- In Bomberman 64, cat-

walks, ramps, stairs and the ability to fall off

of these elements will drastically change the

way you've played multiplayer Bomberman in

the past. Players can seek higher ground and

throw or kick bombs onto somewhat unsus-

pecting players below. When getting hit by a

bomb, players are stunned for a few seconds.

In addition to standard bombs, players can

also create 'big bombs' whose explosions are

at least twice the size of regular ones. Also,

in addition to throwing bombs, players can

throw other players (much like in Konami's

PoyPoy). The key here is throwing your

player at an existing bomb, or tossing a bomb

at him right after he hits the ground (he will

be stunned when he lands).

Bomberman 2 - While ten player

Bomberman just reachBd the

US a few months ago for

Saturn, Hudson is already

preparing Bomberman 2

for Saturn. A release date

even in Japan has

yet to be

announced, and

Hudson's US plans for

the title are still being

decided. The whole

game is completely polygo-

nal (characters too). Most objects are

comprised of flat shaded polygons, but

the look is clean and the game is fast.

The playable demo shown allowed for

up to four players to have a go on a playing

field that was essentially a large hill with two

faces. Bombs could be tossed off the top of

the hill where they can roll down to others



below. Regular bombs actually exploded in

four directions in typical Bomberman style,

but new bigger bombs provided a much

larger 3D area very much like the explosions

in Bomberman 64. This is certainly a title to

watch for.

PSX Bomberman - While by far the least

impressive of the three versions shown,

Hudson's second ever PlayStation title mate-

rialized in the form of PSX Bomberman. The

entire game was sprite-based, but was

played from a slightly new orthogonal per-

spective. Fans of the classic series will enjoy

how faithful the game is to earlier versions

on the Super Nintendo. Line bombs, gloves

and kick bombs are all included. Currently,

Hudson hasn't decided when to release the

game in Japan, and the company is still

considering its options for the game in the

US market.

Bloody Roar - Fighting game fans will love

Hudson's new fighter. Beautifully detailed 3D

characters morph into animals, like apes,

wolves, bears and more, who then rip, punch

and bite each other mercilessly. Graphically,

the game is as visually impressive as any-

thing that's hit the PlayStation to date. The

Revlimlt.- ft was fast It was pretty. And
Nintendo's bringing It to US shores.

Woohoo!

gameplay is amazingly fast and deep. The US

market is expected to receive this game in

the form of Beasterizer, but there has been

no word yet as to who would be publishing

the game.

that it would be having both titles published

in the US by Nintendo of America. As we're

sure you can guess, both of these games

were for Nintendo 64 and were graphically

very impressive.

Rev Limit - While Mufti Racing

Championship and Top Gear Rally have occu-

pied the N64 racing limelight for the last few

months, Seta's Rev Limit ups the ante con-

siderably in the graphics department. Closely

resembling Ridge Racer, with even better

graphics and control, Rev Limit could be

Seta's breakout title for N64.

Wild Choppers - Wild Choppers has

come a long way since it was last shown

at the Spring Game Show. New explosions,

smoother framerate and exceedingly nice

missile effects punctuate the fairly

tight control. Wild Choppers features eight

different helicopters, each of which has a

number of different parameters. Each chop-

per looks completely different from any of

the others. Guided missiles from enemies

(and yourself) are somewhat slow and ini-

tially easily dodged, but these weapons are

persistent and will follow you for some time

before finally giving up. Each missile (guided

or unguided) possesses an excellent smoke

trail effect, that is quite reminiscent of many

SGI demos we've seen. Add to ail of this the

Rumble Pak support (which kicks in quite

hard after being hit by a missile) and there's

some serious potential in this game. All in all,

Wild Choppers is shaping up to be a more

solid title than imagined. Now the only ques-

tion is, why hasn't Nintendo said anything

about Wild Choppers at its recent gamers

conference in Seattle a few months ago?

tinmen

Setr
While only showing two titles, Seta's pres-

ence was punctuated by the announcement

Namco's booth was somewhat underwhelm-

ing, given the absence of PSX Tekken 3 and

the poor display of its forthcoming

PlayStation RPG, Tales of Destiny. At the

same time, the announcement of a new

Namco Museum title, in addition to a new

PlayStation platform er, did grab the atten-

dees' attention.

Namco Museum Encore - Namco Museum

Encore will be included in the Namco Games

Chronicle, which will include the five chap-

ters of the Namco Museum series, as well as

Namco Museum Encore for the low price of

$50. Americans will easily recognize most of

the classic games in Encore such as Dragon

Spirit{Dragon Saber'm Japan) and Rolling

Thunder. Other games include Rompers,

Wonder Peach, Sky Kid, and King & Balloons.

Klnoa - With play elements and an environ-

ment that strangely reminds one of

Pandemonium, Kaze No Kinoa (which will be

known only as Kinoa in the US) has a

cute character and excellent con-

trol. Players take command of a

character that has the ability of

stunning and capturing ene-

mies and then throwing them

at other enemies.

The environment is largely

track-based, with players having

the ability to go to and fro. Moving

elements, such as windmills, moving

platforms and other features, all make the

game look nice, but the fast pace and the

interesting character design of the game

helps to keeps one's attention.

Fighting Cup ~ Imagineer's Fighting Cup

possessed at least one extremely interesting

Namco's booth

was somewhat
underwhelming, given

the absence of a
PlayStation

Tekken 3...

element that made showgoers take notice: a

scoring system. Rather than having life

gauges, like every other 3D fighter on the

block, Fighting Cup makes use of a scoring

system somewhat in line with competitive

wrestling. The first person to earn nine points

wins the round. Two rounds out of three wins

the match. Points can be earned in a variety

of ways. A ring out is worth only one point. A

throw is worth two points. Connecting with a

special move (whose special effects are

stunning), countering or knocking

someone down is worth three

points. The fighters them-

selves are fairly standard

looking. Ninjas, burly men,

tough women and a clown

are some of the characters

included in the game. The

point system provides a more

strategic element than most

recent 3D fighters. Players need to

decide whether or not to go for big throws or

special moves or to play it safe and try to

maneuver an opponent for a ring out.

Imagineer is releasing the game in Japan

this winter and is still trying to decide upon

its US strategy.
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FERTURED THISmOflTH
Voii know we really like all of you guys out there.

Why else would we give you such a great pre-

sent as this Preview section? Hey, we could have just

given you the 'Handshake Of Peace' and gotten off

cheap this year, but no! We had to go all the way! And
all we got back was this lousy tie?!? Geez, thanks a

hell of a lot! Enjoy the previews, cheapskate!

rutddestruct puam
Bfnmm b ROBin pe obh
BimninE rroeehs pedhb
CRIME MILLER PE DHI

ELRIC PEObH
ESCRPER PEDBI
FLESH FERST PEDRO
FDRSRHEObH PE D3b
F-ZERObH PEObl
EEH: EflTER THE EECHE PE DID
HVBRID HERUEtl PE D3B
JETFIEHTER PE Dbt
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system- Nintendo W ^SSM etting better all the time is

pueusher: Nintendo |

Nintendo's 64-bit update of its

developer: Nintendo
^P classic RPG series. Zelda 64, as

the game is still provisionally called, is

shaping up to be an adventure epic thatRELEASE DATE: MARCH

The hottest
game since
Tomb Raider,
sans
breasts?

could put Tomb Raiderto shame, albeit with

less bosom-related appeal.

The game is really starting to take

shape and has moved from being a

cute-looking Mario clone, to an epic and

interesting RPG. Of course, for those

unfamiliar with the Zelda series, it should be

made clear that there is no turn-based

fighting in the game. All the battles that do

happen take place in real time and require

arcade skills. Swordfights and platform

puzzles take you from scene to scene as the

plot unfolds.

In this case, the plot is still being kept

under wraps to a certain degree. Nintendo is

slowly filtering out information and we do

know that Princess Zelda is all set to be

sacrificed by the evil Ganon. Previously he

just locked her up, so this is definitely a turn

for the worse.

One of the reasons that Nintendo

is keeping the

plot under lock

Mand key is that

some of it relates

to unique

gameplay features. Most

of Link's previous skills

will be repeated in

this game, but

with the added twist of 3D. He i

can run, push, pull and now jump, but

many of his other abilities are being kept

a surprise.

Link will now have help in the form

of a fairy called Navie (short for

navigator?) who will assist you with

clues and help as you search the

countryside of Hyrule for your

imperiled love.

For some reason, this translucent water effect

evoked the most amazing 'aahs' from the UGP
editorial staff.

The cartridge is a huge 256 megabits,

possibly the biggest ever made for a home
system (although Neo Geo fans might want

to argue the point) and promises to be a

much bigger challenge than either Mario or

the previous Zelda games.

You'll notice we said the game was a

256 mb cart, not a 64DD. Nintendo has

finally admitted that Zelda 64 will not be the

killer app to launch with the pricey,

oft-delayed, add-on. Instead, rumors persist

that Mario 2 wiW be the first, however,

people around here have a hunch that the

64DD will never be anything more than

vaporware. The good news is that Zelda fans

won't have to spend an extra $200 to enjoy

this one. We can't wait.

Like Lara Croft, Link is fairly

adept at scaling walls. He's just

not as sexy.

Posing in the desert, we see

Navie, Link's fluorescent fairy

companion, darting around

his head.

Link finds himself in a dark passage.

Lighting effects are responsible for

much of the game's atmosphere.

2 Excuse me, but could you gentlemen

direct me to the nearest bathroom? I

think I'm going to pee myself.' 3 You
can lead a horse to water, but can you

ride it? Nintendo isn't saying.

1 This scene could have been taken

directly from Mario 64. Of course,

Link can pull as well as push.
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system: NbM, PlayStation., PC

publisher: Acclaim

developer: Probe

release date: Sumter 1TI6

Even more
multiplayer
corridor
mayhem far
the NG4

Blasting your opponent to

bits ensures that you'll be

rewarded with any

power-ups

he's acquired.

f the home consoles, the N64 has

been consistently proving itself

to be the multiplayer's system of

choice with such top-notch party pleasers

like Rare's Coldeneye and Starfox 64. The

trend will hopefully continue into the new

year with Acclaim's OescenMike title,

Forsaken. Acclaim's most recent multiplayer

game, Extreme-G, showed that speed and

framerate need not be sacrificed simply

because more than one gamer is at the con-

trols. And this feature remains intact for

Forsaken, as well. Running at an incredible

60fps in one- and two-player mode, the

game only drops to a still speedy 30 fps

when two more people join in on the action.

And if there's a feature that any self-

respecting, futuristic, 360-degree, first

person shooter needs, it's speed.

From viewing an early playable N64

version of the game, Forsaken seems

packed with insane weaponry, high-end

light sourcing, and varying amounts of

happy, happy gore over 15 big missions.

You'll not only be able to blast enemies and

collect goodies, but you'll also have to solve

tricky Indiana Jones-esque puzzles in

order to progress from area to

area. Though still deep in

development, Acclaim

claims that distinct

voices for each air-

bike and character,

including taunts,

will be added by

the time Forsaken

is ready to hit

the N64

market. If the

game keeps

evolving as well

as it has been, the

N64 may receive yet

?' ' another solid multi-

player title to add to its

growing list this summer.

TBOJBH

More splitscreen antics will become available

for N64 owners when Forsaken Is released.

Forsaken for the PC
and PlayStation!
Acclaim has put a lot of effort into developing

individual strengths and features for each of

the different versions of Forsaken. The PC

version will take multiplayer gaming up to

12 scavengers, while the PlayStation version

will feature different levels and bosses than

the other two and focus more on single

player gameplay.

High-res backgrounds make the

PC version a sure knockout.

The PS version will focus more

on mission-based gaming, rather

than destroying your enemies.

1 Intricate details and moving parts

on the walls keep you on the lookout

for triggers and switches. 2 Each

bike will have its own 'AT voice.

1 Lighting and textures have been fully

refined to produce a highly atmos-

pheric romp around a post apocalyptic

world. 2 Although not in the preview-

able version of the game, Acclaim is

set to include missile cams and rear-

view mirrors in the final revision.

3 Shooting projectiles ensures a pretty

lighting effect. You might even catch a

glimpse of a lurking enemy's shadow

down the hall.

03b ultra gameplstjBn http: //www.ultragp.com





system: Nintendo W
puelisher: Konami

developer: Konatii

RELEASE DATE: SUMMER 1116

Fight ugly
mutants far
goad aid
Mother
Earth!

Konami has been touting Hybrid

Heaven as its answer to Metal

Gear Solid {see the preview in

this issue) for Nintendo 64, but there are

some massive differences between the two

games. While the two may share some of

the same plot elements, Hybrid Heaven is

really more of a 3D RPG {much like

Final Fantasy MT0than an action

game like Metal Gear.

The storyline revolves

around a genetic

experiment that was

taking place on a space

station. This project was

government funded in

an effort to create the

ultimate soldier. With the

first stage of the

experiment nearing com-

pletion, a space shuttle was

sent up to retrieve the experi-

ment. In typical Frankenstein

fashion, the experiment went horri-

bly wrong, and the creation had taken

control of the shuttle.

As you would expect, the shuttle has

come back to earth, and it's up to you to

stop this potential menace to society.

The game takes place almost entirely

from the third-person perspective, exploring

the 3D world. The game does have some

action associated with it. Players use a

healthy dose of stealth to get around in an

effort to avoid encounters with nasty bio-

engineered baddies. When a conflict or

encounter happens, the game doesn't shift

to a new screen, but switches camera

angles to a turn-based combat sequence.

When in combat, your character will

have the ability to punch, kick, use a

weapon {of which there will be many) or use

a technique'. Weapons may range from

firearms to explosives, while techniques

may involve counters and other actions that

will be gained

with experience.

Creatures for the

game are many and varied

as portrayed in stacks of concept

art by Yasuo Daikai, the game's director.

Early on in the game, the creatures will

resemble more humanoid figures in an effort

to represent the recent genetic transforma-

tion caused by 'the experiment'. As one

would expect, later in the game, enemies

will become far less recognizable.

See those shadows? That's the

N64 hard at work.

1 1f you've got the firepower, it pays to

use it first and ask questions later.

2 Shimmying from place to place isn't

the fastest mode of transportation, but

you can get to some pretty cool places

that way. 3 Secrets will be hidden

everywhere. It's all a matter of

knowing where to look.

1 Here your character tries to

convince the evil mutant to lay

down and die. 2 We're convinced

that the programmers of Hybrid

Heaven watch too much WCW
wrestling, especially the

cage matches.
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SYSTEM PlayStation

publisher: Interplay

developer: Pixelocic

RELEASE DATE: MARCH

No, it's not
Ice T's
fallow up to
Cop Killa

FMV cut-scenes are here to

move along the story

and set the pace.

We first saw a glimpse of Crime

Killer back at E3 and weren't

horribly impressed, however,

since then, the developers have put in

several levels and really cleaned up the look

of the game.

The game is visually stunning, using

all the lighting and transparency effects the

PlayStation does so well. But the most

impressive visual aspect of the game is that

it runs at a whopping 60 frames per second.

That's more than double most other

PlayStation games and it really gives the

game a solid look. It also means that

speeding around the virtual city can be done

at incredible speeds and won't cost you

any detail.

The perfect land-based compliment to

G-Police, Crime Killer puts you be hi nd the

wheel of a police car, motorcycle, or flying

wing and puts you through over 20 missions.

The missions all take place in different parts

of one virtual city and each has a vehicle

specifically assigned to it. One mission fea-

turing the cop car has you racing through

the city streets taking out all the

other police vehicles, which

had been hi-jacked by

the evil conglomerate.

All reasoning aside,

this level is in the

game to give you

a chance to take

out cop cars and

feel no

remorse.

Another mis-

sion puts you

on the motorcy-

cle where you

have to cut down
alleys and chase down

the bad guys. Other missions

include hostage rescues and protecting

certain areas. The missions are varied,

but in the end, destroying all the bad

guys is still the main objective.

If cop cars were this cool, then there might be

more Interest In law enforcement.

All of the polygonal cars and enemies

are extremely detailed, and one of the more

impressive features are the special weapons

that actually come out of the car. A detailed

city map and well done heads up display

make tracking the enemy extremely easy

and keep the game a pure action title. The

look of Crime Killer is already exceptional,

now if some innovative new gameplay can

be added, then this might just be a killer title

as well.

At 60 frames per second, the

'in the car' view
absolutely screams.

1 -2 The fire effects are brilliant,

as are the rest of the

glowing transparencies.
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PREVIEWS

system: Satirn

publisher: Sega

developer: Sonic Team

release date: Bnd ffm

Could this
be the
last great
Saturn game?

Futuristic fireman battle

Backdraft-tfpe blazes in

Burning Rangers. The

Intriguing premise

says it all—
way cool.

peculation has pretty much ran

rampant in the videogame indus-

try since April, when it was

announced that Yuji Naka would be handing

the development reigns of Sonic R over to

the Traveller's Tales team. This action natu-

rally lead people to wonder that if Naka and

his Sonic Team weren't working on the

Sonic racing game, just what were they

working on? Possibilities ranged from Nights

2 to a new Sonic platform game for Sega's

Dural System, but as Yuji Naka himself con-

firmed in his exclusive interview with ULTRA

GamePlayers last month, his current project

is Burning Rangers for the Sega Saturn.

The basic premise surrounding the

game is that the player assumes the role of

one of the Burning Rangers, a high-tech,

five-man fire fighting team. The team mem-
bers wear futuristic exoskeletons that

contain everything from a jet pack to fire

fighting equipment as they fight fires and

rescue victims trapped in blazing buildings.

Although the look of the game seems to lean

towards a Virtual Co-style, the action more

closely resembles the intense action

sequences from the motion

picture Backdraft.

Although the game

is only about ten percent

complete, the techni-

cal proficiency of

Burning Rangers is

already awe-inspir-

ing. The game

engine itself is a

second gener-

ation version of

the Nights

engine, but

unlike Nights,

there are no

restricted paths in

the 3D environments.

As these screenshots

attest, Burning Rangers is visu-

ally incredible, with a plethora of lighting

In the future,

fire tracks won't

have any wheels

and will be dull green

in color. We bet there's no

Dalmatians, either!

and transparency effects, two things

that the Saturn has traditionally not

excelled at. There is no doubt that

we are talking about a whole new

level of Saturn programming here.

The lighting effects in particular are

spectacular when utilized to depict

such things as the glare of a fire, a

team member's search-

light illuminating the

darkness of a burnt out

room, the glowing

exhaust of a jet pack, to

the use of Gouraud

shading to represent the

proximity of the Burning

Ranger to a fire.

Gameplay-wise, the animation and

control are already excellent. Unlike Nights,

the Burning Rangers are mostly earthbound,

with only an occasional short foray into the

air by way of jetpacks. The environments in

which the Rangers fight fires, explore, and

rescue can only be described as huge, with

some levels stretching out for the equivalent

of miles and reaching a number of stories

into the air. Audio communications from

team members, in addition to a heads-up

display and compass, will help to keep the

player from becoming lost in the vast

locales. There will also be a rating system

similar to the A-F system of Nights that will

be used to judge the player's performance.

It's quite likely that there will be multiple

endings to the game based on which

As In Backdraft, the flames seem

to come to life and pursue the

brave fire fighters.

Witness the devastating effects

of fire, even In the future.

1 Real time light sourcing is one of the

many effects that Burning Rangers

utilizes. 2 Unlike Nights, the 3D envi-

ronments will be fully navigable.

3 Here Teiris braves a flame-filled

room on her own. So young, so brave,

SO cute!

1 1n addition to light sourcing,

transparency effects are used

magnificently in the game; some-

thing the Saturn hasn't traditionally

handled well. 2 Detecting and avoid-

ing flashpoints is an integral part of

the gameplay In Burning Rangers.

Cmg ULTRAgameplaLjers http: //www.ultragp.com
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character was used and the scores that

were earned.

From all indications, Burning Rangers

looks to be the title that finally realizes the

full potential of the Saturn platform.

Unfortunately, this gem looks to come at a

time when the Saturn is struggling badly in

the U.S. and industry interest has focused on

Sega's forthcoming Dural system. Is this the

Saturn's last hurrah? That remains to be

seen, but if it is, at least the Saturn will be

going out with a bang.

These guys look more like

a '70s disco band than a

fire fighting unit

Character Profiles
There will be two playable characters in Burning Rangers, Shou

Amabane and Teiris. Three other characters act as navigators who
offer warnings of impending danger and guide the piayer to fire

victims. Here's the back story on the cast:

Team Navigators

Reed Phoenix - 22 years old and cool under pressure, Reed has

a pragmatic streak In him. Although sentimental about his work,

he prefers staying out of dangerous rescues.

Big Randman - At 35 years of age, Big is the veteran member
of the Burning Rangers. A desire to protect life emerged from his

years living In Africa amidst its lush animal-filled environment.

Kris Burton - Having suffered the tragic loss of her father dur-

ing a Burning Bangers rescue mission when she was 1 3, Kris Is

hampered by the In ability to bust or love people. Although now
a rather lonely 24 year old, Kris has a brilliant analytical mind

that serves the Burning Bangers quite well.

Assume the Position

Shou Amabane - Saved by a Burning Ranger during a disaster when he was ten

years old, Shou Is now 21 and has Joined the Burning Bangers. A relative new-

comer, Shou has surprised his peers with a mixture of strong

intuition, supported by the ability to act boldly. There is a strange mixture of

cheerful naivete and confident power In his persona.

Teiris - An attractive 19 year old woman, Teiris could be considered the gratu-

itous babe of the Burning Bangers. Orphaned and raised In a government child

care center from an

early age, she

has somehow
grown up to

become a

warm-hearted

woman and a

valuable

member
of the

Bunting Rangers.

Hopefully the completed game
will feature a wide variety of fire

ravaged environments.

The heat and danger almost

seem to leap out of

these screenshots.

If only we had listened to

Smokey the Bear...

1 What's this? Friend or foe... in bat-

tle armor?!? 2 Ah, the UGP credo:

Why stand and fight, when you can

run and hide?
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The smooth interface makes combat

and shopping easy and fun. 2 Light-

sourcing and other special effects give

Revenant a sharper look than many
RPG's. 3 'Hey, you! Have you seen Lucy

Lawless anywhere around here?'

system: PC

publisher: Eidos

developer: Eidos

RELEASE PATE: DECEMBER

The game formerly known as

Forsaken has cast aside its previ-

ous moniker (mainly because

another game had the same exact name)

and has now become Revenant. One thing

that hasn't changed are the real time 3D

characters and beautiful backgrounds.

The game combines the look and feel

of an adventure game, and the charac-

ter development and replay value of

a true RPG. With over 20 charac-

ters to choose from, Revenant

gives the gamer plenty of options.

With the five weapon types each

having their own set of animations,

the look of the game changes,

depending on who the character

is and what kind of weapon they

possess. The artwork was done

by Don Beauvais, a premiere fantasy

illustrator, and the music was created exclu-

sively for Revenantby Xymox, a European

techno band. With an all-star cast support-

ing the game, it already has the look and

sound of a winner. However, what makes

ffevenanf such an exciting title is the

detailed combat and the non-linear storyline.

The game is being developed using

Direct 3D and will fully support all 3D cards

on the market. Revenant is one of the best-

looking action/RPGs this year.

SYSTEM: PC

publisher: Segasoft

developer: segasoft

release date: October Ifflfl

It's screen shots like this

that keep the videogame

faith burning in

our hearts...

Woohoo!!!

nother astonishing title from

SegaSoft, Skies uses the

Transactor technology to create

an online world that is second to none.

Players select and customize any one of the

bestial, humanoid, or animal creatures and

grow them on HEAT.NET to become older,

bigger, and wiser. So when you walk into

town and see a big bad ass demon, you

know better than to even mess with him.

The game sends players airborne over

a huge collection of cloud cities and the

3DFX enhanced graphics are unbelievable.

The smooth frame-rate, motion, and pure

number of polygons in Skies makes it

instantly one of the best-looking

and most promising games of the

year. Unfortunately, the game

won't be coming out until

October of '98, so there is still

plenty of waiting. The good

new is that if the game is

already this awesome, just

imagine how it's going to look

and play in another year. The

speed and nature of Skies makes it

an obvious game for the consoles and

SegaSoft basically told us that it will be on a

platform. Although they wouldn't say which

platform, our guess is that Skies will be one

of the first games for Sega's 3D accelerator-

1 The flying engine is marvelous and it

just blows Pilot Wings away.

2 Different looking characters all have

different traits and as you gain experi-

ence your character changes physically

as well. 3 Playing Skies online is the

type of thing that could cause addictive

personalities some major problems.
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Gaming's greatest

hero unleashes his

X-traordinary new power:

on 32-bit systems! Mega

Man X4 blasts light-years

ahead of its predecessors

with unrivaled graphics,

vibrant animation and

a barrage of cool new

features. For the first time

you can play either as Mega

Man X or his mighty partner

Zero in two separate adven-

tures. X-plore all-new X-Hunter

levels, where perplexing

passages, power-ups

3
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SYSTEM: NlOTENDO

publisher: Tho

DEVELOPER: IriAGINEER

RELEASE SATE: END flTR lllfl

The shiny
spot an the
NB4's UPO
horizon

When the N64 was announced a

little over a year ago, gamers

rejoiced everywhere, antici-

pating a follow up act of precedent-setting

RPGs in the same stead that was exercised

on the SNES. But in an unlucky roll of the

dice, powerhouse companies like Squaresoft

and Enix were lured away from the develop-

ment camp at Nintendo and placed firmly in

the Sony trenches. With a fairly bleak RPG

future ahead for N64 owners, any hint of

roleplaying in a game should warrant a wel-

come reaction. Luckily enough, the folks at

TH-Q have recognized the need for these

types of games on the system and are

attempting to fill the gaping void.

With the 1998 release of Quest 64

(Mahou Seiki Eruteiru in Japan), gamers will

be treated to real time battles in an action-

oriented RPG setting, colorfully

texture-mapped, fully polygonal environ-

ments, and an epic adventure that will span

across three massive, fully explorable

worlds. Your character, Shanjaque, pos-

sesses the ability to wield powerful magic,

summoning all natural elements (fire, earth,

etc.) on his mission to fulfill his duty

as the protector of Setland

Island, his homeland. In his

role as 'Spirit Tamer,'

Shanjaque will come

across other warriors

who can join his

party, as well as

hundreds of intelli-

gent and

sometimes,

not-so-friendly,

characters

who'll help fur-

ther his quest in

their own ways.

Although we
haven't been able to

view a playable version of

the game (the game should be

released in Japan this December), from

Some of the shots included In this preview

ware taken from a very early version of the

game, but they still look Impressive.

the shots that we have seen, environments

and character designs look sharp and fully

animated. Towns and item-collecting are

key to progression, as well as developing

Shanjaque's skills. As it stands, the game is

only one-player, contrary to rumors that it

may be multiplayer compatible, but this fac-

tor shouldn't take anything away from the

gameplay. With the potential for a massive

quest, as well as the promise of hours of

intelligent character interaction, TH-Q is

aimed and poised to release a sure hit with

Quest 64. We're eagerly awaiting further

news on the game, and we'll give you the

scoop as soon as we find out more.

Simplistic light souralng and

colorful backgrounds should be

a standard set up for caves

and mazes.

TH-Q claims that every

environment In the game will

be completely explorable.

Shanjaque's adventure will

encompass massive lands and

even the ocean! All aboard!

1 Shanjaque wields his magical

abilities right outside the castle gate.

Show off. 2 We don't know yet how
interactive the game's surroundings

will be, but there's a lot of room to

roam. 3 The worlds appear similar in

rendering to Mario 64, but we haven't

seen it all yet.

1 Design and layout for the towns

have grown more complex in later

versions of the game. This shot

shows it. 2 Shanjaque has beefed up

some in the more recent shots of the

game. Perhaps the sheep had

something to do with this subtle

weight gain.
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system: Nintendo bM

publisher: KoNArn

developer: Konami

release date: 1st c3tr ITTfl

You'll run into many more

characters throughout the

game, including

and Yae.

The fifth in a long series of games

under the name Gamhare Goemon

in Japan, Legend of the Mystical

Ninja 64 is being prepared for release here

in the States, thanks to Konami. Blending

certain RPG elements with adventure and

platform action, Mystical Ninja heavily

emphasizes a slapstick sense of humor in

character concept You'll be able to play as

either of two bizarre ninja characters,

Goemon or Ebisumaru, and use their unique

abilities to bash objects and people with dif-

ferent weapons in order to collect precious

gold and other items. Your characters

will be able traverse three different

types of terrain, but the means of

progressing in the game will be

locating huge hidden bosses and

defeating them. Saving coins

and buying items from the

numerous shops in the massive

towns will aid you greatly in your

adventures. Using a game engine

mimicking that of Super Mario 64,

with the ability to adjust camera

angles, swim, jump and inspect invento-

ries, Mystical Ninja 64 may be something big

for N64 platform enthusiasts to look forward

to in early '98.

system: PlayStation-, PC

PUEList£R: Interplay

developer: Interplay

RELEASE DATE: JANUARY

With two to three shortcuts

per track, this is set to be SF
Rush on water.

fter seeing the adrenaline rush

induced by WaveRace 64, devel-

opers all over the world have

started to create their own water racing

games. The first of these to come out is

going to be Powerboat Racing. The game is

being released at the beginning of 1 998 for

both the PC and the PlayStation. The 3D

accelerated PC version is breathtaking, but

the PlayStation game still looks very nice.

There are 16 different monohulls &
catamarans that can be chosen, then

souped up with three different sized

engines. Once you've picked a boat,

it's off to hit the waves on one of

nine different tracks with

locales like Japan, New York,

I

Grand Canyon, and Monaco, to

name a few. What makes
' Powerboat Racing such an

exciting product is the true 3D

environment that gives the game
an astonishing look and a some

very realistic gameplay. The boats

react to waves and wakes of the other

boats and, with two to three hidden short-

cuts for each track, Powerboat racing is set

to be one wild ride. A four way split-screen

allows for multi-player madness on the PC

or the PlayStation.
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system: Nintendo W4

ptsusos Nintendo

developer: Nintendo

RELEASE DATE: SPRING lTB

It's back
and faster
than ever!

ne of the first games ever

released for the 16 bit Super NES

was F-Zero. At the time, it was a

showcase for the then amazing Mode 7

graphics technique. Mode 7 allowed pro-

grammers to take a standard scrolling

background and skew it, giving an illusion of

3D, at a very high frame rate. F-Zero is still

the best example of the technique.

Thankfully, Nintendo has decided to unleash

F-Zero 64, but this time, with full 3D.

The game comes along at an interest-

ing time. There are loads of cool driving

games available, including the similar

Extreme Gfrom Acclaim. Extreme G is heav-

ily influenced by WipEout, which in turn took

its inspiration from F-Zero. So here we are,

back at the root of it all.

F-Zero 64 uses polygons to create the

3D look, certainly more advanced than Mode

7, but ironically, not as efficient in terms of

frame rate. To counter this, Nintendo has

kept the sparse visual look of the original

intact. This lack of complex roadside objects

means not only a high frame rate for the

moving track, but loads and loads of cars on

screen at once. Since the cars (hovercraft

really) can bump each other around, the

gameplay can get pretty frantic.

The plot (what there is of it) remains

unchanged. It's the future, anti-gravity hov-

ercraft have replaced cars. F-Zero replaces

F1 , it's a lot more dangerous, blah, blah,

blah. Since this translates directly into the

fastest racing around, we'll forgive the

lack of imagination.

F-Zero is unique in that trackside

collisions do not result in much slow-

down. Instead, this saps your energy and

if you lose too much, you die. WipEoutXL

had elements of this, but still slowed

down too much. F-Zero is much purer

and faster in that respect. Energy can be

replenished after each lap, but as yet,

there's no news about weapons of any

sort. This is a racer after all, and not a

shoot 'em up.
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A bridge. Not much of a background, but you

sacrifice scenery for speed In this game.

The four player option is really gonna

propel this game into the ranks of the top

party games of all time. Imagine the thrills

and spills as you go head to head with three

of your hard-driving friends! Plus, you'll also

save big bucks on your insurance bill, since

wrecking a hovercraft is infinitely cheaper

than trashing your own car.

So get set for some real hardcore rac-

ing action, 'cuz what once was the fastest

racing game around is coming back again!

The LA Freeway at 3 AM on a

Sunday morning, minus guns

and rude finger gestures.

i jv; .'

The original F-Zero took place on

fiat tracks, but the sequel has

hills, camber and loops.

O SEE 5®

1 Nintendo has added eight new vehi-

cles to the mix, as well as including

the original hovercraft. 2 A variety of

camera angles display the action, this

one showing a fly-by of the busy futur-

istic racetrack. 3 As you can see, the

limited backgrounds mean there are a

hell of a lot more cars on screen than

you might expect. It can get crowded

and bumpy at the start.

1 Now four player is cool, but there's

nothing more exciting than a duel

against your greatest opponent.

2 The four player mode will be one

of the most attractive features of the

game, as long as they can maintain

a decent frame rate.

http: //www.ultragp.com ULTRAgameplaLjers Dbl





PUBLISHER: NINTENDO

developer: Nintendo

RELEASE DATE! MARCH

What's
green and
makes you
say
'Hwww'?

Tlie rotating balls are hard to

jump on anyway, but the

problem Is exacerbated by

the fact that they are

Inhabited by

strange creatures.

higeru Miyamoto has a talent for

produciing memorable games

and characters. Yoshi, the love-

able dinosaur first seen In Super Mario

World for SNES, can now be seen in a multi-

tude of titles including the brilliant, but

under rated Yoshi's Island. This Nintendo 64

sequel promises to elevate Yoshi back into

the spotlight.

The original Yoshi's Islandwas a

graphical masterpiece, featuring hand

drawn and hand painted backdrops, digi-

tized onto a SNES cart. The effect may have

been a little too artsy for some players and

although the game did well, it never

repeated the performance of the original

Super Mario World.

Yoshi's Story again features distinctive

graphics - this time brightly colored com-

puter renders, occasionally interspersed

with more hand drawn stuff. The sprites are

also rendered, giving the game a very solid,

3D look, without, of course, 3D movement.

Although the idea of a 2D side scroller

might seem old-fashioned, there are many
gameplay elements that will only

work in this genre.And this

is, afterall, Mr.

Miyamoto's forte. The

chances of this

game sucking are

slim to none.

The

gameplay incor-

porates

many of the

elements

seen in Yoshi's

Island, but with-

out the addition of

baby Mario. And if

you're waiting for yet

another 64-bit Yoshi appear-

ance, word on the street is that he'll be

back for Super Mario 64 part 2.

1 In some parts, the 'camera' pulls

back revealing almost all of the level,

and allowing you to combat some seri-

ously oversized foes.
1 Yoshi fights off

a slightly surreal slug. 3 The water is

just one of the many transparency

effects used to make Yoshi's Story

even more spectacular.

I Yoshi explores a drainage system

which is inexplicably made of papier

mache, revealed in the weird cut-out

view. Although the game has some
visual similarities to Donkey Kong
Country, the colorful, neon style is

all its own.
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system: PC

PUBUStR: MlNDSCAPE

developer: Take 5 Iweractive

RELEASE DATE: DECEnBER

JetFighter: Full Bum offers

modem air combat fun

without too much of

that icky realism

to muck
things up.

he latest installment in the popular

PC-based JetFighter series,

JetFighter: Full Burn, takes a dif-

ferent tack then many PC flight sims in that

its gameplay leans more towards the arcade

rather than authentic simulation.

Extensive use of cinematic introduc-

tions, mission briefings, and cut scenes in

forwarding the game's storyline should fur-

ther the game's appeal to flight sim

novices. The player can assume the

role of either an American or

Russian pilot and the story unfolds

differently depending on which

path the player chooses.

Since the game sup-

ports MMX and 3D accelerators,

JetFighter: Full Burn should look

and perform more than satisfac-

tory. The number of pilotable craft

is a little on the low side, but the

available rides will be highly appealing

to fans of cutting edge jet fighters. Even bet-

ter, the game supports head-to-head and

cooperative multi-player action for two with

the included CDs and up to eight with

additional CDs.

systeh! PlayStation, PC

puajsraa Psygnosis

developer: Haiku Studio

RELEASE DATE: FEBRUARY

The graphics In Elric

are truly marvelous

to behold! Check out

that evil dude!

Conceived from the works of fan-

tasy writer Michael Moorcock,

Elric is a real-time, sprite-based,

3D adventure developed by Haiku Studios.

The game is going to be action intensive,

with real time sword-fights and spell-cast-

ing. It will be available for the PlayStation

and PC, with up to eight player death-

matches scheduled for the PC.

The story is standard fare. You are

Elric and the evil gods have put your beloved

Cymoril in an eternal sleep. In order to wake

your soulmate and save the world, you must

bring back the nine parts of the Cross of

Chaos. However, in order to secure

these pieces, you must fight through

hordes of monsters and obsta-

cles. Throughout the game, you

come across more powerful

weapons and enemies, which

enhance the game's staying

power. What could set Elric

apart from similar titles is the

smooth animation, sharp graph-

ics, and eye-popping special

effects. But even more interesting is

the developers decision to stay away

from the RPG elements and stick to a pure

action game.

The combination of a deep storyline,

stunning graphics, and hot gameplay might

just be enough for Elric to make its mark.

1 Magic spells and items can be

upgraded and collected throughout the

game. 2 By not using polygons, the

developers were able to get an

extremely sharp, smooth look to the

game. 3 Enemies, like this huge, fire-

snorting demon are sure to keep

gamers on their feet.

The special effects in

Elric are astonishing!0

ObiH ULTRAgamsplsLjBrs http: //www.ultragp.com



Compete head-to-head. Surrender nothing.

The Microsoft' Sidewinder game pad brings the action of video game play

to the PC. Now, as many as four of you can play Windows 95-based games by

daisy-chaining these pads together without losing any functionality. Only Sidewinder

game pads do this.

Map complicated, hard-to-remember multi-button moves to a single button for

execution of lethal maneuvers. And it's a perfect fit for hands of all sizes, letting you

keep a solid grip and making it easier to use any of the buttons or triggers. So, the

more Sidewinder game pads you own, the more friends you can take advantage of.

01 xneir

"best friends.

- Lord Chesterfield

Game Pad

www.microsoft.coni/siclewinder

1 ©1997 Microsoft Corporation Ail rights reserved Microsoft, Sidewinder. Where doyou want logo today?. Windows and tile Windows logo are registered trademarks 01 Microsoft Corporation.



system: PlayStation

puaistcK Kowm

hmloper: Konami

RELEASE BATE: SltBjfflS

You, £00,
can be
sneaky!

With these cool 'see In the

dark' binoculars, you'll

have no trouble checking

out those flight attendants

across tile street!

While Metal Gear Solidwas the

talk of the show at E3, it was-

n't even playable yet. We
wanted to find out how this puppy played, so

we trekked all the way to Tokyo, Japan, in

order to see this game in action.

Imagine, if you will, a warehouse,

where numerous guards roam on patrol,

while your character swims up to a loading

dock. The player can stay in the water par-

tially submerged, where he can scout his

enemies' movements unobserved. This

game is all about stealth.

Choosing a section of the dock that is

unpatrolled and obscured behind a fuel tank,

the player decides to either play the game

like a shooter, or earn more points/benefits

by avoiding as much contact as possible (at

times, it will be absolutely necessary to

avoid contact). Initially, your player starts

with nothing but his hands and a pack of

cigarettes. Good luck. You'll need it.

Your player runs around and takes a

strategic position at a corner in the ware-

houses. As a guard walks

around the corner, you grab

him and quickly flip him

over your shoulder, where

he lays stunned.

As you run away, the

guard alerts his

coworkers to your

presence. Hiding

along the wall, you

grab the next

guard that passes

you, but this

time from

behind. As he

struggles

against your

grip, the guard

becomes a human

shield. You then tempt

the other guards to shoot

at you. Once your human shield

is dead, use his weapon to return fire.

Even in darkness, you can be deadly when

using these cool night vision goggles.

There are literally dozens of different

weapons in the game, all with different

sounds and effects. There are submachine

guns, pistols, sniper rifles, and more. One of

the most impressive weapons is a guidable

cruise missile that you can control via a mis-

sile cam once you fire it. In addition to toads

of weapons, numerous items such as keys,

explosive charges, detonators and more are

at your disposal. It's even possible to set

traps and distractions.

Despite the fact that the Metal Gear

team won't commit to any proposed ship

date, Konami management is currently tar-

geting a summer '98 release.

Your weapons are many and

varied. Automatics are likely to

be most people's weapon of

choice, though.

Yep, that's real 3D snow alright

Huh? where the hell's the caption?

Detailed environments like this one

aren't seen in very many games on any

system. Your character can crawl,

slink along walls, climb structures

and more.

Ack! Caught in the crossfire!

Hey, you can even use the ATM
machine after normal banking

hours, thanks to your

nightvision goggles!
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TECMO Discovers
Virtual' Genetic
Coding Imbedded



Ml of the
thrills, none
of the
commercials!

With his blue faders

and that plastic

suit, this guy

will score,

for sure!

uring the Atlanta Olympics,

Konami didn't manage to capture

the all-important official license.

But it still swept the board in terms of sales

with the very playable Track and Field for

PlayStation. Now it's been line-jumping

other game industry hopefuls when it comes

to bidding for licenses on the Olympics and

it seems that it's going to be putting it to

good use.

Nagano Winter Olympics '98 features

all the major winter events presented in the

same style as the inimitable International

Track & Field. Realistic, large scale texture-

mapped athletes compete over a dozen

events; including bobsled, luge, downhill

skiing, slalom, speed skating, ski jumping,

snow boarding and even curling (a

bizarre sport involving rocks, brooms

and a good deal of ice).

The N64 and

PlayStation versions will dif-

fer slightly in terms of which

events are picked because

'the development teams have

different preferences'. Both ver-

sions are being developed

completely independently

of one another, with the

! teams only sharing some

model and animation

data. Thus, PlayStation

owners will get the bene-

fit of an additional alpine

event, while N64 owners
' will get a slightly different

method of speed skating.

Much like Epyx's classic

Apple and Atari computer clas-

Winter Games, Nagano will

offer a variety of practice and

competitive modes. From one

to four players will be able to

This wouldn't happen so often If those

cheapskates would Just chip in for gas!

compete simultaneously in a comprehensive

competition or in a single event.

Nagano will feature locations from the

upcoming games, including fully modeled

ski slopes, plus motion-captured athletes

simulating the real competitors. Konami

says it wants this to be a family game. Both

versions are expected early next year.

This is the dreaded Turn Two,
otherwise known as 'Old

Gelding Glacier'.

If speed skaters were really

vain, they could check out their

reflections in the ice.

_________________________
Snowboardlng Is easily one of

the coolest (pardon the pun)

sports In the game. Jumps
and tricks are what you're

looking for here.

m^23__i "\ The Nintendo 64 version makes
excellent use of transparency on the

alpine events. 2 In this little known
Lithuanian event, the skater tries to hit

gaily colored triangles with his head.

3 Billboards and real sponsors of the

Olympics are all here, just as they are

In the real games.
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Mr-

systems PlayStation

publisher: Electronic Arts

developer: ElectronicArts

RELEASE DATE: DECEMBER

There Is a definite James
Bond feel to the game, as

the player drives around

blowing everything

to smithereens.

sleeper that has all the earmarks

of being a hit, Auto Destructsort

of came out of nowhere with its

insane combat racing gameplay. The basic

premise of the game has distinct similarities

with games like Carmageddonand Twisted

Metal, with more of an emphasis on mission

objectives than those two titles.

The player assumes the role of a

champion race car driver who has just wit-

nessed the brutal killing of his wife and

daughter at the hands of fanatical cult. The

player is then recruited by a mysterious

secret organization and given the opportu-

nity for vengeance against the cult.

Auto Destruct is set in major

cities like London and San

Francisco. The cities are huge,

fully-rendered, 3D environments

that allow the player to drive at

high speeds through city streets

to fulfill a variety of mission

objectives. The overall atmos-

phere of mayhem the game

possesses is its biggest plus.

There always seems to be cars and

pedestrians being run into, run over,

and blown up. The car handles nicely and

the concept is impressively realized, which

makes this relatively unheralded title one to

look for this Christmas.

system: PlayStatiom, PC

PUBLISHER: PSYGNOSIS

DEVELOPER: HAMMERHEAD

RELEASE DATE: DECEMBER

First-person perspective shooters

have replaced the side-scrolling

platform game as a videogame

industry standard, but Shadow Master

seems to offer a bit more than usual.

The basic storyline involves an evil

enemy known as the Overlord who has per-

verted all forms of life on seven different

planets and turned them into menacing

mechanical monsters.

Shadow Master vim have 16 levels of

gameplay, each featuring a diverse collec-

tion of enemies, in addition to an end level

boss. A promise of complex character Al

routines should mean an above aver-

age challenge for this type of game,

but what is most notable about

Shadow Master are the

graphics. Every manner of

advanced lighting effect has

been utilized to make the

game a superior-looking, first-

person shooter.

The gameplay

seems a bit too track-based

and leaves a distinct Tunnel

B1 taste. Whether Shadow

Mastercan rise above that

visually impressive, but ulti-

mately disappointing game will

probably depend on the variety of the

mission objectives in the final game.

1 The action takes place in major cities

around the world, including our

personal favorite, San Francisco.

2 There are a few interesting camera

angles that add a different flavor to the

gameplay. 3 As in real life, pedestrians

are fair game in Auto Destruct.

One part Carjoagettdon, one part

I
^9 8l

%
JSi?SiS!ft' '

'' Twisted Me&i, Auto Destruct \ook

J

>ks to

that-
J

1 A selection of six special weapons

promises some offensive variety.

2 This sub-boss shows off some of the

graphical effects that are literally jam

packed into this game. 3 Great. We
have to save the universe and they give

us Scooby Doo's Mystery Mobile to do

it with.
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system: PlayStation

publisher: Acclaim

developer: Probe Qttertainment

RELEASE PATE: gN» Qm 1TO

The best
way to play
in the mud
[without
girls,

of course... J

Yes, this is the Farmlands

track, but cloning Is not

an option. This is just

an early look at

the two-

player

mode. ~ -^ :

:

ven for the editors here at UGP, it's

rare to get a good look at a game
over six months before its release

date. And it's even rarer when that game
seems to took and play as well as Super

Moto Cross does.

An off-road motorcycle racing game,

Super Moto Cross puts to shame the only

other similar type game on the market—
VMX Racing. (Moto Raceris excellent, but

since its not strictly off-road racing, we
won't consider it a direct competitor.) VMX
Racing, while entertaining to a certain

extent, was plagued with questionable con-

trol characteristics and visually unappealing

graphics. Months before it set to be

released, Super Moto Cross has both of

these features running at an impressive

quality level.

Visually, Super Moto Crosslooks

superb with its fully rendered 3D environ-

ments, numerous textures, and real-time

light sourcing. The dirt bikes themselves

sport an incredible amount of detail and the

rider animations are nicely done, although

Acclaim insists that the game contains only

'place holder' animation at the

moment. Nice touches, like

realistic water splashes,

kicked up dirt, and tire

r v tracks left in the mud,

add to the overall

Being an off-road motorcycle racing game Is

the only similarity between SuperMoto Cross

and VMX Racing. This is a good thing.

Moto Cross releases, the Sony analog con-

troller will be available and Acclaim

promises that SMC will support it.

The only question remaining is how
many tracks Super Moto Cross will ulti-

mately offer. The version we saw offered

five tracks. With so much time left in the

development cycle, there will be plenty of

opportunity for the developers to add even

more racing circuits.

If Super Moto Cross adds depth (read

tracks) to its already impressive gameplay

and visuals, the game will certainly fulfill its

promise and contend for one of the best rac-

ing games of 1998.

Even early In its development

cycle, SuperMoto Cross looks

and plays exceptionally well.

An optional external camera

angle offers little functionality,

but does offer some
scintillating visuals.

1 The level of graphical detail in the

game is simply amazing. 2 Differing

weather conditions significantly alter

the look and feel of the tracks. 3 The

fully realized 3D environments mean
that the game isn't strictly limited to

the track.

With over six months left in the

game's development, there's a lot of

work to be done, but those objects

in the middle of the track are cer-

tainly intriguing. 2 This shot was
taken after Bill tracked us down for

missing deadlines.
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system: PlayStation

PUBLISHER: Tba

jeveloper: Sony Music

RELEASE hate: 1TO

This game
truly is
more than
meets
the eye!

What's more deadly— his

punch or that damn spiky hair?

Far in the distant future, a new race

of beings called Michi unexpect-

edly made a merciless invasion on

mankind, bringing them to the brink of

extinction. The survivors decided to fight

back. They put together the Gun bike Special

Assault Unit, made up of transforming

mecha. The mecha can transform instantly

into three different modes, from a bike to a

robot, very similar to the Cyclone

mecha in Robotech.

The main feature in Armored

Fighting Robot mode is attacking. It

is the slowest moving of the three

modes, but its attacking ability is the

greatest, and damage taken from

enemies is relatively little. Its attack

methods include punching and

'roller-dashing,' as well as your 'gun-

arms.' There are also quick turning

and jumping functions. Armored Rally

mode is the high turning ability mode.

Speed and attacking ability are inferior, but

it boasts high mobility and endurance.

Lastly, there's Speed Bike mode. It has a

high velocity rate, but is extremely

difficult to turn. Its

endurance is low, and if

it is attacked, it easily

falls down.

The

player can choose

from three char-

acters: Ippei,

Major Nohno,

and Ahml. Ippei is a

hot-blooded youth who acts

before he thinks. He lost his brother, a

motorcycle-riding hero, to the Michi and,

in despair, he joined the Gunblke Special

Assault Unit. Major Nohno is the only military

officer in the Gunbike Special Assault Unit

appointed 'elite ttoSf by his commander.

He's a perfect calm and composed ideolo-

gist, but is also conceited. Ahmi is a robot

made specifically to be a Gunbike rider. A

synthesis of man and Michi, she has various

defects, like being subject to madness.

The game has seven stages, and each

stage has a beginning half and ending half,

with entirely different gameplay. The first

half is essentially a racing game, in which

you must reach a certain point in a certain

amount of time. The last part is your battle

with the main boss. Depending on the stage,

some bosses attack without warning.

Those mutant baddies are e

where. Be damn careful!

See angular metal things ran

along metallic corridors!

Destroy enemy armor by

pushing huge cotton balls

on mem!

L
1 Looks like one or more of these

mechanical monsters is gonna be

retired to the scrap heap soon.

2 This damn mech's got more legs

than a centipede!

1 Things blow up real good in the

world of Gunbike!

2 Long straight passageways make for

some real intense top speeds!

3 Wow! It's small, purple metal thing

against big grey metal thing for the

championship! Woohoo!
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system: PlayStation

publisher: Capcoh

developer: Capcom

RELEASE BATE: FEBRUARY

Does anybody know why
Mega Man's girlfriend is

carrying that

wrench? ^^p^-w

Well, Little Boy Blue may not be

the oldest or the most famous

videogame character, but he

is undoubtedly the hardest workin' man in

show business. Lazy mascots like Sonic and

Mario are lucky to appear in one or two

games a year, while the robotic boy is

back again for over his 20th game

(and that's not counting all of the

different platforms, either).

For the first time in the storied

franchise's history, Mega Man is

going to be made of metal and

polygons as Capcom brings the

game into the third dimension.

The 3D nature of the game is

one of the many changes that

Mega Man Neo Is undergo-

ing. The game will

incorporate RPG

elements, like walking

around town, interacting

with characters, and a

Manga-style story. Mega

Man purists need not worry,

because all of the boss-fighting

action of the series is here as well.

One thing is certain, this is the

biggest advancement yet (not

to mention the only) in the

lengthy series.

f The upside:
WENCHES.
The downside:
THE TJLANK.

J^he salt spray hits your lips as you look

into the deep blue. The frigate creaks and

the plank bobs. Will this be the end?

Welcome to Shipwreckers! Life on the high

seas at its swashbuckling best. Wield flame

throwers and hurl lightning bolts as you man

cannons and command great vessels under the

Jolly Roger. Battle one to five other players.

The rewards are great, the puzzles daunting

and the excitement high—just watch your step.

The plank is a cruel mistress.

Shipwreckers! and Ihe Psygnosis logo are trademarks of Psygnosis Lid. ©1997 Psygnosis Ltd. Ail rights reserved. The PlayStation logo and

"PlayStation" are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association.

Visit www.psygnosis.com and enter the

Shipwreckers Treasure Quest Sweepstakes.
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system: PlayStation

publisher: Sony CE

developer: Sony Music

Entertaiwent

RELEASE DATE: 2ND (JTR 1TO

The movie we saw featured a

very small area, from which

you have

J r i
r

This mysterious title that surfaced

at the Tokyo Game Show is

another hot-looking game from

the suddenly busy developers at Sony

Music Entertainment

What we know about the game is that

it is a complete 3D world, with a third-per-

son view, that is often far away (similar to

Loaded). We also know that the missions in

the game are going to be timed and feature

puzzles and thinking over action. As the title

suggests, the primary goal of Escapens to,

well, escape from various areas. The polyg-

onal graphics are extremely smooth

and the different gameplay ele-

ments make this one cool-looking

title. There is still some ques-

tion who, if anybody, is going

to bring this game out in the

U.S., however, the game

doesn't feature freaky

Japanese characters or a

novel full of text, so we fully

expect somebody (probably

Sony) to bring out Escaper by

next Christmas.

As soon as we uncover more

details on the game, you will be the

first to know.

system: PlayStation

publisher: Activision

developer: Activision

RELEASE DATE: 1ST flTR ITO

Harry's Idle animations have

him glancing over his

shoulder, awaiting an

Imminent

attack.

Porting over a classic 2D side-

scroller into an updated 32-bit

format can sometimes be a tough

project to take on. Certain games, like

Castlevania, haven't lost any of their edge,

even when kept in their original 2D form, but

with a new, roughly playable version of

Pitfall 3D in the offices, we can safely say

that Harry will be able to jump, swing and

float in full 360-degree glory.

Activision has also managed to retain

the majority of classic enemies from

all of Pitfall 3D's preceding ances-

tors and put them into action.

Harry must dodge torturous

lava pits, deal with rather

nasty scorpions, and he'll

even be able to shoot some

nifty projectile weapons as

well. The controls are still a

bit rough and we have yet to

see if Activision will attempt

to place this game in competi-

tion with some of the other

stellar 3D action titles soon arriv-

ing on the market, but so far, Pitfall

3D looks to possess a lot of potential.

Keep an eye out for it early next year.

http: //www.ultragp.com ULTRA gamefjIsLjsrs 061



"The only NFL game good enough
to put my name on it."

-Jimmy Johnson, Miami Dolphins

Ask Jimmy.

Motivation, game tips, personnel

assessment and post-game analysis

from Jimmy Johnson.

Coach's Clipboard™

Create your own custom

plays and save them
on memory card.

One-Step™ Play Calling

Choosing your play is as simple

as pressing a button.

3-D Passing Interface.

An innovative interface

provides precise control

of passes and kicks.

Fully Licensed.

Real NFL teams, logos and
players with authentic play

books and formations.

Plus Customize Players and

Teams, General Manager Mode,

and Adjustable Real-Time Camera

Movement Before the Snap.

"There is so much more in my

game... so get a move-on and

check it out for yourself!"

- Jimmy Johnson

© 1997 Interplay Productions. All rights reserved. VR Sports, VR Football and The Difference Is Real are trademarks of Interplay Productions. All rights reserved. Exclusively licensed and distributed by Interplay Productions.

Developed by Padded Cell Studios, a subdivision of Game Tek, Inc. Jimmy Johnson is a trademark of Golden Cane Enterprises. The NFL shield design is a registered trademark of the National Football League. TW© 1 997 NFLP.



Back-to-Back Super Bowl Championships

Four-Time NFL "Coach of the Year"

36 Consecutive NCAA Victories

Start Taking Notes.

Team names, nicknames, logos and other indicia are trademarks of the teams indicated. Officially Licensed Product of the NFL Players. © 1997 PLAYERS INC. The PLAYERS INC. logo is an official trademark of the National

Football League Players. PlayStation and the PlayStation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. All rights reserved. All other copyrights and trademarks are the property of their respechve owners.



system: PlayStation

rslisher: ACCLAIM

developer: Pros:

release date: March

Holy three-
dimensional
butt shots!

Tills Bat-Frisbee has more
curves on It than an

episode of Baywatch!

Thanks in large part to that

schmuck, Joel Shumacker, the

Batman series has gone to hell.

The latest adventure, Batman & Robin,

featured comball lines like, the chicks dig

the car', not to mention several close-ups of

superhero buttocks encased in rubber. Now,

for the first time in the series' history, there

appears to be a decent videogame being

made and, in all likelihood, it can't be any

worse than the movie.

In prior attempts at Batman games, it

was always the Caped Crusader moving

from left to right and beating up flat

enemies. Batman & Robin is different in

many ways. First off, the game is completely

3D and offers more freedom of movement

than nearly any game on the market.

Secondly, the game features a virtual

Gotham City which, as Batman, Robin, or

Batgirl, you must protect from the evil Mr.

Freeze and Poison Ivy. Instead of just run-

ning through the minions and then fighting

the boss at the end, you actually have to

took for the commissioners call.

The most intriguing aspect of the

gameplay is the way the game takes place

on a timeline. While cruising around in the

Batmobile, a call will come from the

commissioner saying that the

museum is being

robbed. Then

you have to

speed

around the

streets of

Gotham

City

(avoiding

the innocent

traffic) to the

museum to try and

stop it. If that takes too long,

then another crime will start taking

place. This type of gameplay finally gives

gamers a chance to see how life really is

as a caped crime-fighter.

Pyrotechnics like this give Batman a real

polished look.

While the graphics and control of the

game are coming along nicely, we are still a

little concerned about the final project. Often

when a developer gets too ambitious in a

project, it ends up not coming together at all.

However, Acclaim has already delayed the

game until next year and they say they will

delay it as long as necessary to ensure that

the game is quality. We'll wait and see if this

great idea comes to fruition.

[

The virtual Gotham City is

coming along nicety. Now, if the

Cruising around the city In the

Batmobile Is pretty damn cool

and a lot faster than a cab.

Hordes of Freeze's minions attack

from every angle, but like any good

crimefighter, Batman is more than

equipped to deal with them.

There's even a virtual Batcave, but

finding it is always tricky.

Ah, Batgirl in her tight rubber suit.

Hey, the developers even took off

those pesky pounds Alicia

Silverstone couldn't quite get off in

time for the movie.

Dfll ULTRAgameplaLjers http: //www.ultragp.com
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system PlayStation

publisher: Sony CE

developer: Sony ME

release date: 1th Qm ITifl

Oh, take your partner by the

arm, Allemarrde left and

do him

From the makers of Kileak: The

Blood, comes one of the most

interesting games of the year.

Tenchu (Heaven's Punishment) looks a lot

like a Bushido Blade clone, but in fact, it is

nothing like it. instead, Tenchu is the Metal

GearSolidol the 16th century.

Essentially, the player can choose to

be the hero, Rikimaru, or the heroine,

Ayame, and must use ninja skills, like hiding

in the shadows to discreetly complete

mission goals. Weapons in the game include

a ninja sword, throwing stars, and caltrops.

But Tenchu isn't about mass violence,

in fact, if you race after enemies

with reckless abandon, you will

fail. Instead, sneaking up and

hiding out are crucial to

completing the mission. Not to

fear, there is plenty of close-in

combat and blood to keep action

fans satisfied.

As of yet, there is no word

whether Tenchu will make the trek

over the ocean, but if the game is as

good as it looks, then you can be sure

Sony will have it out by next Christmas.

system: PlayStation., PC

pueusher: Psygnosis

developer: Hookstone

RELEASE DATE: MARCH

Twelve years later, the

graphics are

looking a

helluva

lot better.

The original Sentinel on the PC,

Amiga, and Atari S in 1985, and

was one of the first titles to pro-

vide a entirely different type of game.

Essentially, Sentinel Returns is a 1 997

update of the original game, that has added

a richer visual world and several new game-

play elements as well. The objective of

Sentinel Returns is to gain control of the play

area by attaining energy through absorption

of trees and through judicious use of said

energy to ascend to the highest point of the

landscape, absorbing the Sentinel and

taking his place. Sound confusing?

Well, that's exactly what made

the original Sentinel such an

intriguing game. However, the

best way to describe Sentinel

Returns is an eery 3D chess

game. The fast-paced strategy

game takes place in a haunting

environment that comes to life

with the music of horror director

John Carpenter, who Psygnosis

signed on to do the soundtrack.

The game features 666 levels, serial

link, network play, themed play environ-

ments, and a random level generator.

Sentinel Returns should be one of the

most interesting and original titles of 1998.

1 Splashes of blood look so rea.l it's

likely to spatter on the controller if you

aren't careful. 2 Large 3D areas for

exploration and hiding must be used to

accomplish the missions. 3 The light-

ing, graphics, and new concept set

Tenchu apart from the pack.

1 Now that we've started updating

things from the 80's, it is finally time

to do a 90's version of Porky's. 2 The

smooth graphics and haunting sound-

track should make Sentinel Returns a

different type of strategy game. 3 With

666 levels, there are plenty of different

environments to play in.

The network play on the PC should

make for some excellent

eight-player games.

Dflfl ULTRAgameplaLjers http: //www.ultragp.com





. Being surrounded by flesh-eating

creatures has never been so much fun.

2 The perfect weapon against the

undead has to be the chainsaw. What

better way to chop off their arms and

legs? 3 This picture is just plain dis-

gusting, but as the press, we felt the

need to keep our public (that's you

guys) informed. Heads up!

srerot PC

publisher: Skasoft

developer: Segasoft

RELEASE DATE: FEBRUARY

Hey, buddy! Keep an eye out

for us, OK? Geez, don't

lose your head...

0>

n odd, but interesting, mix of

Resident Evil and RedAfertmake

Flesh Feastone of the more

intriguing titles on the way. The game is set

in the campy 3D world, but don't worry,

there's plenty of gore to go around.

The game can be played similar to Red

Alert, where you can strategically control a

party of adventurers or you can fully take

over one character in a Resident Evil-style

action/adventure game. With 17 levels, mul-

tiple sub-plots, and 50 different weapons,

there should be plenty of variety. One of the

more interesting features of Flesh Feast

is the ability to use your own limbs

as weapons. If the zombies man-

fk age to tear off your arm, you can

then pick it up and beat them

IB over the head with it. ImagineH these sort of limb-to-limb bat-

IJf/ ties in death matches over the

Wm internet Flesh Feastcomes with

f/ three free months of HEAT.NET

(SegaSoft's internet gaming net-

1^ work) premium membership,

complete with tournaments and ladders.

This is the perfect set-up for some grue-

some 'eat your mates' multi-player battles.

Truly a game for the bloodthirsty. If

Flesh Feast can match its gore with game-

play, then it will be a game worth playing.

system! PlayStatioh, NW-, PC

publiscr: rta»Y Hon:

DrrERTAINrElfr

developer: Crystal rxttAru.es

release date: Declihr/Ist (Jtrm - m
Gex looks sharp while

saving a young fan from the

dreaded can opener

of Death.

Watch out Croc, there's another

reptile in town and he's

already been around the block

a few times. Crystal Dynamic's mascot is

back for another go on PlayStation, PC, and

now, the N64. Midway Home Entertainment

is going to publish Gex 2 and release for the

three major systems.

The gameplay in Gex 2 is standard

platform-fare— timed runs, jumping on

heads— but the new 3D environment gives

the game a different look and feel. The

game is running in the PlayStation hi-

res mode, which makes the

graphics extremely crisp and

detailed, plus Gex is moving at

well over 30 fps with accept-

able control response.

The developers have

created a greater variety of

levels than almost any game on

the market. With completely dif-

ferent enemies, power-ups, and

textures, each of the themed levels

feels like a new experience. The levels

include a horror level, prehistoric level,

sci-fi level, and a Gexzilla level. We've yet to

see much on the N64 version, but what

we've seen on PlayStation and PC is very

promising, indeed!

http: //www.ultragp.com
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system: PlayStation

publisher: Electronic Arts

developer: Dreamworks/Neverhood

RELEASE DATE: JANUARY

More fun than
a barrel
ofmonkeys?

/
ft. ^

The whole concept and story

behind Skullmonkeys takes

on a rather humorous

and bizarre tone.

Game presentation

is definitely not

a problem.

Working off of the phenomenal

success of the PC

puzzle/adventure game, The

Neverhood, Dreamworks and Doug TenNapel

are at it again. This time, a console 2D

platform er is in the works and truckloads of

clay are once again being molded and

shaped for the further adventures of

Klaymen, the all-too-ordinary hero of

Neverhood and now, Skullmonkeys. Doug

TenNapel, the creator of Earthworm Jim, has

envisioned a bigger, stranger universe for

the unseeming savior, Klaymen. Chosen at

random, Klaymen must protect his world

from a similarly strange-looking villain

named Klogg, who has just recently

recruited a planet full of skullmonkeys

(monkeys with hairless skulls for heads...

go figure... ). Thus, your adventure begins.

Along the way, you'll be able to use

bizarre and goofy weapons, such as a

Hamster-shield, which renders the game

comparable to Earthworm Jim in humor.

Where else can you use a Universe Enema?

Highly reminiscent of Earthworm Jim in

design as well, Skullmonkeys is

slated to feature more than

120 levels across 20 dif-

ferent worlds of 2D

side-scrolling

action. Completely

created out of

clay, the cinemas

and character

actions

barken back

to days spent

in front of the

tube watching

Gumby and Pokey.

It's a sure-fire

formula that not only

looks amazing, but also gives

the world of the game a highly individual

appearance and an immersive quality

backed up by a clever storyline.

With a bit more variety in enemy

Cinemas throughout the game appear painstak-

ing for the production team, but the results are

pure claymatlon goodness.

interaction and a kept promise for more

depth in level design, Skullmonkeys just

might provide the gaming world with a

brand new comic hero for 2D fans with a

penchant for humor in their games.

Besides, the name itself sounds like a

lot of fun. Skullmonkeys... Skullmonkeys... It

could almost be a secret club or a punk

band name. Yeah, we think you could do a

lot worse for a game title. Well, OK, maybe

not that much worse.

Gorgeous pre-rendered back-

drops give each 2D level a

distinct feel.

The usual dangers await

Klaymen, like skull-headed

enemies, and treacherous drops.

I

Odd power-ups and silly

I weapons are part of the sta ri-

ll dard gameplay in Skullmonkei

1 The obligatory snow level... who
would've thought this one possible?

Now where's the underwater level?

2 We were only able to play on five of

the 120 levels promised in the game,

but the gameplay seemed smooth at

this early stage. 3 Skullmonkeys is

pretty much the brainchild of the

designer of Earthworm Jim, as you

can tell from a lot of the art and

level designs.

1 In this version of the game,

attacks are old-school platform

style. Jump on your enemy's head

and watch them explode. 2 EA

promises multiple secret areas and

tons of side-scrolling worlds to

explore. Let's hope they all look as

good as this one.

http: //www.ultragp.com ULTRA garnep/ayer^ Em
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SYSTEft PC orget all that you know about

SegaSoft and prepare to be damn
ail impressed. We certainly were!

Originally, SegaSoft was putting out cute lit-

tle PC games like Space Bar and Scud, but

Rjajstcra SegaSoft

developer: PostLdcar

RELEASE DATE: MARCH

H spy game
that puts
poor old
Goldeneye
to shame!

with its new Transactor technology and a

trio of hot games, HEAT.NET is the place to

be for online gaming.

Essentially, the Transactor technology

enables an open economy in online games,

where you can truly build your characters up

with weapons and items. However, you can

also lose things in battle, giving the game

some serious consequences. It also opens

up trading amongst players and is the first

online experience that really immerses

the player into a different and very real

world. In Vigilance, you'll be

able to pick up weapons and

find items along the way,

lut watch out for other

spies, because if they get

i you, they will take away

your items forever!

Even without the

online experience, Vigilance

is on pace to be one of the

most extraordinary games

of the year. The game is a

3D, mission-based spy game
that throttles the player into the

most realistic world we've ever

seen. Developed specifically for

3DFX, Vigilance puts out more

polygons than was previously

thought possible. Simple

objects, like a doorknob, take

60 polygons. The end result is

an expansive, smooth, and gor-

geous 3D world.

Of course, all the eye candy

in the world doesn't make a

great game, but the best ele-

ment in Vigilance is actually the

gameplay. The player selects an

alter ego from multiple mem-
bers of a elite anti-terrorist

game footage and it looks even better on a

screen.

team and must sneak around dark offices

looking for objects to complete the mission.

Much like Goldeneye, silently taking out ene-

mies is the only way to successfully

navigate through several of the missions.

Imagine this— you pick off a security guard

from long range with a sniper rifle, then qui-

etly walk into a dark office. Turn on your

flashlight and look around for the secret

documents. Finally, you take a picture and

sneak back out past the other guards—
absolutely awesome! >.

It's rare when a game comes along

that causes us jaded gamers to get legiti-

mately excited, but Vigilance did just that.

None of the textures in the g

are repeated, giving each wall

its own distinct look.

you see where plenty of enemies

will eventually be placed.

i Even the bars are polygonal, giving

the game a richer look than any other.

The lighting in Vigilance is more real

than the lighting in our office. Check

out the refracted light against the wall

— it actually changes as the day goes

on. No, this isn't a picture of Bill's

desk. There's no empty beer cans, for

one thing...

You want special effects and col-

ored lighting? Well, Vigilance is

going to have plenty of that as well.

The graphics are so crisp, you

could almost pick up one of the

books and start reading.

http: //www.ultr'agp.corn ULTRAgameplaLjers PIS



READY TO WEAR
For the PlayStation" game console

Reality Quest's The Clove,

will change the wayyou
playgames.

"

- GamePro
July 1997

" The Glove does

give the dedicated

gamer a competitive

control advantage."

- Ultra

GamePlayers
July 1997

" The coveted Glove

is a truly revolutionary

controller.

"

-PSM
October 1997

Licensed by Sony Computer Entertainment America for use with the PlayStation game console.

PlayStation and the PlayStation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.

and Reality Quest are trademarks of

Reality Quest Corporation.



ON HAND NOW
AT STORES EVERYWHERE

License Pending

100% Compatible

with the Standard

Controller for the

PlayStation™

Game Console

Digital, Analog, and

Simulated Analog

Modes

Plug 'n Play

Fast Button Layout

1 •

ft

Proprietary Wrist

Motion Sensing

Technology

Optional Y-Axis

Layout

Three Pre-defined

Button Layouts

Three Sensitivity

Options

For more information and availability, check out

WWW.THEGLOVE.COM
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Win a Free Bike!

G'Wea

Feeling lucky? Play Courier Crisis. Then come back here.

i\NaV Still feeling lucky? You should be.

You just survived a 3D urban cycling, merciless

' '4r gauntlet of hurt. You must be lucky.

EXCLUSIVELY FEATURING

Now stretch your luck

to the breaking point.

Find out how lucky
one piink can be.

4
1 oh

1
st

prize

THE HILL DEVOURING

KARAKORAM.

THE MOST RADICAL

OF MOUNTAIN BIKES.

KARAKORAM: From its full

/ CRMO GT triple triangle design frame to

its Shimano 8-speed shifting

. system, the Karakoram has

jfv front of the pack" written

.: Jf \y A all over it. A production

gfr. , 1 steel mountain bike that

totally performs.

H f-ff-TTI^KFREESBB

GTTOUR'98:
Big air is reserved for few riders, and even
fewer bikes. After all. ramp riding

takes its toll on unworthy
equipment in no time.

The GT Tour is the best

ramp bike available

for all take-offs and
landings.



system: PlayStation

publishes: Natsuie

developer: Natslue

RELEASE BATE: JANUARY

One of the bonuses of this

version of the game is the

option to create your

own levels.

uriously, the theoretical cyclical

nature of life seems to repeatedly

translate over to the world of

videogames more often than not. A good

example of this compulsive tendency of the

industry is the return of the Broderbund

classic, Lode Runner, for the PlayStation.

With the exception of colorful, newly

designed backdrops, a 'construct your own

level' mode, and a very cool tribal sound-

track, the game plays with no

noticeable differences than any

other version of the game and

therefore, will lure addicts of

the older versions into invest-

ing even more time in front of

a television.

Old school gamers,

as well as puzzle fans, will

truly appreciate Natsume's

choice in publishing this

classic forefather of modern

videogaming culture. They've

updated it just enough to make It

worth playing again, seemingly

without detracting from the solid Lode

flunnerformula. Be ready to dig, climb, and

grab those coins while burying the bad guys

sometime at the beginning of the new year.

THE LEGEND TVKNS
1 i EXT*.A
1 $ CONSTRUCTION

|_j
OPTIONS _J
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inSIDE THEEEDREBDH
• GRAPHICS How a game looks is only a

small part of the formula, but an important one.

Great graphics can pull the player into a world

and make the experience seem all the more

• WUI'i Again, music won't make or break i

game, but if the soundtrack moves you in an

RPG, or gets your heart pumping in a fighting

game, it adds to the overall appeal. Weighted

• TOUnp_£FFECTS Good sound effects

can actually help you to 'feel' the game better.

Just imagine how much less of an impact a

heavy punch would make if it only made a small

'tick' on contact. Weighted by 2.

• inTERflCTIOn How well does the game
respond to your commands? How much influ-

ence do you have over what's going on?

Weighted by 4.

• BflLflnCE Is the game childishly easy one

level, then frustratingly hard the next? Does

your opponent have an unfair advantage? When
you want to save, do you have to walk an hour

back to the village? Weighted by 4.

• PEPTH Ever bought a game, fallen in love

with it the first hour, only to beat it in two

hours? A great game will take a long time to fin-

ish, and offer plenty of reasons to come back for

more. Weighted by 4.

• EXTRAS Did the game's programmers go

for that 'little extra', tossing in codes, hidden

items, secret screens, or other added bonuses?

Weighted by 1.

• PRE5.ED.TflTlpn Does the game create

a world that draws you in? Do the intra screens

and menus reinforce this environment?

Weighted by 1.

• IfinoVflTlor A game can be loads of fun

without offering anything totally new, but the

classics are always the trendsetters, lighted

by 1.

• RRTinG The total sum of all the categories,

divided by 23.

Here it is, our joyous December issue. We've tried

to make this our happiest issue of the year, 'cuz

we know that some of you were really bad and didn't

get any presents this year, except for that lump of

coal. Not much fun, huh? Well, at least these reviews

will be useful, kinda like getting socks or underwear.

anmBEHmnn hH peiib

ammiums peiib
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The system is the result of hours of

gameplay and endless toil, resulting in

the most in depth (and, uh... really

complex) rating in the industry
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GENRE. Racing O PLAYERS. 1 TO H O PUBLISHER. Nintendo O DEVELOPER. Rare O RATING. KA O M.S.R.P. $51.15
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Z7/7F mDREFOR THE FJORD

OK, so you've already heard

that Diddy Kong Racing is

basically an update of Mario

Kart, with the emphasis on adventure

rather than racing. So, the question

is: How good an update is it?

There are lots of features in the

game that you won't see in Mario

Kart 64, such as the chance to fly

planes or ride in hovercraft. You

also get to race against boss mon-

sters as you progress through the

various stages.

Graphically, this is a hell of a lot

better than Mario Kart, with smoother

frame rate, better characters and a

far more useful four player mode.

This time you can pretty much always

tell exactly what's going on.

The gameplay is a strange

hybrid of racing and exploration. After

you have won a race, you have to go

back and play the track again, but

this time collecting eight silver coins.

This is harder than it sounds, since

the coins can be hidden anywhere on

the tracks (levels?).

Using different vehicles also

means a lot more variety for the

player and definitely a lot more fun.

The aircraft, in particular, present a

cool challenge, since they can roll

and loop.

Rare's character designers

probably aren't big Mortal Kombat

fans though; they included sicken-

ingly cute freaks like Tiptup the Turtle

and Pipsy the Mouse. All these char-

acters should be put to death

immediately and the game should

come with a barf bag. Irritatingly, the

colorful band of wacky animals may

put older players off, and that's a

shame, because they'd be missing

out on a fantastic game.

The way weapons work is par-

ticularly clever, with several pick ups

available, all of which can be pow-

ered up (Gradius style) by collecting

repeats of previous same-colored

You're about to

be challenged to

a race by a

dinosaur— up

the side of a

mountain. And

he cheats.

goodies. This means that strategic

decisions have to be made at the last

moment, since you don't have a sec-

ond to spare.

The adventure element

Nintendo is pushing can be mislead-

ing— this is no platform game. All of

these adventure elements take place

in the confines of a racing environ-

ment. You can explore, but at the cost

of first place. Your natural instinct will

be to blast around the tracks as fast

as possible.

The artificial intelligence is bet-

ter balanced than in Mario Kart with

less unfair computer catch-up than

seen in Mario Kart and Wave Race

(many readers found that feature

totally aggravating).

The pick-ups are particularly

clever, with several pick ups avail-

able, and each enabling more

1 Spinning logs hnder your racing mobility, and cause untimely obstruction. 2. Two-player mode is quite fun, and doesn't suffer from slowdown as much as MatHo Kart did. 3 One

of the most important things about Diddy Kong Racing is spending time with it. Once you do, it's clear it's a different game than Mario Kart. 4 Kart racing, however, Is very similar.

IDE ULTRA gamefjIaLjsrs http: //www.ultragp.com



powerful ones depending on the

choice you make. For instance, collect

three ballons in a row (let's say you

just got three blue balloons in a row)

and your power-up is increased incre-

mentally. It's wise to save speed

power-ups fo the end, so that you can

burst past your opponents at a much

faster speed than if you had collected

one or even two balions.

What's also interesting is that

many of the courses are designed for

all three vehicles. When you're play-

ing, you can see crevices in the rock

far too high for a kart or a hovercraft

to get into. In other areas, you're

forced to play in the same of vehicles.

Just remember that the game

will grow on you. It's a keeper.

http: //www.ultnagp.com
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REVIEW

EUEfl BETTER THESUV TIMEREBUTtD?

The Advanced game even has a

new wardrobe for the S.T.A.R.S.

Here's Jill modeling the new
summer sportswear collection.

ronsidering how long fans of

Resident Evil have been wait-

ing for a sequel to the

PlayStation classic, Resident Evil:

Director's Cut could be viewed as an

attempt by Capcom to squeeze every

last buck out of the first game before

the new game arrives. The only thing

is, Resident EvilIs such a good game,

that even as a rerun, it outshines

most of the new games coming out

for the PlayStation.

For gamers who have never

played Resident Evil, the Director's

Cut ranks up there as one of the best

graphic adventures ever and personi-

fies what next-generation

videogaming is all about. The real

question is, should the player who

has already shelled out 50 bucks for

the first game ante up an additional

40 for the Director's Cut?

Resident Evil: Director's Cut

offers three different versions

(Training, Standard, and Advanced) of

the first game and an awesome

playable demo of Resident Evil 2. The

Training game offers you more items

like ammo and save tapes. The

Standard game is the regular version

of the game

that

every

self

respecting

PlayStation

owner

should already have.

The only really notable

differences in this

version of Resident

Evil are in the

Advanced game.

Capcom has changed the

location of items in the game,

added new camera angles, and

added some surprises.

If that was all the Director's Cut

offered, there might be some reserva-

tion on recommending the game, but

Director's Cut,

Stiemector's Cut.

People are going to

buy this game for

the Resident Evil 2

demo alone.

Resilient Evil \ust seems to get better

with age. A classic, in the true sense of

the word.

Capcom, the masters of fock picking,

will somehow manage to extract

another 40 bucks from your piggy bank.

1 Like I said, there are definitely

a few new surprises In the

game. 2 New camera angles in

the Advanced game help to spruce

up the visuals. 3 It's always good to

see old friends. 'What's up!?! You

lose a little weight or something?

Lookin' good! You're money, baby!'

the addition of the Resident Evil 2

demo makes this a must-have. This

demo is awe-inspiring and will

leave fans with their

mouths watering. The fact

that the demo offers a ton

of gameplay is a big plus.

The only real disappoint-

ment is that Capcom

seems to have renigged on

its promise of a truly uncut

Resident Evil. Some of the

more gory sequences were

deleted from the U.S. ver-

sion of Resident Evil, and

once again, the Japanese

version of RE: Director's

Cut has the gore. This is a

small complaint in the big

picture, but a Director's Cut

shouldn't really have any

censorship if it's going to

live up to its name.

ALTERNATIVES
Resident Evil 1.2

Overblood b.fn

Clock Tower fl.3

OGAMEPLAY QSPECIAL
INTERACTION EXTRAS 10

BALANCE PRESENTATION

DEPTH INNOVATION
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GENRE. Racing o PLAYERS. 1 to M o PUBLISHER. Acclaim e DEVELOPER. Probe a RATING. KA e n.S.R.P. »S1.1£
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REVIEW
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flaw WITH EHTRRFDSf

M M M ell, if imitation is the

V m m highest form of flattery,

llv then the folks at

Psygnosis ought to feel pretty darn

good about themselves. Acclaim's

Extreme G is very, well... flattering

towards the justifiably classic racer,

WipeoutXL In looks, gameplay, and

speed, both titles have a

surprising number of

similarities, but it's

the differences

between the

two that are

the most

telling about

the quality of

Acclaim's

new racer.

In a few

areas, Extreme G
surpasses its prede-

cessor, most notably in its

multiplayer options. By supplying

gamers with a fast, split-screen mode
for up to four players, this title offers

strong gameplay for groups rather

than just single players.

Extreme G also boasts a more

varied and gut-wrenching track

design than WipeoutXL The devel-

oper included more sharp rises and

precipitous drops than in any racing

title before. If perhaps that isn't

enough to wrap one's stomach up

tighter than William Shatner's girdle

during his TJ Hooker days, then

the full twists and gigantic

loops will make players

wish they hadn't eaten

Tunnels like this give

players the opportunity

to ride on the walls.

before starting

the race.

The compari-

son between the two

titles also sheds some light

on Extreme G"s frailties.

Compared to WipeoutXL's crisp

graphics and clean textures,

Acclaim's racer comes up short,

thanks to Nintendo 64's proprietary

'FuzzyVision'. This is a necessary sac-

rifice to keep the frame rate high, but

A different

choice of paths

could have this cycle

jumping between these

pipes about now.

Too cool!

frustrating nonetheless.

The techno soundtrack in

Extreme G is unexpectedly decent for

cartridge-based music, but lacks the

edge that a great soundtrack adds to

a game. The vehicle design is stan-

dard as well, with futuristic cycles

that look like they made a wrong turn

at the Tron It casting call. These

cycles simply don't have the charac-

ter or design elements to draw

players deeper into the world behind

the races.

What this title does offer,

however, is the fastest, most nerve-

wracking racing yet on the Nintendo

64. While it doesn't quite match the

level of quality as the title it strives so

hard to be, Extreme G is a game that

should be a welcome addition to any

speed-freak's videogame library.

We've finally found the source

for all the fog in this game.

With twists like this on the tracks,

keeping a bottle of Pepto Bismol

close may not be a bad idea.

This drop alone is almost worth

the price of admission.

Somehow the fog manages to

stay out of the tunnels.

Apparently the teamsters who
built the tracks were a little

behind schedule and this course

wasn't quite finished.

ALTERNATIVES
Moto Racer 1.7

Manx TT 7,1

VMX Racer fa.5

©GAMEPLAY OSPECIAL
INTERACTION EXTRAS

BALANCE PRESENTATION

SOUND EFFECTS DEPTH INNOVATION
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Sometimes, to achieve perfect control, you've got to get a little out of control.

We at Team Mad Catz take pride in going the distance foryou and your game.

You want perfect replication of the high-speed driving experience. We got it.

The real wheel — for PlayStation and Nintendo 64. By any means necessary.
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REVIEW

CmsHedesneui-HEEaoL in cwsthlu/ie perfect sequel w ^ (W <7

Hs one of the big contenders

in last year's console mas-

cot wars, Crash Bandicoot

may not have relied on ultra neo-

technological gimmicks in making his

debut title a roaring success, but he

did have a certain charm, which man-

aged to place the game at the top of

the charts with all of the other

PlayStation blockbusters, like

Resident Evil and Gameday. On his

sophomore swing around the block,

Crash has landed in an even bigger

adventure, packed with a sinister

plot, new and usual odd suspect

characters, and a couple of new ways

to get around. A bigger adventure

also means more secrets and

bonuses, which were defining staples

of gameplay for the first game.

But has Crash matured at all?

It's difficult to say. On the whole, the

gameplay appears untouched, but

Naughty Dog has added different ene-

mies, new techniques, which include

a belly flop and crawl, and craftier

ways to sniff out hidden areas, which

make for both gameplay frustration

and reward when you've successfully

completed a stage with an 100%

The return of Neo
^ Cortex also means
some rather lengthy

cinemas. We promise

that they're all

id, though,

score. Naughty Dog's even

gone so far as to attempt to

make the game less linear, with the

inclusion of 'Warp Rooms', which

allow Crash to pick and choose levels

from a central area in order to

progress to the next 'Warp

Room.' Although the levels

are still mainly track-based,

this feature allows the gamer to

focus on control and skill, rather

than exploration. The graphics are

still as clean and detailed as they

were in last year's bandicoot

outing, with newer animations

and smoother movements.

So, what's the big differ-

ence? The difference lies in

Crash 2% massive frame-

work of level structure and

overall depth. With over 30

levels and a more compli-

cated and tricky network of

gems and level require-

ments in order to receive

an 100% rating for each

stage, Crash 2 definitely

packs a longstanding

punch that consistently

challenges old-school plat-

forming skills by adding in

a little adventurous com-

plexity. With all of Crash's

newly acquired abilities,

whether airborne, water-

logged or grounded, his

strength and appeal lies in

his knack for providing

With a bunch of new dangers to dodge,

Crash will have to use all of his new-

found abilities to survive.

tougher platform obstacles to test

those who thought that they'd out-

lived the era of true platform games.

He's probably the only mascot who's

still got it in him, which makes this

title a pure gem.

ALTERNATIVES
Pandemonium - fi.l

Croc - a.b

Crash Bandicoot - fl.S

Look for the question marks plas-

tered on the ground to access

bonus rounds.

And here we are In a Bonus Round, Fancy a dip in the stream? Crash

ready to rack up apples and lives can't take too much water with-

like there's no tomorrow. out his handy jetskt.

The Warp Room allows for a dif-

ferent level entries, as well as a

SAVE POINT! Hallelujah!

QAUDI0 & VIDEO 0GAMEPLAY QSPECIAL

GRAPHICS 10 INTERACTION ID EXTRAS 1

nusic a BALANCE 1 PRESENTATION
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The world's leading authority on the games industry,

Next Generation is a high-quality,

stunningly-designed magazine covering

leading-edge computer and video games
for savvy, multi-system gamers. Next

Generation enables the sophisticated

gamer to get the inside story on the

latest platforms and new technologies

emerging in interactive home
entertainment.

* Created for a new generation

of hardware and software

•& Exclusively written for

sophisticated game players

:< Daringly designed to look and

feel like no other magazine

* Delivered right to your door

each month

can 1-800-706-9500 ..

receive your FREE issue of Next
Generation at no risk. If you're

pleased with what you see, we'll

send you I I more issues (12 in all)

for only $l9.95-over 70% off the

cover price!

With your paid order, we'll send you

The Next Files, two limited-

edition CD-ROMs, absolutely FREE!
Offer good in US only. Cover price is $5.99. Canada: $US 33.95, includes GST. Foreign $US 43.95. Prepaid

in US funds only. Please allow 6-3 weeks for delivery of first issue.
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Pit yourself against 12 napalm-wielding speedfreaks across 12 looping, coiling, corkscrewing

rollercoaster racetracks. If you've never seen a cyber-cycle take a stinger missile

up the tailpipe during a blistering halfpipe, you're about to OD on adrenaline.

Racing to the Nth degree through gravitational extremes.

Freestyling off the Shockwave of enemy shrapnel.

Surfing the knife-edge between G-force and burning wreckage!

If gravity's a law, then this is a felony.

4-PLAYER RACING AMD
BATTLE MODES!

MULTIPLE PATHS, JUMPS,
BRIDGE-OUTS AND LAVA.

YOU'RE CORKSCREWED! STATIC PULSE WAVE, TRACTOR

BEAMS AND MORE!





REUIEWS ~)
GENRE. Racing • PLAYERS. 1 or 5 g PUBLISHER. PsyGNOsis o DEVELOPER. Bizarre Creations o RATINC. KA e M.S.R.P. $in.15

REVIEW

S3WSWPMM^P
mmmm
EUEnBETTER THE SECOnD TIME fmnUFlD?

Fsygnosis scored massive

critical acclaim with the

original PlayStation version

of Formula One, but there were some

glaring omissions which baffled the

gaming public. A race game with no

two player mode? What was that all

about? Well, the good news is that

Psygnosis has addressed most, if not

all of the issues raised. This is a big

step forward.

Let's start with what happens

when things go wrong. In the first

incarnation of the game,

crashing was a com-

pletely dull

experience. Your car

just kind of stopped.

This time, there's plenty

of animation, as your

vehicle tumbles and

bounces

around, occasionally pulling off tricks

reminiscent of a skateboarder. The

crashes aren't perfect, but a big step

forward from simply grinding to a halt

as in the previous version.

The handling of the car seems

to be a lot more realistic too, in both

arcade and simulation mode— but

that could be an added sensation

from the new crash physics. One

point of note is that the control in the

arcade mode is a bit too tight, and

really can't compare to

other pure arcade rac-

ers. The options,

which were ency-

clopedic in the

first game, are

almost over-

f whelming this

time around.

There's very little you

can't do to alter the make

up of the game.



Take $10.00 Off

The Ultimate 3D Racing Experience
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GENRE. Strategy PLAYERS. 1 to M a PUBLISHER, Nintendo o DEVELOPER, Hudson Soft o RATING. KA o M.S.R.P, Sbl.lS _

REVIEW

HuDsnn's flreshipgoes3D with&Bins!

M M M ell, if you're a

M m m Bomberman purist, then

vmMr there is nothing as exhila-

rating as crushing three opponents in

the multiplayer mode of Super

Bomberman 2 for Super NES.

Nothing. The reason is simple: Super

Bomberman's multiplayer mode

reached its goal perfectly (possibly

even better than Hudson had

intended), blending quick-thinking,

close and long-range attacks, random

power-ups, and balanced, all-out

The isometric perspective Is actually

quiet, though traditional Bomberman
fans will cry bloody murder.

warfare into a tight 2D arena.

Multiplaying in Bomberman 64

is more like PuoyPuoy, so gamers

don't claw their way out of little alley-

ways; they're dropped into full range

battle arenas. Up to four players can

take part using the N64's built-in

ports, dead players can rejoin as

ghosts and piggyback on opponent's

backs; and several equally clever are-

nas are available. Some are simple

squares, resembling the last minute

of the plain multiplayer arena from

Super Bomberman. Others are based

on full 3D ramps and bridges, with

harrowing drop-offs and ledges.

Either way you look at them, kicking

and throwing mayhem is easily and

quickly attainable and, even better,

Bombers retain the ability to grab

bonuses as well as pumping their

bombs up to full size for massive

chain reactions. You can knock oppo-

nents semi-unconscious, pick them

up, and you can still play tag-team,

albeit slower than in

Super Bomberman.

Your players are

ready, but are you

ready to Bomb?

1 With few second left, humongous fire

baits fall from the sky. If you don't see

their shadows, you're dust, pal. 2 Little

secrets, like this passage, help to make
the one-player game engaging. 3 Find all

four warps and the level is practically

yours. 4 The first boss is tricky, and

sometimes the perspective, which is not

controllable, is annoying.

5 Drop and bomb and pick it up quick to

hit this bad ol* bird.

The single-player mode con-

tains the large, 3D, explorable worlds

and action-based adventuring we
experienced in Super Mario 64, and

still retains the quick, on-the-fly

strategy of the multiplayer game from

the past.

The single-player world is 3D

and viewed from an isometric per-

spective. Polygonal constructs fill the

worlds with layered buildings, ancient

bridges, dangerous rivers, killer cliffs,

hidden paths, spectacular looking

warps, and hordes of the bizarre ene-

mies. Players can pump up their

bombs to at least twice their original

size, making them each that many
times more powerful. Kicking

and throwing are built-in abili-

ties, leaving the collection of

familiar power-ups slightly

slimmer, but no less valuable.

Extra lives, health bonuses,

flames, and special power-ups,

like timed bombs and others,

are still part of the arsenal.

The gameplay in

Bomberman 64, in the final

analysis, is refreshing and rela-

tively progressive, while not

being terribly surprising.

Bomberman 64 has evolved

into the 64-bit universe, bring-

ing along the simple charms

it's always been loved for in a

good, solid package.

O muSLASS PERRY

QGAtlEPLAY OSPECIAL
INTERACTION EXTRAS

BALANCE PRESENTATION

DEPTH INNOVATION

ALTERNATIVES
Super Mario W - V3

Puoy Puoy - 6,1

Super Bomberman E - fi.S
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GENRE. Sin S PLAYERS. 1 O PUBLISHER. Natsume © DEVELOPER. Natsuhe O RATING. KA O M.S.R.P. SW.IS

REVIEW
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aybe I should preface this

m m m review by saying I am an

m m m avid fisherman, and few

things in life are better than a trip to a

quiet mountain stream where trout

are plentiful. However, because of

one simple game, I have

developed a fear of fish

that may just keep me
away from the

water for a

long time.

That game

is Reel Fishing,

and what it holds

inside is enough to scare any angler

out of his waders. Yes, I'm talking

about super trout that are able to per-

form feats heretofore unheard of in

the annals of fishing. Maybe these

denizens of the deep are common in

Japan, where this title originated, but

over here in the land of the free, it's a

whole different story.

At first, players won't realize

Players have total control over what

fishing tackle they can use.

This guy gives tips for better fishing,

but he's really not very helpful.

the nature of the creatures they are

destined to face. The game does a

wonderful job hiding that behind

serene music, and a quiet fishing dojo

from which the game begins. Even as

players arrive at the lair of these

unnatural underwater

dwellers, they are lulled

into a false sense of

security by the

Eg gorgeous scenery

fwj and soft

ambient sounds.

To prepare

for the oncoming

battle, the game allows players to

choose their own weapons of war-

fare. Whether it be a standard worm
on a rounded hook connected to a

plastic float and a short rod, or just a

simple fly and pole, players are

given complete control over

what they use to catch

the beasts. Not that it

matters, though—
these fish are just

waiting for some

poor sap to try to

nab them, and when

they inevitably take

the bait, the virtual

anglers soon realize they

are in way over their heads.

The trout I know (not

these iiber-trout from across

the sea) are generally not tricky

enough to require a lengthy

battle before coming ashore.

However, the fish in this title

are strong and smart enough to

have even the most seasoned

angler yearning for a stick of

dynamite and a net to catch

them all.

Naturally, the game

offers no help for a fisherman

in trouble. The few hints it does

offer are about as useful as a

screen door on a submarine.

Consequently, much of the

game is spent losing fish, and

then watching them swim off

laughing that

awful fish-

laugh under

their breath.

Once

players learn

the tricks to

fishing, the

title is far

more enjoy-

able, but the

learning

curve is so

steep that only the most dedicated

gamer will stick around long enough

to reach this point. Even though this

title features beautiful scenery, and a

perfectly suited soundtrack, the

overly difficult and monotonous

gameplay hurts its final score.

1 Sure, it looks like this

fish will be caught, but

trust me, he Is just playing

with the sucker at the

other end of the line.

2 Don't be fooled by the

serene setting, there's

trouble below.

3 Players must catch a

fish bigger than these

record holders to progress

to the next level.

ALTERNATIVES
Bass Master Classic - a.D

Treasures of the Deep - 6.Q

Worms -

©AUDIO & VIDEO ©GAMEPLAY
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REVIEW

Treasure's lrtestSD titlejustsets weirderrhd weirder

M M M ell, Mischief Makers

111 (Yuke'Yuke!

Troublemakers in Japan)

is one of the those odd little titles that

tends to create a small dedicated

audience among gamers. Could this

be because the game's storyline

revolves around a kidnapped profes-

sor and his robotic maid who's also

the game's heroine, Marina? Or that

gameplay-wise, your main attack

consists of grabbing, shaking and

throwing objects and enemies? With

that said, the terms 'acquired taste'

and 'fringe gaming' come to mind.

Treasure's past titles, Guardian

Heroes and Gunstar Heroes, com-

bined a successful mix of frenetic

fast-paced action, distinctly individual

character designs,

and insanely

fun two-

player

modes. The latter is the only missing

element in Mischief Makers and it's

keenly felt throughout the game. The

action, though quick and at times,

seems a bit segmented due to con-

trols that require the gamer to master

a rather steep learning curve in order

to at least manage them. All of

Marina's abilities require you to utilize

every skill available in order to defeat

different bosses and survive the vary-

ing levels. A cooperative two-player

mode might have added some inter-

esting twists to the conventionality of

side-scrolling platform action.

The gameplay feels up to par

with the highly unique universe cre-

ated within Mischief Makers. You'll

spend most of the time swinging from

Clanball to Clanball through five large

worlds, while launching enemies into

lava pits and shaking objects to

obtain useful items. And, although the

2D graphics are incredibly antiquated

compared to what the N64 is capable

of, Mischief Makers' nicely detailed

characters

and land-

scapes show a fair amount of flair,

with a subtle amount of transparen-

cies and the like.

It's an odd thing to see an

understated 2D title on a powerhouse

system like the N64, but for those

who loved Treasure's past successes

or those up for an odd journey

through the more bizarre annals of

16-bit nostalgia, Mischief Makers is

definitely up your alley.

oFmMcesa meyes

To mix up the gameplay, a few

entertaining contests and side-

quests have been thrown in for

good measure.

Each level will have a slightly dif-

ferent objective that will require

you to use all of Marina's arsenal

of skills and moves.

You'll come across plenty of odd

Clancer civilians to talk to.

They'll sometimes help you out

from time to time,

You guessed it! The snow world

has become the defining staple

of any good platformer. If it ain't

got one, it ain't a real game!

Marina can Interact with and

control different vehicles

throughout the game.

The mighty N64 shows off its

graphical prowess with its

first 2D title... not.
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REVIEW
PLAYSTATION

This is the turn EHJ77ES WERE I7IEM7T 727

Vou know, I've always had

some major issues with

space combat games. It's

not that I don't like the genre, it's just

that the games all shared the same

annoying flaws. The major problem is

that space is a boring backdrop and

without buildings to zoom past, there

is no feeling of speed, not to mention

that with everything looking the

same, it is very easy to get lost in

space. This all explains why I wasn't

even a little excited about seeing

Colony Wars for the first time.

However, when I sat down with the

developers and realized that they had

addressed and fixed all of these prob-

lems, I started to become a believer.

Then, as new versions of the game

kept showing up, the entire office

was awed by the complete game.

And finally, this reviewable copy

came in and it does not disappoint.

The spacedust zipping by the

ship is the perfect method to achieve

a feeling of speed. The nebulas, suns,

and perfect 3D map make sure that

you can always tell where you are.

The one problem Colony Wars

couldn't overcome is that all of the

levels look similar, since they are in

space, but the variety in style of mis-

sions is awesome. Beyond all of that

the best part of Colony Wars is the

feeling that you are a

The dogfights in

Colony Wars are

exhilarating.

Try to track

down the

enemy, take

down their

shields and

then finish

'em off.

small part of

an epic space

battle. How can I

describe the feeling of

being a small fighter

zooming past a fleet of

Star Cruisers dueling it

out— it's just amazing.

The goodness doesn't

stop there. Every element of Colony

Wars, from special effects to presen-

1 Strangely enough, space is filled

with huge round things. Go fig-

ure... 2 Being placed in the middle

of an epic battle is one of the best

parts of Colony Wars. 3 Keeping

the levels looking different are

elements like this sun and nebula.

4 The inside the ship view is the

favorite around the office.

tation to the story, are done extremely

well. Controlling the craft is easy,

intuitive, and effective, but for

those who have some

problems, there are training

missions. The James Earl

Jones sound-a-like voice

and the John Williams-

esque score make Colony

Wars the videogame answer

to Star Wars. The only thing

missing is the license, but

the games that have the

Star Wars license can't

even come close to the

depth, speed, and fun of

Colony Wars.

To say Colony Wars is the

best space-shooter ever

would be understating how

much of a leap this game is

over the competition. It's

that good! ALTERNATIVES
X-Wing vs. Tie Fighter ^.1

Ace Combat 5 %E
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flfow, FmrnnE, Pestiletke, Derth... ¥ippee, ft'ehll here!

REQUIREMENTS
O Pentium 133 or higher

O EM MB RAfl

© Uindows ,c
iS

o Direct X5

O MX CD ROM Drive

JP^V aven Software's relationship

with id Software lias been a

I fruitful one thus far. With the

successful titles Heretic and Hexen

under its belt, it was only logical for

the developer to take the next step

Much of Hexen 2"S architecture is based

on the Greek and Roman way.

This Roman hub is full of detail. Check

out the awesome llght-sourcing.

1 The Necromancer has a sickle

for a starting weapon.

2 The Cathedral is one of the most

impressive stages in the game.

3 Hexen 2 Is full of Jaw-dropping

graphics. Take this mummy, for

instance. Few people know that

the Egyptians Invented the

aerobic workout.

and move its popular series

onto id's mind blowing

Quake engine. And now,

Hexen 2 has arrived. And

once again, Raven and id

display why they are con-

sidered the elite among PC

software developers.

Hexen 2 takes place

on the world of Thyrion, a

planet that closely resem-

bles medieval Earth.

Players have the choice of

choosing from four differ-

ent character classes:

Necromancer, Assassin,

Paladin, and Crusader.

Which ever character is

chosen, the objective

remains the same: van-

quish the evil only known

as Eidolon and his Four

Horsemen of Apocalypse.

Along the way, the journey

leads the player through many differ-

ent realms such as Ancient Egypt, a

medieval European countryside, and

the Amazon Basin.

In addition, players of Hexen 2

will once again find themselves jour-

neying back and forth

through interconnected

A brass Golem

awaits a

confrontation

with you below.

levels (much like the original Hexen"s

Ethereal travel). The game also offers

a wide variety of enemies for the

player to kill. These monsters range

from Medusa herself to Crystal

Golems and boy, are these suckers

smart. Often, monsters will

swoop down or behind the

player, pummeling him

or her with a barrage

of attacks. While this

may frustrate the

The Four Horsemen

are very tough, but

not invincible.

Does this

guillotine work?

Let's just say it's

a little more
than Interactive.

Anyone want a

close shave?

average 'kill everything with the

rocket launcher' action buff, RPG and

adventure fans will savor the covert

approach that must be taken when

dealing with these fiends.

Hexen 2 delivers on all the

expectations. The level design is top

notch and is just a tad short of beat-

ing LucasArts' Jedi KnightIn the

intricacy department. While the

deathmatch play isn't as straight for-

ward as Quake, it does offer a unique

experience. It's 20+ hours of game-

play and deathmatch feature will

keep you hooked for months. If you

haven't picked up a 3Dfx card yet, I

highly suggest you do. There's no bet-

ter way to experience this game.

ALTERNATIVES
Hexen fc.4 - 7.M

Powerslave - 7.7

fluake - fl.b

DSHD
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REVIEW
PLAYSTATION

IJIioumv clriitib this is the firstofr series. Cod help us.'

m M M ay back when we first

Iff heard of Morta/ Kombat

VMIr Mythologies: Sub-Zero,

we thought, 'Wow, that game sure

has a long name.' Then we thought,

'An action game based on the incredi-

bly popular Morfa/ Kombatfranchise
— that should be really awesome.'

The idea of guiding Sub-Zero through

platform-like levels, populated with

tons of bad guys, was intensely

attractive. We couldn't have been

more wrong.

The first thing you notice in

Sub-Zero is how dated the game

looks. Everything is confined to a

frustrating two dimensions— Sub-

Zero can only ever face left or right.

And, although the characters are all

digitized from actors, as is the Mortal

Kombat norm, the sprites are blocky

and unappealing. Even with the cur-

rent retro-gaming craze in full force,

this game looks like it should have

been released on the Genesis.

This wouldn't be so bad if the

There certainly is a lot of blood in Mortal

Kombat Mythologies...

game played as well as, say, Mortal

Kombat 2. It doesn't. First of all,

you're stuck facing only left or right.

What's worse, you have to make

yourself turn around by pressing a

shoulder button. This can get confus-

ing when fighting someone who

keeps jumping over your head to the

other side (and it's incredibly slow to

happen as well). You could fix your-

self a sandwich in the time it takes

Sub-Zero to turn around, and by then,

you're already dead. Jumping over

Check out that

light-sourcing —
of the few cool

graphics tricks

in Mortal Kombat
Mythologies: ,

Sub-Zero.

pits and such is also a pain, as jump-

ing is accomplished by pressing up

on the D-Pad. Try pressing right to

walk, R1 to run, and up to jump. And

then wonder why you keep falling.

By the time you get the anti-

intuitive fighting mechanism down,

you'll be sorely disappointed. All of

the bad guys you fight are essentially

the same, with a few variations

thrown in for good measure.

Apparently, all the henchmen in the

AWuniverse are bald and wear

'Hammer' pants. By the time

you get to the bosses,

you're too frustrated to

even care that the difficulty

is set way too high.

Another case of a devel-

oper thinking 'annoyingly

hard' means 'challenging.'

To its credit, Mortal

Kombat Mythologies: Sub-

Zero has tried to mesh the

fighting genre with action

and RPG. Sub-Zero can use

items, and gains special

moves as his experience

goes up (from hitting peo-

ple, naturally). The

expensive FMV sequences

are pretty cool as well,

with good-looking babes in

tight-fitting medieval wear.

However, this is all for

naught, as the game is just

1 Mythologies does have an inter-

esting RPG element— we'll give It

that. 2 The platform sections

could've been really cool, but

shoddy control sabotages the

gameplay. 3 The bosses are Just

way too hard, even on Easy.

unplayable. This is the reason why

videogame journalists get jaded.

ALTERNATIVES
flortal Kombat Trilogy ?.?

Die Hard Arcade

©AUDIO & VIDEO QGAtlEPLAY SPECIAL
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REVIEW
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IJUM rlUflMW 'M
DUHE FlUHEm BLR5T5 HIS UJR¥ DITTO THE SHTUHTI inSTVLE

Thanks to Sega and Lobotomy

Software, Saturn owners are

finally getting their share of

the Duke Nukem 3D experience. But

how does this version stack up

against the game's other console

incarnations, and more importantly,

it's PC forefather? Believe it or not,

the tongue-in-cheek action

extravaganza has arrived on the

Saturn amazingly intact, and it's still

just as fun.

Thanks to Lobotomy's

Powerslave engine, the game runs

fast, smooth, and even manages

some impressive light-sourcing not

seen on the PC. In short: it looks like

Duke Nukem done right. And although

some of the subtle touches— such

as revolving doors— have been sac-

rificed for framerate's sake, and the

textures are obviously lower resolu-

tion, you'll be too engrossed in the

game to even notice.

As for the soundtrack, the clas-

sic Duke Nukem 3D tunes have never

sounded better. Control? For fans of

other Saturn first-person titles, it

might seem a little loose at first,

but after a couple of minutes, it feels

like second nature, especially with

the Saturn analog pad. Everything

from freely looking around to strafing

side to side is there for the using.

On the downside, the lack of a

split-screen mode is disappointing,

but if you're a NetLink owner, you're

in luck— the game fully supports

the peripheral.

Where Duke Nukem 3D realty

hits the mark is in recreating the feel

of the original PC hit. Everything

you've come to expect from the

game, from the snappy

one-liners to the scantily

clad (read: downright Pi-

rated) dancers have made

the cut, faithfully re-creat-

ing the atmosphere that

only a Duke Nukem game

can deliver.

In the end, the game

comes across looking,

sounding, and feeling

amazingly close to its PC

counterpart. If you loved

the game of the PC, or are

simply a Saturn owner

looking to add a solid

action title to your collec-

tion, Duke Nukem 3D is

definitely worth a look,

You asked for the R-rated material, you

got it. The scantily-clad dancers are in

there, too...

Lost your way? Duke 3D% automapping

feature has gladly made the trip over

from the PC.

ALTERNATIVES
Final Doom - fi„l

Hexen E - S.fei

(3uake - B.b

t

Check out those lighting effects!

Duke Nukem 3D pushes the

Saturn's 3D capabilities to

new levels.

THE LINE

The revolving doors didn't make
the cut. Thankfully, more memo-
rable ones, like this, did. Burning

down the house, anyone?

Sure, Duke might be armed to the

teeth, but you'll also need to use

your noggin if you want to make
it through the game.

Just as in the original PC game,

security cameras play an impor-

tant role in deathmatch.

©AUDIO & VIDEO OGAMEPLAY ©SPECIAL
GRAPHICS INTERACTION EXTRAS
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& REVIEW

The rant mjuh dhow's abb. 77/tesnmsv gh/tte...

Vou know, it's not too hard to

clone a game like Red Alert

or M/arOa/r. Yet, in the

recent barrage of real time war

games that have hit consumers, only

one has reproduced the excellent

gameplay displayed in the aforemen-

tioned titles. That game is CaveDog's

Total Annihilation.

Using all sorts of mechanisms,

ranging from robots to amphibious

tanks, Total Annihilation nearly over-

whelms the player with its huge

assortment of units and structures.

Over 150 different units are available

to choose from, making the strategy

process very

tough and maybe even disorienting at

first. But two things that set Total

Annihilation apart from the recent

C&C clones are its interface and its

graphics. The interface is simple to

pick up on and very intuitive. As a

matter of fact, real time veterans

won't have to pick up the manual to

start playing. Then, there's the polyg-

onal graphics coupled with different

types of terrain that are rendered in

true 3D with all of the elevations and

depressions of a real landscape. This

not only serves as good eye candy,

but it also serves as a whole new
strategic element to consider and is a

testament to how far the genre has

come in the past year.

CaveDog will be offering more

units to the already heaping roster for

players download once the game is

released. If this isn't enough, the map

sizes in multi-player mode spaced out

according to how much RAM the user

has on his or her

The action never machine. So, if you

have 64MB of RAM,

expect a map so big

that ground units could take literally

hours exploring!

If there was one thing that hurts

this title, it's the units themselves. A

lot of the units look so similar that

players may have problems distin-

guishing them from one another in

the heat of the action. Other than that,

Total Annihilation is the cream of the

crop. Real time junkies shouldn't pass

on this title and neither should new-

bies to the genre.

Try not to tall into the lava. The

results could be devastating.

Bombers can make bombing

runs from ridiculous heights.

The different types of terrain rep-

resented in the game truly

provide a unique experience.

OAUDIO & VIDEO QGAtlEPLAY QSPECIAL
GRAPHICS INTERACTION ID EXTRAS

MUSIC 10 BALANCE PRESENTATION 10

SOUND EFFECTS ID DEPTH ID INNOVATION

REQUIREMENTS
Pentium 133 or higher

O Ik m RAM

0 Uindows lC
15

O Direct X5

MX C3> R0P1 Drive

Boats are excellent transport

units, but slow nonetheless.

These Spider units have no prob-

lems climbing up steep hills.

Some waterways are shallow

enough for ground units to cross.

ALTERNATIVES
Command a Conquer - fl.2

C&C: Red Alert - fl.fl

Z - 7.t
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REVIEW

REQUIREMENTS
o Pentium TO

O lb m RAM

Thisshould itirhe tunmnsfor thensnr5T/OT UJRH5 mournhlotless pninFUL
O 2x CD Rom

a m U hen Dark Forces first

appeared on the PC andUr then on the PlayStation,

most experienced action gamers

pegged it for what it was— a pretty

good Doom clone with a great movie

license. The good news is that this is

not the case with Jedi Knight The

game still features the same great

Star Wars license and borrows from

the familiar collection of Lucas icons

several times throughout, but this is

anything but an average action game.

Among the many recognizable

characters and objects in the game

are storm troopers, Tie Fighters, and

Chewbacca's laser cross bow. The

game also maintains that classic Star

Wars look throughout and, though the

storyline does not directly correspond

with any of the movies, the charac-

ters all have an easily identifiable

Star Wars quality about them. The

point is, this is not just a generic first-

person shooter with a big draw

license attached to it. This is a prod-

uct worthy of the Star Wars legacy.

There are several factors that

make Jedi Knight such a great game,

but at its core, the game is excep-

tional because of the staggeringly

good level design. As opposed to

most first-person shooters,

which simply provide a

series of corridors and

arenas in which to

shoot the enemy,

Jedi Knight has

the feel of an

actual living envi-

ronment, one

which would carry

on with or without

your involvement. In

fact, the game is designed

so well that your presence ends up

The game begins

with Kyle Katarn

as a Jedi Knight

in training, with

Saber

feeling like more of an unwanted

intrusion— which conveniently cor-

responds with the storyline of the

game. There are several techniques

used to achieve this important qual-

ity, but first and foremost it is

achieved by giving the enemy charac-

ters something to do other than just

wait around for you to kill them. It's

not uncommon, for example, to come

around a corner and find a full

fledged bar brawl in effect.

Another aspect of Jedi Knight

which puts it ahead of its first-person

shooter cousins is the ability at any

point to switch from first to third per-

son perspective. It could probably be

argued that the game was designed

for first-person play and in most

cases performs slightly better in this

mode, but there are several points in

the game where the third person

view is actually preferable. For exam-

ple, in the duel levels (the basic

equivalent to a boss level in a tradi-

tional platform game, only cooler

because it's dueling with Light

Sabers) it's far easier to play in third-

person so that you can tell when

you're being attacked from behind or

some other point not visible in a first

person perspective.

The gameplay is further

enhanced with the addition of Force

Powers which are a collection of spe-

cial powers which can be developed

either on the light or dark side of the

Force. Among the many Force Powers

which can be earned throughout the

game are Force Pull, which pulls your

enemy's weapons away from them;

Force Jump, which allows you to

jump to incredible heights and Force

Throw, which is a Dark Side Force

that hurls loose items at your ene-

mies from all sides. The Force

1 The map feature is handy for navigating the complex environments. 2 Using Force Powers is a big part of what makes the game so different from other action games. 3 It looks

like Star Wars, it sounds like Star Wars, it must be Star Wars. 4 Here's Kyie Katarn demonstrating the 'Hold Your Breath In Deep Space' Jedi trick!
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THE FORCE OF mULTl-PLBVEH
While Jedi Knight could easily be considered one

of the finest single-player first-person shooters

of all time, it's arguably just as good on the

multi-player front Supporting up to 32 players at

a time, the game features a long list of death-

match levels with secret ambush spots, booby

traps and plenty of fire-power lying about. Even

going up against tough competition from Quake

2Ms season, Jedi Knightshould fare extremely

well and may even find itself on top.

A wide variety of powerful weapons help

satisfy even the staunchest action fan.

Powers are especially satisfying in

the Multi-Player arena, where oppo-

nents can be humiliated in a number

of ways.

Finally, what makes Jedi Knight

such an addicting challenge is the

adventure quality of the gameplay.

This is not just a 'shoot everything

that moves' action game. In fact, the

game probably has more in common
with Tomb Raider than Quake.lhe

adventure aspect of the game is fur-

ther enhanced by a long series of

high-quality cutscenes and an actual

cohesive storyline which invites the

player to follow one of two paths—
that of the Light Jedi or the Dark side.

This, combined with several challeng-

ing puzzles that relate very closely to

the storyline, creates a very reward-

ing experience which should not be

missed by any Star Wars fan or fan of

the genre.

i ! 1 i i

i
1 The game can be played in one

of two views, first-person or third.

2 The enemies are a little blocky

at times, but there is no shortage

of enemy characters of all vari-

eties. 3 This is what Jedi Knight

would look like If you wore gog-

gles full of lime jello. 4 This Battle

Station cost a ton of bucks and

they still didn't get the hardwood

floors! 5 Before becoming a Jedi Knight, Kyle studied under Spider

Man. 6 Long range shots are among the most satisfying in the game.

7 Fighting with the Light Saber is a more up-close-and-personal expe-

rience than most action games offer.

ALTERNATIVES
pidk - i.g

""1

fiuake - fl.t.

Tomb Raider - 1.S
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REVIEW

Tama Rriber meets CnsTUEunnin in thisHRunrinE3DBERT-*Em-up

m m m hen French developer

M Kalisto first broughtUr around Nightmare

Creatures, we were all wowed by its

'as-good-as- Tomb-Raider' graphics.

Early on, it appeared to be another

worthy example of the deeper kinds

of 3D gameplay the 32-bit systems

could offer.

In many ways, Nightmare

Creatures has lived up to that poten-

tial. The graphics are damn sharp

(with true 3D fog and lots of blood)

and each of the 15 levels are increas-

ingly foreboding. As either Ignatius, a

hardy staff-carry-

ing monk, or

Nadta, a lithe

dagger-wield-

ing vixen,

players jour-

ney through

17th cen-

tury

London,

from ship-

yards to

grave-

yards, to

cathedrals

and sew-

Expect to be attacked by a variety

enemies, often at the same time.

ers, 'beast bash-

ing' all the way.

The refreshing

variety of mon-

sters are

exceedingly well

modeled, and with

a stiff blow, play-

ers can

dismember their

arms, heads, legs,

and torsos.—
something we've

all been wanting

to do in games with this kind of free-

dom for quite sometime.

Apart from the graphic excel-

lence, the music and sound

effects completely round out

the suspenseful feel of the

game. The monsters make

some horrific noises, and

the organ music couldn't

be more in touch with the

tone of the game. Like

Tomb Raider, the whole

of the game begs you

to continue.

But alas,

the gameplay

isn't nearly as

balanced as

it could be,

and involves lit-

tle more than

pinning a mon-

ster against the

wall and hitting

them with alter-

nating kick and

weapon combina-

tions. The control isn't

perfect, but it isn't Perfect

Weapon, either. The other

problem plaguing the game, is

that it doesn't offer the player

any camera control, and the

camera isn't nearly as cooper-

ative as it needs to be.

But if you'd like to play

the closest thing to a 3D

1 Secrete areas behind break-

able windows stash the goods

you'll need to survive. Z Thanks

to its high level of gratuitous

violence, this French game has

a distinctly American flavor,

with just a modicum of that

French wetrdness.

3 Werewolves jump through

windows in a very Resident Evil-

like surprise attack.

4 Occasionally you'll be called

on to And a switch, often a

requirement in these types

of games.

Castlevania that's currently available,

or play a game that's as good as

Perfect Weapon dreamed of being,

this combat adventure should more

than quench any beat'em-up blood-

lust you may be experiencing.

ALTERNATIVES
Castlevania: Symphony - B.?

Resident Evil: DC - 1.S

Tomb Raider - ^.S

Nightmare

'Creatures allows

the player to split a

zombie in two!

It is really

quite satisfying.

m

OAUDIO & VIDEO QGAMEPLAY QSPECIAL

GRAPHICS INTERACTION 7 EXTRAS fl
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GENRE. Racing a PLAYERS, 1 OR 5 :; PUBLISHER. Scea c DEVELOPER. Uep Systems 8 RATING. KA 0 N.S.R.P. $3115
( REUIEWS

REVIEW
=AVSTATX ©INI

The eererrt/ur H-tre/tiesports erme setsr sequel

Taking a good formula and

making it better is some-

thing that is easily

accomplished in the videogame

world. But to say that Cool Boarders 2

is a simple sequel that has improved

technologically is false. Sure, UEP had

scrapped the original

engine and replaced it

with the one used

for Rally Cross.

And of course,

the choice of

boards, char-

acters, tracks,

and gameplay

modes has

increased. But

the major

improvement isn't

really an improve-

ment at all. What UEP

has managed to do is con-

struct a better game without

minimizing any of the fun.

Depth and replay value are two

things that were missing from the

original, but those weaknesses have

been adequately remedied with the

addition of tons of new options and

modes. On top of the Big Air contest,

the Halfpipe courses, and the Board

Park option, the Competition mode is

the most welcome. Alternating

between tricks and time con-

tests, the character of your

choosing will face off

with seven other

Competition Mode
will have you vying

for trick points

against the pack,

boarders for the

big prize. This fea-

ture alleviates the

lonely solitude felt in

Cool Boarders, but

they've kept the 'Ghost' fea-

ture for all other tracks and

modes. The difficulty in performing

unique tricks and grabs has also been

upped a notch to make gameplay

more challenging and the controls

less formulaic. The quantity of char-

acters {including some secret ones!),

new boards, and varying tracks

ensures repeat play on any occasion.

The only category that has

barely been touched is graphics.

While character animations and

designs have smoothed out, the back-

grounds and course textures still

remain rough and suffer from some

nasty clipping and draw in. And unfor-

tunately, the announcer hasn't been

scrapped, like he should've been after

the first game. Imagine what Dan

Cortese would sound like if he man-

aged to slam too many Dews. But,

overall, Cool Boarders 2 packs a solid

punch in the racing and sports genre,

by offering the gamer a plethora of

new options, secrets and game
modes. Check it out.

Loading screens offer some words

of wisdom for the trick-addicted

boarder. Pay attention!

Four initially playable characters

let you dress them up or down
while inspecting their stats.

;inematic replays

are cool looking

when you're air-

borne, but painful

when you're eating

UEP has added in some snappy

cinemas melded from mgame
images and FMV footage of real

courses in order to up the

player's immersion.

Brown snow... let's just say that

you wouldn't want to wipe out In

this tunnel.

Small additions, like boarding

around at sunset, make Cool

Boarders 2 a real gameplay rush.

ALTERNATIVES
Cool Boarders - 7M

Jet Moto - 6M
Wave Race bt - 1.5

AUDIO & VIDEO GAMEPLAY QSPECIAL
GRAPHICS 7 INTERACTION b EXTRAS 1 ITS
MUSIC a BALANCE 1 PRESENTATION LD

SOUND EFFECTS 7 DEPTH 1 INNOVATION 7
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GENRE. Racing 0 PLAYERS. 1 OR E 0 PUBLISHER. Sony CE o DEVELOPER. SingleTrac RATING. KA c P1.S.R.P. ^M1.15

r REVIEW ,

R5 GOOD RS BEFORE, DHL¥ ilJDRESO

M M M eft, Jef /Woto racers are

M going to have a sense ofW deja vu when they slip

the new Jet Moto 2 disc into their

PlayStation— it's the same game!

Well, pretty much the same game.

Think of Jet Moto 2 as more of an

expansion pack than a true sequel.

Not that there's anything wrong with

that! Lets face it, it's pretty hard to

improve what's already a great game.

Jet Moto 2 does sport a few

new things: ten new devious tracks,

obstacles like corkscrews and pits,

cleaner graphics, and a new physics

engine. But the game still feels like it

picks up exactly where the first Jet

Moto left off.

Jet Moto 2 may actually be

harder than the original. There are a

lot more obstacles, tighter turns, and

gaps in the track that lead to oblivion

and major set backs. To compensate,

the control is just a little bit tighter,

so you can pull off 90 degree turns

with ease.

One area where Jet Moto 2

improves on the original is character.

Book out for cactus

and prairie dogs.

We had to file an

EPA statement right

after this screen-

shot was taken 1

Nothing like a sunny

LA day for a ride in

the rubble

Subtle differ-

ences give it

a more pol-

ished feel.

Your opponents

taunt you when

you're knocked off

your machine and your

racer whoops it up when you pull a

tough move. Take a tight corner and

your leg goes out to stabilize you like

a motocross racer. Fans of

the original may not like

one change: the music. The

Pulp F/cf/on-esque surf

music is gone, replaced by

heavy guitar riffs.

Minor gripes aside, Jet

Moto 2 is a fun game. Fans

of the original have more

tracks to look forward to

and newcomers will be

able to go back to the

original and not be disap-

pointed. SingleTrac did a

great job with this sequel

by not screwing up the

original formula. Gamers

will reap the rewards.

1

Earthquake zones make for great Jet

Moto tracks!

Who needs a dog sled for the Iditerod?

This way, you can have all the tasty Alpo

for yourself!

ALTERNATIVES
WipeOut XL 1.S

Manx TT 7.1

WaveRace =1.5

Eventually, gravity will take over

in this situation, resulting in

serious injury or even death!

We're just ripping along through

this gorge, no time to admire the

beautiful scenery.

Underground mine shafts with

fallen beams are only one of the

obstacles that will to take off

your head.

Molten lava won't stop the Jet

Moto Racer from his appointed

rounds, although why he's racing

in the stuff is beyond us.

VIDEO ©GAtlEPLAY SPECIAL

INTERACTION EXTRAS

BALANCE PRESENTATION

SOUND EFFECTS DEPTH INNOVATION
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1 1 want ULTRA Gameplayers

for the holidays! I get one full year (13 issues) for only

$1 9.95-a savings of over 69% off the cover price! With my paid

order, I'll receive the all-new "Book of Cheats" absolutely FREE!

cny

Bill me later

I
HS2

STATE ZIP 4N856

Check enclosed, send my "Book ot Cheats" now!

Offer good in US only. Annual cover price is

$64.87 Canada: SUS 33.95 (includes GST).

M/zJ/^r/ Foreign: $US 43.95. Prepaid in US funds.^ — Pbaca 3ll™„ fi.fl woo^c fnr mailinn nf first kci IP

' Get the "Book of

Cheats" jammed full

of tips & tricks for

all the hottest games.

FREE with your paid subscription!

T 'S Alt I

$19.95-

order, I'l

I want ULTRA Gameplayers

for the holidays! I get one full year (13 issues) for only

a savings of over 69% off the cover price! With my paid

receive the all-new "Book of Cheats" absolutely FREE!

CITY

Bill me

ULTRA

STATE ZIP 4N864

later Check enclosed, send my "Book of Cheats" now!

Offer good in US only. Annual cover price is

S64 67 Canada: SUS 3395 (includes GST).

Foreign: SUS 43.95. Prepaid in US funds.

Please allow 6-6 weeks for mailing of first issue.

"Set the "Book of

Cheats" jammed full

of tips & tricks for

all the hottest games.

FREE with your paid subscription!

I GOTTA
SPECIAL OFFER - Get the ultra PC/Mac disc with over 600 MB of action!

1 1 want one full year (13 issues and

13 CD-ROMs) of ULTRA Gameplayers for only $29.95

a savings of over 61% off the cover price! With my paid order,

I'll receive the all-new "Book of Cheats" absolutely FREE!

CITY STATE ZIP 4N872

Bill me later Check enclosed, send my "Book of Cheats" now!

Offer good in US onty. Annual cover price is

$77.87. CanaOa: SUS 43.95 (includes GST)

Foreign: SUS 53.95. Prepaid in US funds

Please allow 6-B weeks for mailing of first issue.

Get the "Book of

Cheats" jammed full

of tips & tricks for

I the hottest games.

FREE with your paid subscription!
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GENRE. Racing o PLAYERS. 1 or S 0 PUBLISHER. Accouk 0 DEVELOPER. Pitbull Syndicate o RATING. KA 0 f1.S.R.P.*ff).1S

( HEUIEWS

REVIEW
FLAYSTATI<

The erne thrt HEED HOT SPEED E should hrue beeti!

The storied Test Drive series

was one of the first and most

successful racing games on

the PC, but in recent years it has been

surpassed by other entries into the

field. However, this year, Test Drive

Flying over the hills in San Francisco is

perfect fare for a racing game.

has been completely

redone and is once again

near the top of the racing

field.

Test Drive 4 also marks the

first appearance of the

series on the PlayStation

(that is, if you don't count

Test Drive: Off Road),

where road race com-

petition is heavy.

What makes

Test Drive 4

superior to Need

For Speed 2 and

Grand Tour

Racing isn't a fancy

intro or even the type of

cars available, instead it is

that the control and speed

are spot on. The graphics

and sound are up to par

with other racing games,

but the feeling of speed is so

intense that it makes up for some

other minor flaws in the game. Test

Drive 4 would have scored higher if

only they included a split-screen,

two-player game. The game does

support the link cable, but since only

two people in the free world actually

use the link cable, that isn't much

The violent

crashes are exhil-

arating and quite

frequent with all

traffic.

help. The only other two-player

aspect in the game is an effective

ghost mode that allows you to race

against someone else's time.

However, it is no substitute for head-

to-head action.

The tracks in the game are long

and extremely detailed, but the lack

The first person view really delivers

the feeling of speed and, when you go

flipping through the air, it's likely to

induce vomiting.

of short-cuts and alternate routes is

disappointing. The San Francisco

track is the highlight of the game

because of the massive hills. Another

key element in Test Drive 4 is weav-

ing through traffic while trying to

speed by other cars. While this is

challenging, it is often frustrating

because the computer cars don't

seem to have a problem avoiding

them. Of course, the game features

ten real cars from today's fastest

machines, from the Viper to the good

old Camaros of the '70s.

Test Drive 4 isn't perfect, but

the pure feeling of speed and tight

control make it the best roadracer on

the PlayStation and a fun game.

The car models are all exceptional and

the handling varies as well.

The police cars were stolen directly from

Need For Speed, but do add the necessary

rebellious attitude.

1 Tracks like Washington D.C. take you

through the countryside and into the

nation's capital. 2 The muscle cars are awe-

some! If I had one of these In high school, I

might have even gotten a date to the prom.

OAUDIO & VIDEO ^GAtlEPLAY 0SPECIAL
GRAPHICS & INTERACTION 1 EXTRAS

MUSIC a BALANCE 1 PRESENTATION

SOUND EFFECTS 7 DEPTH INNOVATION

ALTERNATIVES
Need For Speed L-..^

Grand Tour Racing

(IRC fl.2
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he holiday season sure makes for some curious and strange bedfellows, (in a figurative sense, of

course), In (tie All Access section this month. With the code and tips shortage over the last few months,

Tm finding that there's now a ton to be had and in some of the most favored categories, like RPGs and

sports games. Now that's not at all bad, is it? I suppose that I'm now supposed to include the obligatory refer-

ences to Kris Kringle, snowy weather and Rudolph, but frankly, the holidays just seem to sap me and my wallet

for all they're worth. Need I say more? If you have any codes that you think can knock me out of my candy-cane-

nduced stupor, send them in to: All Access, c/o ULTRA GP, 150 N. Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA, 94005. Or you can

simply zap them over to my emai box at <freyes@ultragp.com>. Happy holidays, gang! Yawn...

publisher: Capcom

system: Saturn

NOTE: These codes have only I

tested on the Japanese version

of MSH.

PlhvfisDr. Dawn
You must first complete the game and

have it saved to memory. Then, at the

character select screen, highlight any

character, then press OO and h(

Jfcii* cdnjjrd8r.)!YoJir charactei

Should change to Dr. Doom;

1 -2 It's easy to change your charac-

ter's costume, just make sure to keep

In mind which direction to push for

their specific row.

TTT
;

Plh¥hb Tmnas
You must first complete the game and

have it saved to memory. Then, at the

character select screen, highlight any

Character, then press OO and hold Z

+ Y + X (in order.) Your character

should change to Thanatos.

HLTmmrrTiaL
On any character hold up or down (it

the character you want is in the top

row, hold O. If they are in the bottom

row, hold O) for three sees. Now

publisher: Nafho

system: PlayStatjom -

'ecretCherts
Shoot twice in the top center of the R in

'CRISIS' at the title screen (the one with

the three game options). Then shoot

twice in the center of the cross hair

above 'CRISIS.' If done correctly you

should be taken to a secret menu

screen. Select whichever cheats you

want; you'll have the option for unlim

ited credits, no reloading, etc. It may

take a few tries to get it right, since the

accuracy is key to enabling the cheat.

press A or C to have them f

second outfit.

ght in their

GRID RUNNER
publisher: Virgin Interactive

system: Saturn

Ens¥ Cherts!
To enable each cheat, simply go to the Restore

Game option and enter in the password. i
CODE EFFECT

OYAOOYBOOO Free for All

OYOAOOOBAO Get all the Flags

A Y A O O Y O OO A Credit Heads

Ltf

One Plfwer Strrt
'.fwo plover* Start*

HESTORE tjflME "
*

Settings Menu.

All of the above codes are enabled a

Restore Game screen.



RLL HCCESS

nov

system: PlayStation

To enter any of the following cheats, simply go to the Easter Eggs screen from the

main menu and plug in one of the codes below! You can string them in by continu-

ally using the 'Add Entry' option on the Easter Egg screen. (Note: All of the following

passwords are correct, but their effects have not all been noted. These are indicated

with a question mark.)

PASSWORD
L00K_MA .

.

HORSEMAN

.

FIRE-DRILL

.No hands

.No heads

Players'
:

move quickly

HUMONGOUS Large players

THINIAIR H-4h•['pHa^~T
LOUD MDUfHT.Tpt^- ' .Commentator

is louder
;

publisher: Interplay

system: PC

Chert Codes
While playing, enter one of the following codes quickly.

CODE EFFECT

bigbottom Bodywork trashed

superhoops Explosive pedestrians

igloofun Hot rod

goggleplex Drive under water

intheloft Toggles drug screen effects

buyournextgame Jelly suspension

chickenfodder People bounce when hit

funnyjam Turbo pedestrians

tramsaresuper Extra pedestrians

islandrules Vesuvian cops

smalluddders Giant pedestrians

spamfritters Free repairs

spamforrest Toggles instant handbrake

givemelard Mega bonus (lots of cash)

spamspamspamspam Pedestrians stuck to ground

havesomespam Odd gravity

mooseontheloose Pinball mode

ilovenobby Pedestrains shown on map

hamstersex Blind pedestrians

naughtytorty Pedestrian response

v1RTUAL_POLYG(

SHOWJFF . . i .

1
GD_CHALLENGE Computer Al

is haloeF~j~

DEEPJ3RAY . r.T|. . | . .[.?]

CPILDEFENSE

Note: Last month's All Access PC codes for

Carmageddon are to be enabled ONLY on the

European version of the game. Apologies all around

the board for any trouble! Sorry, again.

The above codes are specific for Hie North

American version of Carmageddon. Happy

cheating, gang.
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publisher: working designs

system: Saturn

5ub-ouestSomnnns!
Two mysterious events happen during

the course of Albert Odyssey. The

problem with them is that many will

never see them because they are not

necessary to finish the game.

After you beat the north tower, Kris

will make a mention about taking Guy

to Solace for Leos to heal. Follow her.

When you get to Solace, enter

the Sanctuary.

Another thing to check on before

going into Fargasta is an empty cave

near Gadel, south of the Dragonmen's

cave. Fly there and enter the cave.

There should now be a girl inside. She

will be talking about a pendant that she

is wearing. Where have you heard

something similar? Fly back to Gigarl

and find the old man whose wife ran off

to find eternal youth. Now Eka will rec-

EETTina theQuestPass
In the town of Mycent, you'll witness an

argument between a daughter and her

father, the Duke. She runs away and if

you talk to him, he will complain about

her absence and how he wishes she

would come back. Head to the land

north of the Cemetery of Ages, then

head east before you the northern

peninsula. You should stumble across

and invisible town and enter what looks

like the ruins of a city. In the north of

the town, you'll fight the Iron Giant. The

first battle is fairly easy, but the second

giant can take 600 HP off your party

during a single round. Defeat him and

you'll end up back to Mycent. The Duke

will give you a Quest Pass for finding

his daughter. It's works like a discount

card at all the stores.

(Thanks to Menk and Estlor at Dave's

Sega Saturn page!)
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RLL RECESS

publisher: Blizzard

system: Saturn

Chert Codes
Press Start while playing a game, then go to the ENTER PASSWORD screen and

enter these passwords using the C button. If you've entered the code correctly,

when you return to the game, the words enabled cheat' should briefly appear In th

lower left hand corner of the screen.

CODE EFFECT

TSGDDYTD Invincibility and 255 damage weak against magic

DCKMT .......... i Full upgrades

VRYUTL All spells and renewal of mana with each spell cast

NSCRN Show entire map
. 10,000 gold 5000 lumber and oil

. Fast building and upgrade

. Level skip

. Disable magical traps (runes, etc.)

HTCHT. . .
|

. ,|. .
|

. .I. . Two chops to harvest lumber

THRCNBNLYN Quick ending

NTPRF. .......... 1 Laser show

YPTFLWRM Instant defeat

NVRWHNRi - - -
- 1 - -|- rRemoves victory sequence and

\

lets you

continue playing

1-2 Remember to enter the passwords In at

the Pause screen and not the Main Menu.

publisher: Rare

system: Nfe>4"

COLDENE

Chert DPTians
GoldenEye 007 has a built- n Cheat Options menu with nearly two dozen

that are automatically activated when you meet certain objectives.

The following codes are enabled at the Cheat Options menu by completing the

appropriate level on the specified difficulty level in the time allowed:

CHEAT DIFFICULTY TIME
- Dam Paintball Mode Secret Agent :40

- Facility Invincibility 00 Agent :05

- Runway (Big Head) DK Mode . . . Agent 5:00

- Surface 2x Grenade Launcher. . Secret Agent 3:30

- Bunker 2x Rocket Launcher ... 00 Agent 4:00

- Silo Turbo Mode Agent 3:00

- Frigate No Radar (Multi) Secret Agent 4:30

- Surface2 Tiny Bond 00 Agent 4:15

- Bunker2 2x Throwing Knives . . . Agent 1:30

- Statue Fast Animation Secret Agent 3:15

- Archives . . . Invisibility 00 Agent 1 :20

- Streets Enemy Rockets Agent 1 :45

- Depot Slow Animation Secret Agent 1:30

- Train Silver PP7 00 Agent 5:25

- Jungle 2x Hunting Knives .... Agent 3:45

- Control Infinite Ammo Secret Agent 10:00

- Caverns 2x RC-P90S 00 Agent 9:30

- Cradle Gold PP7 Agent . '."tTtTXTTTI. . fcTE

- Aztec 2x Lasers Secret Agent 9:00

- Egyptian ... All Guns 00 Agent 6:00

Other weapons can be enabled by completing certain levels:

LEVEL

. Antenna Cradle, Janus Base

. Aztec Complex

. Egyptian Temple

Even more cheats can be accessed by beating the entire game on certain diffi-

culty settings:

DIFFICULTY REQIRED LEVEL TO BEAT

Secret Agent Entire Game
00 Agent Entire Game
00 Agent . ,T. ,i.

00 Agent

ENABLED CHEAT
Aztec Level

Egyptian Level

Laser Gun.... Aztec Level.

.... Egyptian Level .. ...... 1.

.

I Golden Gun

00 Agent Entire Game (plus secret levels) . . . 007 Mode

(Thanks to N64.com)
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All PlayStation, N64 and Saturn Code Monkey winners will receive a

GameShark Videogame Enhancer provided courtesy of Interact Accessories, Inc. Yes, the

N64 Game Shark is finally here! Of course, PC owners still won't get jack! No, no, just

kidding. PC owners will receive a prize of equal or greater value than a GameShark at

the discretion of ULTRA Game Players.

Hold all the shoulder buttons (L1 + L2 + R1 + R2) while racing Chocobos

super speed! You won't always win the race, but it does win you the maji

of the ones you participate in. This trick also comes in handy when you're

ng to breed Chocobos and raise their classes.

LUCH¥ 1Feuer
All of your characters must have the hit points of exactly 7777 and when their

turn comes up, they'll go berserk for one round. All attacks will do over 7777

worth of damage to the enemy! The downside is that you cannot control your

characters and once their turn is over, your HP will lower to one HP. No prob-

lem, though - simply heal them back up!

H¥nnBn¥LE, Bhideewrter, flJ

Hold L1 + R1 while pressingOOOOOOOO Invincibility

Hold L2 + R2 while pressingOOOOOOOO . ,j. . , . .j.^irlrrftnrte Weapons

Hold R2 while pressing OOOOOOOO Mega Machine Guns

Hold L1 + L2 + R1 + R2 while pressingOOOOOOOO . . God Mode On/Off

fJlnftc/TJcCmn, Puma, TH

NCRR FOOTBALL
publisher: EA
systems PlayStation

Secret Ter/tis

In order to enable any of the codes below, enter an Exhibition Game

and go to the User Records screen. There you can enter any of the

following passwords. If you enter a correct code, you'll hear the

announcer saying: 'It's in the game.' To string in codes, simply

keep overwriting the same slot and they'll all still be enabled when

you leave the User Records screen. Note: Teams enabled by the

codes may only be selected in exhibition mode and cannot be

saved to a memory card.

PASSWORD
JEXLAD ....

OEDYIJ ....

WHVCIR....

ZDDJOT. . .

.

CEVHETS . .

.

VEWOJ ....

MYLQLOH .

.

RCIXRE ....

ZOWS
EIWQOH. . .

.

WEVKIM . .

.

WMIXJ

WYGGKEP .

.

ANOYSAJ .

.

BSEPMAJ .

.

KCIZRE ....

IGSI

EGAXRIM. . .

SNXAI

TEAM PASSWORD TEAM
'73 Alabama BNOYD '94 Nebraska

'78 Alabama JNIVED ... '73 Notre Dame
'89 Alabama REGRZOJ .

.

'88 Notre Dame
'92 Alabama AGIG 79 Ohio State

'89 Colorado HTOYOMS .

.

'85 Oklahoma

'96 Florida RSGPC '94 Oregon

'93 Florida State IEEIH '78 Penn State

'96 Florida State CCHN '82 Penn State

'82 Georgia HREG '85 Penn State

'83 Miami AERE '86 Penn State

'87 Miami LMTE '65 UCLA

'89 Miami EERC '68 USC

'91 Miami FSYT '79 USC

'94 Miami TSTR '91 Washington

'65 Michigan State AAYI '88 West Virginia

'91 Michigan DTEL '94 Penn State code

'83 Nebraska

'91 Nebraska COOLSITE .

.

EA and Tlburon stad

'93 Nebraska TIBURON. .

.

Tiburon team

1 -3 In order to get to the

User Records screen, you'll

have to start a game in

Exhibition mode.
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PLBY5TR-
CODES

TION

m^rnm
[tt][R1[^lp2

shiturn toDES
rrcroeserertest hits

brrhrirforce
Breaker Mortar 800e0ca6ffff

Dual Buster and Mobs . .Tf"ri800e0ca4ffff

Infinite Laser Energy . . . . | . .|. . 1 . .; 800e0d2a06b0

Force Field Device

Gas Card . .

.

Grenades ...

Key1 .TTTtT

Key

Key 3 .

I

0

:.

. 8006fe5e0119

. 8006fe4c0110

. 8006fe760125

. 8006fe340104

.8006fe740124

. 8006fe360105

. 8006fe380106

Key 4 8006fe60011a

Key S 8006fe3c0108

,|..i..L.
j

..i.j8qo6fe3eoiog

TtTTf77. 8006fe6e0121

Key

Master Code. . f6000914c305

b60028000000

Infinite Lives P1 (Defenderl) 360ea4110003

Inf. Smart Bombs P1 (Defender 1). . 360ca4130003

Infinite Lives P2 ( Defender 1) 360ea44e0003

Inf. Smart Bombs P2 (Defender 1). . 360ca4500003

Infinite Lives P1 (Joust) 360ba2990004

Infinite Lives P1 (Joust) 360ba29a0005

Infinite Lives P2 (Joust) 360ba2a30004

Infinite Lives P2 (Joust) 360ba2a40005

Infinite Lives P1 (Robotron) 360bc0340004

Infinite Lives P2 (Robotron) 3B0bcO700003

mOHTHL HOItlBET TRILOGY
Master Code f6000914c305

1)60028000000

Infinite Health P1 16083ed400a6

No Health P1 ^^^^f^l-. -.[ 16083ed40000

1608404c00a6

1608404C0000

Key7 .

Key 8 . J..L.|..L.j. 8006fe700122

Key 9 . .... ....j 8006fe720123

Large Energy 8006fe300102

COOTRR
Infinite Health P1

COOL BORRDERS
Camera Angle 1 . .

.

High Scoring

s,

ORRHFORCES
Auto-Gun .'.

.
j

. .I. . I .

Blue Key

Infinite Blaster Ammo
Infinite Health

Infinite Mines

800dc7840009

8018ef3001a0

.800162100001

800162120001

. 8005d0c6ffff

8005d1d2ffff

. 800950a2ffff

. 800950beffff

. 800951 0803e7

. 800951 2C0064

. 800951 1c03e7

Infinite Shields .;^„LL. 800951280064

Infinite Thermal Detonators 8009511403e7

Jeron Fusion Cutter 800950aaffff

Packered Mortar Gun 800950a6ffff

Red Key .... .

.

....... \X- . J800950b6ffff

Yellow Key |. . j . .|. . [

.

\. . . . 800950baffff

ORRHUEHTCOOFLICT
High Durability .^LLI^LLXjsOl 0e5640000

Infinite Energy 800870281 eOO

oeeceotmRHimom
Always Have Earth Shakers 800e933a0063

800f86680009

800e930203e7

ie9316270f

3
HEHEO
Axe/Staff/Frost Shards .......... 8013db7700ff

Hammer/Firestorm/Arc of Death ... 801 3db7900ff

Infinite Blue Mana J.. L. .. .

.

.... 8013db7dOOcf

Infinite Green Mana 8013db7f00cf

Invincibility . J .[ . i—pi . . .

)

.^.&H3db4cffff

Quietus/Wraithverge/Blood 8013db7b00ff

Infinite Shields.

.

Infinite Vulcan At

I

OESTROCTIOODERBVE
Infinite Armor 8008a3440000

8008a34c0000

8008a3540000

8008a3580000

8008a3600000

8008a3680000

80O9569203e7

FORIIIOLRI
Buggy Mode

Lava Mode „i LJ
. 8009dc020001

. 8009dc040001

H-lRREORFIEHTERS
Infinite Health P1 800b44bc03e8

800b44c403e8

Infinite Health P2.J . 4. [,. -; 800b44c003e8

800b44c803e8

Infinite Stamina P2 .

.

OUERBLOOD
Anti-Gravity Device .

.

. 800b44b801f4

800ef4f00001

PERMPERFORmRRCE
Place 1st 8009ca0c0000

P M i MJM \T
800a1ff200i

PORSCHECHRLLEREE
Hyper Car and Invisible Car 800ca5be01 01

All Cars Jump 800ca5ba0001

TEOHR
Burst Laser.

Dual Laser

Infinite Laser Power.

TOIJIBRRfOER
Have All Items rtr-jTrt-r;— . ... 8008872C0008

Infinite Air 801de0020708

Infinite Magnum Ammo 801 de09403e7

. 801deOac03e7

801de0a003e7

Infinite Shotgun Shells.

Infinite Uzi Ammo ....

UntHHHClOE
Points Becker. .[.... L . J . .

|.
.
]. ,|. 8016426000ff

Points Cooper.
."

[ . \ . . \ . \ .

.

r
. 8016235000ft

Points Duncan 801632d800ff

Points Emitt 80161 3c8

URBRBEBHLL '11
Away Team Scores 0. . . i. . . . j. . . Rnoshafnnnno

Home Team Scores 0 8005beec0000

U/ILORRmS
Infinite Bullets Rudy 801341500008

Infinite Gella 801341dcffff

Infinite HP Cecilia 80133e580500

Infinite HP Jack 80133e240500

Infinite HP Rudy 80133df00500

Infinite MP Cecilia 80133e5c03e7

Infinite MP Jack 80133e2803e7
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Network*
MEET

CONNECTION
LETTERS FROM OUR RERDERS...

Merry Christmas,

Happy Chanukah and a

Happy New Year to everyone out there in

ULTRA Game Players Readers' Land. We
hope all ofyou got exactly whatyou deser...

uh, wanted, this holiday season. We know we

did! Just check out ail these great letters we got

from you guys!

It seems like everyone got the holiday spirit,

since there's only one letter in here where one

reader calls another a total idiot. And of course,

what would the season be without a whole bunch

of letters from the sadly deranged folks we call

those moron... I mean, our fans?

So try to stay warm and dry, friends, and if

you can't, don't write and tell us about it. We're

depressed enough as it is! Other than that,

though, drop us a line!

Network Connections
ULTRR GHUEPLRYMRS
ISO North Hill Drive
Brisbane, Ca 34005

RROH... HRNSONI
I'm a gaming fanatic, but instead of

playing videogames, I was watching

MTV motel California and they were

showing the Hanson band with

Bill Bellamy playing

videogames. They were

playing Playstation, but

the system was blue,

and they were playing

Nightmare Creatures!

This was September

1st, and from pre-

views I've read, it

isn't coming out

until October 31 . It

crossed my mind

that it could of

been a demo, but

they were playing

it for about twenty

plus minutes. And at

the end, it said pro-

duction assistance

provided by Activision.

What's going on?

Ben Grams
Littleton, CO

FRRNK»> Well, blue

PlayStations are used to play

pre-release games. This is a

security feature to stop piracy.

Activision and most other soft-

ware companies have blue

PlayStations and they let Bellamy

have a go on an early version of

Nightmare Creatures. Isn't the

blue PlayStation cool looking?

NRKEO TRUTH
I am writing in response to Krow of

Macon, II. Yes, I do agree that the

violence in videogames is cool, but I

for one do not agree with nudity In

videogames, and I am highly

offended by it I am a regular cus-

tomer at my local Babbages, and

have noticed that there are a lot of

videogames with naked females

and males. Apparently, this person

either doesn't look hard enough for

what he is looking for, or he has

been in a coma for the last couple

of years.

Priss

Wheeling, WV

R06efi»> Well, Priss,

although there are a number of

'Adult' PC titles that do contain

nudity, I'm hard pressed to find

any videogames that include

nudity (and believe me, I've been

looking). Scantily clad - yes,

nudity - no. Sure, there are a

bunch of naked animals in

games, but companies like Sony

have taken the moral high ground

and required even their

Bandicoot stars to wear shorts.

No, really, I think the scary thing

is that you seem to be more com-

fortable killing people than see-

ing them naked. In case you

haven't noticed, underneath all

those clothes you're wearing,

you're naked. Yikes!

CUT 'EM UP!
Could you guys answer some ques-

tions about Resident Evil: Directors

Cut and Resident Evil 2?

1 . What is going to be so different

about the Directors Cut from the

original Resident Evil?

2. When is Resident Evil 2 coming

out and how much will it cost?

3. What new weapons and features

will the characters have in Resident

Evil 2?
Zak Wilkins

Circleville, OH

FRRN>>> 1. The Director's Cut

features not only three new out-

fits for both Jill and Chris, but a

lot of the items and monsters'

locations have been moved
around, so that previously unoc-

cupied rooms are now packed

with danger and the like. It's not

an entirely new game, but there

are just enough differences to

make it worth playing again.

2. RE2 should be out sometime

around January/February of next

year, if Capcom stays on sched-

ule. I'm figuring that it should be

around the usual $40-50 range.

The cool thing is that the game is

spread out over two whole discs.

3. At the time that I'm actually

writing this response, we've only

really been able to see about 5%
of the game. But there are some
new things in the game so far,

like your character's ability to

'climb' onto objects and they
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respond rather intuitively to their

surrounding more so than in the

first game. The zombies are also

a little more resilient and will

take quite a bit of ammo to take

down. Weapons? So far, there

was only a handgun and a shot-

gun available, but Capcom
promises many more.

GOOD SPORTS
Mike, your sports section kicks ass

every month. Too bad your Vikings

can't do the same. I have some
questions that you must answer.

1 . When is John Madden Football

coming to N64?

2. In your Gameday '98 pictures,

about half of them included the

Buffalo Bills. Are they your second

favorite team?

Pay Ryan

West Seneca, NY

MI K 6 > > > Thanks for the com-
ments about the sports section,

and no thanks for your perceptive

look into the history of the

Vikings. By the way, coming from

New York, you must be a Jets or

Giants fan. There's two quality

football teams (insert heavy

sarcasm here).

1. Madden 64 should be out by

November or, for those of you not

working on a month and a half

lead-time, right now!.

2. No, I don't like the Bills and I

have no second favorite team. It's

the Vikings or nothing for me
(which unfortunately results in

nothing way too often).

CODEMODE
Recently, I put down my N64 con-

troller and UGP magazine and ven-

tured outside. As I walked down the

street, I noticed that the frame rate

was nearly perfect! The textures

and shading meshed perfectly in

this first person adventure game
with almost no pop-In. Real life

(working title) suffers none of the

glitching problems of Mario or the

ever-present fog' of Turok.

Graphically, Heal Life is nearly

perfect, though it suffers from a

lack of enemies and can often

become tedious. This game is

apparently more strategy than

action, as one must work to earn

money, court a girlfriend and assim-

ilate into the real-time environment.

Real Life is not without its

problems (i.e. gameplay is restrict-

ed to one view, there Is only one

life, etc), but with a little tweaking,

this game could be a real winner.

Awaiting codes for free money,

automobile upgrade, and a

'big head' mode, among
other things.

Kurt Johnson

Areata, CA

B I L L > > > You mean to say you
don't know the 'Big Head' code

for Real Life, Kurt? Well, it's real-

ly simple. First, drink a whole

bunch of alcohol. Beer, wine,

booze, whatever. Then steal a car

and drive really fast and really

recklessly. When you're pulled

over and arrested, punch the

friendly officer a few times. When
you're thrown in jail, tell the

biggest, meanest prisoner that

you think he's a girly sissyboy.

When you finally come to the

next morning, you'll be in full

blown 'Big Head' mode. Enjoy!!!

RERDER RRT OF
THE MONTH!

We usually have a way cool picture

drawn by one of our readers In

here, but we didn't get one this

month. What's the deal? Doesnt

anyone want 15 minutes of fame

anymore? Has everyone forgotten

that crayons aren't Just to eat

anymore? Send us your art! We'll

print It and then you can say, with

the usual mixture of shame and

regret— 'Hey, my picture was In

ULTRA Game Players! Why are you

all laughing at me? Stop It! Stop it,

damn you!!!' Cool, huh? Send in

your artwork today, care of

Readers Network/Reader Art

150 North Hill Drive,

Brisbane, Ca. 94005
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RSK THE
INDUSTRY

ki another attempt to give our

readers a forum to voice their

concerns am) opinions regard-

ing the videogame Industry, we
present Fred Oliver's views

concerning Sega of America

and the Sega Saturn. While his

tetter in no way represents our

views here at UGP, we feft that

he has the right to be heard. He

may speak for other Saturn

owners, as welt as himself. Any

responses to this letter can be

sent to the usual address, c/o

Ask the Industry.

I would like to present this let-

ter to Sega of America daring

them to fulfill their old promise

of taking [us] to the next level.'

To Sega of America, I ask

you on behalf of your cult fol-

lowing: How are you going to

satisfy your loyal Saturn user

base this tune around? We
bought the Master System, the

Genesis, the Sega CO, and the

32X. Now we feel that you are

bailing out on the Saturn.

Loyalty Is a two-way street and

we bought your next level sys-

tem only to be sacrificed.

I blasted the PlayStation

because I thought they were

too gimmicky. I laughed at N64

because It wants to be a color-

ing book Instead of a serious

game machine. All of this, only

to have you tell loyal Sega

users: 'Oops, wrong level. Just

a moment, please step back

and watch the closing doors.
11

We, your remaining loyal

user base, want, need, and

desire a kickback (Fred's 'kick-

back' policy was Included with

his letter and sketched out a

system of rebates ami dis-

counts on new Sega systems

for those who bought the

Saturn - Ed.) if you want us to

spend our hard earned dollars

on another home console wrth

a three year life span. I'm

calling you out, Sega, because

if you cannot fulfill your

promises, there wtB be a lot of

people waiting for the

PlayStation 98-99 release. And

no one will even be thinking

about spending $300+ on

another Instance where you

can say: 'Oops, we are so sorry.

Another wrong floor. Please be

patient and we will get it right

or file Chapter 11/

-Fred L, Oliver

Kew Garden, NY

YUM, YUM!
Hello Frank, I've got your haggis. If

you want It back, send your entire

week's payment of chicken cookies

or you'll never see the haggis again!

No, Sparky... bad dog... give me the

haggis, Sparky!

Haggis Captor,

S. San Francisco, CA

FflflNK>>> Haggis is clearly

superior to Chicken Cookies, but

is unfortunately illegal in the US.

Seriously, US FDA regulations

prevent the import of Haggis to

the US. Anyone who's really des-

perate to try this delicious, intes-

tine-filled treat could try

Camerons on Venice in Los

Angeles. They have 'em both

fresh and frozen. Mmm, boiled

sheep's stomach...

Frank tells us that there's an old Scottish

myth that says if you eat enough haggis,

you can hear the Haggis Spirit speak!

IT'S NOT PRUL
If I am he, and you are he, and you

are me, then JUST who the HELL is

the Walrus?

Basset

Garberville, CA

R 0 G £ R > > > It's Bill with a fake

beard, in some brown flannel

pajamas, munching on some
string cheese. Oh yes, Bill loves

that string cheese. Yum! (Roger,

see me! - Bill)

KILLER CRRYON
Hey, I need to ask you all something.

Do you people at the UGP office ever

get so angry at one another that the

whole office turns Into one great big

brawl? Where I work, the people

have really short tempers. It's like, if

you say even one little smart

remark, everyone turns and jumps

on you. So If any of you can relate,

I'd love to hear some Input. I know
you people must have some prob-

lem... especially with Francesca,

she seems a little witchy.

Chris Lakoduk

Ephrata, WA

FRRNCCSCR>>> No, Chris.

We're all one big happy family...

sure, we are. We never fight,

squabble, or get on each other's

nerves whatsoever... yeah, that's

it. But, then again, there's the art

staff. Now THERE'S a bunch of

real head cases. It takes us

truckloads of effort every month
to break up each and every single

fistfight, hair-pulling scuffle, and
crayon-jabbing riot. We, as the

editorial staff, would like to think

of ourselves as much more civi-

lized than that. (Yeah, right...

)

DO ITMY WRY!
Bill, if anyone can solve my prob-

lem, it's you. I need to play

videogames on a full stomach, so

my Mom makes me a peanut butter

and jelly sandwich every time I play

a game, but she makes it with

peanut butter on top and jelly on

bottom. Would you please set her

straight? I would really appreciate it

a lot.

Mike Alsop

Moroni, UT

8 1 L L > > > Well, Mike, you've

got two options here. First of all,

For some strange reason,

there seems to be a

wealth of flight slms and air

combat games coming out

this year. Since you all know
how I love flying games (well,

most of 'em... ) and since

deadline Is about 20 minutes

away, I figured you'd like to

hear about Aerowings

Assault, a new air combat

game coming out on the N64,

and how I was Instrumental

In developing Its unique com-

bat camera view (You knew
this part was coming, so shut

the hell up!).

One of the really nice

modes you can use in

Aerowings Assault Is called

the Combat View, where both

planes are shown on the

same screen from a third per-

son viewpoint, each In their

exact relative positions In the

dogfight. This view Is a bit

tough to learn, but once

you've got It down, It's the

only way to fly! Now let me
tell you how Wide Walt and I

discovered this exciting, revo-

lutionary camera perspective!

It was a hot day. The

Fourth of July was Just

around the comer and WW
and I had Just concluded

negotiations for explosives

with a guy whose back seat

was literally full of beautifully

Illegal fireworks (I don't know
what happened that guy, but

I'm pretty sure he was either

arrested or blown to hell... )I

Anyway, Wide Walt had

Just finished work on a small,

but beautifully detailed, model

of a Sopwith Camel that Just

seemed to sing out Take me

to a tall building, stuff me
with explosives and watch me
fly!' Of course, this was Just

Hie song we wanted to hear...

We climbed up to Hie

top of the Insurance building

next to WW's apartment and

began stuffing all the fire-

crackers we could Into the

model plana When we were

sure all the fuses were prop-

erly synched up, we carried

the model to the edge of the

building and looked down on

the playground, five stories

below. Oh, yeah...

'Light her up, Billy!',

Wide Walt yelled. I lit a match

and nervously touched it to

the bunched up fuses. The

fuses smoked for about half a

second and then started spit-

ting red sparks. 'Launch that

sucker!', I yelled, in my best

NASA voice,

WW tossed the plane

off the side of the building

and we both leaned over the

edge to get the best view of

its fiery demise. The plane

swiftly dropped towards the

tarmac below, when suddenly,

a miracle happened! A really

bad miracle...

A gust of wind caught

the lithe model, which also

Just happened to be aerody-

namlcally perfect, and pushed

It up In a huge loop which

ended about, oh, two or three

feet In front of our horrified

faces— which is where the

damn thing exploded...

To this very day, I

swear that the little plastic

pilot that we'd sent to a fiery

demise had an evil little grin

on his face, as he and the

burning wreckage of his

trusty Camel pelted Wide Walt

and me with flaming debris.

So now you see why I

think the Combat View is

pretty realistic and also why I

can't play AeroWings Assault

without whimpering.
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you could just get yourself a new
Mom who knows how to make a

sandwich correctly. Or, if you've

gotten somewhat attached to

your current Mom, you could just

play all your games on your

back! Not only does this solve the

sandwich problem, but it could

bring new insights into old

games you've gotten tired of

playing. Hope this helps!

IT STINKS!
I was wondering, Crulsln' USA
kicked ass In the arcade, why did It

suck so bad on the N64?

Mad Bartender

Bridgeton, MO

FRRNK>>> Poor design?

Crappy programming? Different

hardware - although Nintendo did

once claim that the arcade hard-

ware used to make Cruis'n USA
hardware would be be similar to

the final N64 technology. This, as

it turns out, was completely

untrue. The two systems have

nothing in common. The same
thing was said about Killer

Instinct.

CHERP DRTE
My Mom told me to write this

because she thinks the prices of all

the videogame magazines are too

high— $4.99-6.99. And do you

think you're ripping kids off?

P.S. I don't think so... well, maybe
just a little bit

Cory Coleman

Baltimore, MD

ROGCR>>> There are some
videogame mags that I do con-

sider a rip off, but since you're

reading ULTRA GP I don't think

it's necessary for me to mention
those publications by name. The

good news is that, beginning with

the December issue, the CD-ROM
version of UGP will go down a

dollar to the low, low price of

$5.99. Same great value, new low
price! As for your mom, next time

she brings up the issue of the

cost of our magazine, ask her If

she would prefer that you got

ripped off to the tune of $50 to

$80 the next time you buy a

game because of the quality of

the box art?

HE'S ON H ROLE
I have a couple of questions to ask:

1. When Is Saga Frontiercoming out

for Playstation?

2. Are there any plans for a sequel

to Wild Arms or Suikoden?

3. I've heard rumors that Cloud

Strife and Aerlth from FF7 might

appear In Final Fantasy Tactics, Is

this true?

Thanks for the Info and

please print this. It is

vital info for us die

hard RPG fans.

Jeff Kresse

Decatur, IL

FflflNCeSCfl>>> Ah, always
nice to hear from RPG tans, Jeff.

Here's your answers.

1. The only specifics on this

release is sometime in '98.

2. I'm not sure If there's anything

in the works for Wild Arms, but

I do know that I've heard some
rumors about something cooking

in Konami's kitchen regarding

Suikoden. / hope those rumors
are true.

3. Yup, it's true. Both Cloud and
Aeris make cameos in FFTactics

as somewhat 'secret' characters.

So, any of you FF7 fans who
want to see Aeris put back into

action, you'll want to check it out

for yourselves.

Top Left: In this picture from

Cruisin' USA, there's a bartender

driving a Betty Ford... Ouch!

Top Right: Hey Jeff Kresse, here's a

picture of Aerith, now will you stop

buggin' us?

Center In a rare shot taken at the

UGP offices, Debbie and Erik

Crayon have evidently ambushed
Lisa Crayon, and they're all talking

really funny...

Bottom Left: Funny, but we always

thought WildArms was about

babes in bikinis with Uzis...

Bottom Right: Frank would trade

all his Chicken Cookies for just one

bladder of haggis!

RSK THE BIG
BOYS!
Do you have something to
may about a particular
game company? Say it to
their face) Write up your
question and send it to the
usual address, c/o ftsk
The Industry.

JHDEO CRMER...
While the Jaded Gamer didn't incur
any lasting scars in his close brush
with the burning model, he still can't
watch a fireworks display without
screaming 'Do plane! Do plane!!!'

http: //ujuaj.uItraqp.com



Send in your ideas to Game
Ideas, c/o ULTRA Game Players,

150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane,

CA. 94005.

I have the perfect game. It's

called Chickens On The Run. Aii

you have to do Is chase chick-

ens all day, like in a bad Jacki

Chan flick. If you catch 100

chickens, you win and face a

chicken boss who turns out to

be your grandfather. 'Why have

you betrayed me, grandfather?',

you scream, as he does his

chicken kung hi kick on you.

'Because I am chicken myself!!!'

William Brandt

via E-mail

To be honest, WHIiam, the

only reason I put your game
Idea in here is because I like

chicken. I like it fried, baked,

stir fried, barbecued or cold.

Since I had gone to lunch at RFC

only hours earlier, your game
Idea and a big, greasy, stinky

belch came up at the same
time! Coincidence? I think not!

My game idea is called

AAAAAAAHHHHHHH!!! All you do

mainly is scream! Cool, isn't It?

Dominic Bianchl

via E-mail

WOW, DOMINIC, THIS IS

GREAT! WAAAAHHHH! COME ON,

EVERYONE! LETS ALL PLAY

DOMINIC'S GREAT NEW GAME!

EEEYYYYYYAAARRRGGGHHH! HEY

DOM, YOU ARE BRAIN DEAD,

AREN'T YOU? W0OO0NOO0O0IM!

We thought so... cough...

My game would be called Edgar

Allen Foe. You travel back in

time with a pitbull and a year's

supply of Jalapenos. You find all

the great poets, authors, and

playwrights. Then you pop a

jalapeho Into your canine com-

panion and let him go postal on

all those freaks you gotta learn

about In ninth grade English.

Take that, Shakespeare! Eat

lead, Longfellow! Eat mine,

Melville! Oh, the possibilities...

Bill Kuehnle

Maspeth, NY

Weil, Bill, it looks like

you've got the big winner Idea

of the month here, and not just

because we have the same first

name (really... )! By the way,

what end of pitbull do you pop

that jalapeno into?

SRY CHEESE!
Hey Mike, I'd like to say that the

Vikings suck! The Packers are going

all the way again this year! Woohoo!

By the way, how does it feel to love

a team whose starting QB wouldn't

even make a second string with the

champs? Oh yeah, about beating up

the rest of the NFL with your

beloved Vikes in Gameday '98, the

Packers kicked your ass in

Gameday '97 and they'll do it again

this time around. I'll look for you

from the top of the mountain, but I

don't think I can see that far.

P.S. Bring on the polygonal cheese-

heads!

Paul Kroenke

Riverside, IL

MIK£>>> Another misguided,

misplaced Packer fan. Shouldn't

you be cheering (or should I say

jeering) Chicago's very own
Bears? As for your Packers being

better than my beloved Vikings,

the numbers don't lie. In the last

four years, we've beaten the

Packers five out of eight times,

including four in a row in the

Metrodome. Also, my Vikings are

a game up on the cheeseboys in

the standings and looking to win

the NFC Central and the Super

Bowl. You heard it here first, the

Vikes WILL win it all.

NO BRRINER
I am extremely offended at the way
Capcom portrays zombies. I happen

to be a zombie. To you, we are

mindless freaks who have nothing

better to do than eat people. In

actuality, we came out of hiding to

talk peace, but all we can say is

'Ohhh' before you put a bullet in our

heads! We demand a stop to this!

Well, I have to go now. Chris is

shooting my friend. Let me see if I

can ask them to keep it quiet...

James 'Zombie' Crockett

Zombieland

Contrary to what this picture shows, we
do NOT play Craps or gamble here at UGP!

We're, uh.. in a huddle... yeah, that's it...

GILL>>> You know, James,

you're right! It's a shame that our

undead brothers are treated so

shabbily by the breathing part of

our population. Zombies have

rights, too, damn it! Let's all stop

boarding up our houses, put

down our shotguns and torches

and join the March for Zombie
Rights! By the way, James asks if

all us breathers could shave our

heads before we start marching.

Something about hairy teeth...

CO POSTTTL!
I'm really mad! How come that spi-

der in your last issue gets an issue

each day? I only get one each

month, and since when has a spider

had a mailbox? Anyhow, would you

guys ask Sony if they will release

Shadowrun tor the Playstation? Can

you buy vehicles in FF7? If this let-

ter doesn't get printed, I'll send

Sootie the Street Samurai to rough

ya up!

Shadowboy
Asheville, HC

FftfiNK>» It doesn't have a

mailbox, it has a huge web that it

uses to trap postal workers.

That's the real reason they're

always mad. No word on

Shadowrun for the PS, but don't

necessarily rule it out. After all,

Ogre Battle is on the PlayStation

now, so that sheds a little hope

on your situation. And no, you

can't buy any vehicles in FF7.

THE FRN
I have a few questions to ask

you guys.

1. Will PGA Tour 98 by EA Sports

THEFHN SITE OF THEMONTH
http

:
//members . aol . co»/oflKto«N5io/f Lnalfantasyy/ Index . htmL

With the teary-eyed clos-

ing of Ike Sato's leg-

endary FFVlt homepage on

the Dragonfire server,

we've been hardpressed

to find another site with

as much flair and insight

into the Squaresoft game.

Oaktown's Final Fantasy

VII Fortress looks like it

may be a good contender

in the upcoming months.

With sharp, clean design

to his pages and a fully

animated movie of the

FFVll television commer-

cial, this page definitely is

an eye-catching piece of

pure graphic candy.

Sparse in graphics,

but nicely packed with

info on the game, the site

allows you to link up to

FAQs on the game as well

as post game-related

questions on a bulletin

board and learn more

about FFVlfs characters

and storyline.

1 This site offers some good-

ies on the sequel to FFVll.

2 Oaktown includes some
comprehensive character bios

and great pics.

3 It's even got stuff on the

bad guys!

4 Link up to message boards

and post inquiries and ques-

tions about the game.

mi
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have Tiger Woods?
2. Why doesn't THple Play 98 (also

by EA Sports) have Dion Sanders on

the Reds? It does, however, have

Frank Thomas and Ken Griffey Jr.

even though they have contracts for

their own games.

3. Will EA Sports ever make a sports

game for the N64 (NBA Live,

Tripleplay or Madden)? If so when?
4. In the future will there ever be a

memory card, etc. for the

PlayStation for updated rosters on

sports games?
Justin Freibrun

Saugus, CA

M I K 6 > > > 1. Ho, It doesn't, but

rumor has it that EA is close to

signing a deal with Tiger for a

different game.
2. Because at the time the game
was finished, Deion hadn't decid-

ed to play baseball again. He'll

certainly be in next year's game.
3. Yes, Madden 64 is out right

now and NBA Live, Triple Play,

etc. are on the way.

4. No. It doesn't make sense for

game developers to spend the

time updating rosters when they

can make a whole new version

of the game and sell it for

much more.

BIRTH CONTROL
Dear Bill, I wrote to ask you if you

print handwritten letters. I hope you

don't require that people type their

letters, because I'm too busy buying

PlayStation, Saturn, and N64 games
to buy a nasty old typewriter.

(Maybe you could send me a free

one?). I liked The Jaded Gamer
about games based on Home

Movies. It was hysterical. Keep up

the good work.

PS. If my ex was the only Green Man
and I was Allred, what color would

our babies be if we decide to have

some (God forbid!)?

Cheryl 'Wingnut' Allred,

Way Out There

8 1 L L > > > Why, sure, Cheryl,

I'll print and even read a hand
written letter. Heck, I've even had
to read a few of those letters

made by cutting individual letters

out of magazines! But let's

answer your question. For those

of you not 'in the know', the

Green Man is a kind of Celtic

omen of evil, a bringer of bad
news, a very powerful, malevo-

lent earth spirit, while a wingnut

is a fastener with two blades to

facilitate use. These are the facts.

If it is also a fact that these two
folks are planning on having chil-

dren, I think it's safe to say that

we now know where all those

Willie Nelson fans are coming
from. Hey, Cheryl, can you
say "trailer park'?

NO LIFE
I've devised a

special playing

system for FFVll:

Make no contact with other life

forms. H there is NO ISOLATION

AREA, refer to this method:

1 . Move the television and

PlayStation into the bathroom.

2. Move the refrigerator in the

bathroom, also.

3. Sit on the, uh... seat (lift up your

legs or they get numb).

Using this method, you can relieve

all bodily functions easily, except

sleep, but who needs that?

Pat Connors

Eagle River, Wl

BILL>>> Wow, Pat, that's one
sure fire system! And don't

worry! Anyone dumb enough to

come up with this idea won't be

allowed to reproduce anyway!

SURFEDRNY
GOOD WEBSITES
LRTELY?
Drop urn an e-mail with the
URL. If we feel that it goes
above and beyond the call of
duty, we'll feature the page in a
future immuel

CRMS IOERS...
That'm right, gang, the Came Ideas
column is back! We're still trying to fig-
ure out what we can give to the winnerm,
though. Hey, how about a nice 8 X tO glassy
autographed picture of Bill? Rnd second
prixe could be two of the damn thingm...

http: //ufuxd.ultraqp.com
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(
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c 0 REL. DATE. December

crisp hi-res graphics are

clearer than last year.

^^H^^ ne of the most improved sports franchises of the year was

In The Zone 2, which built on the original and addedH superior looks, play mechanics, and features. However,

^^^pd^F it was still far from perfect, lacking any sort of one-

^^H^^ player game. This year, the Japanese developers hope to

continue the improvement and make one of the best hoops

games ever.

At the Tokyo Game Show, UGP correspondents got a chance

to sit down with the creators of the game and ask them what can

be expected of ITZ '98. According to the games producer, 'In The

Zone '98 is going to focus much more on realism and stats, as

well as improving the gameplay from last year'. From what I've

seen so far, everything appears to be in place. The astounding

graphics of last year's game have gotten even better,

with more detail in each individual player. Another

key addition is that each player is going to

more accurately reflect their real life coun

terpart, whether it be the type of shots

taken or the types of dunks thrown

down. The developers also com-

mented that they are instituting

new offensive and defensive Al,

which will make the game play

more like real basketball.

I've yet to play the

game, but ITZ '98 could very

well maintain its place on top

of the hoops world. However,

there are some challengers that

could be ready to step up.

All the real NBA players don the proper uni-

forms and are your minions In the ultimate battle.

More focus on defense means plenty of

chances to pack some shots.

The blurry N64 graphics don't compare

favorably with the much sharper

PlayStation game, but the NG4 game is

farther from being done.

im ULTRAgameplatjerz http: //www.ultragp.com
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9 SYS. PuyStation

e DEV. EA Canada

This year, Live looks to get a life oo oo 'oo

^ * yt

he series that was once the best

basketball game on the market

has spent the last couple of

years trying find itself. The same

slippery control, porous Al, and

inexplicable shoves that were acceptable on

© REL. DATE. December

j the Genesis, just haven't cut it on the

-v PlayStation. To that end, the developers at EA

Canada are attempting to rebuild the series

with advances in gameplay.

The most notable change in Live '98 is that

the control is going back into the players'

hands. Instead of merely watching players

perform fancy passes and dunks, gamers are

now allowed to make the moves themselves.

There are still remnants of earlier Lt've's in the

version I've been playing,

but already the game is

much better than '97.

The key is that the game

has regained the speed it

lost last year and taken

away some of the

slippery control.

It's still way too early to

make any forecasts about

this wave of basketball

games, but Live, Shoot Out,

and In The Zone are all vastly

improved, which is nothing but

good to us.

New to Live this year are the player faces,

but some of them are very disturbing.

1 Creating players can be quite

hysterical with the crazy combina-

tions, it's kind of like a virtual Mr.

Potato Head. 2 The dunks and ani-

mations have improved

dramatically. 3 For some weird

reason, these guys keep bouncing

the ball on the floor.

Most ambitious b-ball game of the year? O O OO 'oo

O SYS. PlayStation

O PUB. Sony CE

© DEV. Sony Interactive

\ or the last couple of years, Shoot

^^1 1 Out has been developed in

H J England (oh, there's a country

that knows its hoops), but finally

the basketball fanatics in San Diego

are getting a shot at making '98. What this

© REL. DATE. December

1 means to gamers is an entirely new game

engine that should be far superior than any-

_J thing this series has seen.

Last year, the San Diego team had more

input in the game and the result was a very

solid basketball game. Now, with a full year to

create their own game, I expect much, much

more. Key new features are: a momentum
meter, which simulates the ups and downs of

an NBA game, and Total

Control, which allows the

gamers the chance to really

get control of the game. In

talking with the developers,

I agree with all the plans

they are making. The idea is

to have a great playing bas-

ketball game that is simple

to control like all the others,

then have another layer of

depth for advanced gamers to

really sink their teeth into.

Next month, I'll have the full inside scoop

on Shoot Out '98.

The new graphics in Shoot Outare similar to

last year's, but the key difference is going to

be how they move.

1 This year, everybody oesn't

play like Latrell Sprewell.

2 This shot of Juwan Howard is

amazingly real. 3 Seeing how the

new Total Control system is

implemented is going to be key

for Shoot Out

http: //www.ultnagp.com ULTRA gamefDlaLjers IMS
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)

O PUB. PsYGNOSIS )

e DEV. Psygnosis
)

e REL. DATE. January ) 1

V /st

he original Addidas Power Soccer

featured some of the most

insane gameplay and arcade

style action available. Now the

sequel is coming out and it not only

doubles the insane action, it also has added

loads of extras.

One key addition is a complete players'

license for all the national teams as well as

201 top soccer teams in the world, again with

all the real players. You can play through a

season in the English, German, French,

Brazilian, or Japanese leagues. Other new fea-

tures are 80% more animations, chain

combos, and a much more precise control.

The game can be played one of two ways, as a

straight soccer sim, or

as a kick the opponent in

the back of the head arcade

affair. Obviously, more time

and effort has been placed

on the arcade elements of

the game, but having the

full players' license does

help with the sim value.

My early thoughts on

Addidas Power Soccer 2,

are that it's a good, fun two-

player game that doesn't have

enough simulation features

for the soccer purist, but these chain combos

could very well be the future of soccer games.

New polygonal graphics feature home and

away kits of all the top teams, Including my
personal fave— Liverpool.

1 Different camera angles allow

you to get In close or to get a bet-

ter view of the field. 2 The violent

nature of the game makes for an

Interesting two-player game.

3 A stunning Intro movie sets the

pace for the game.

Eft regains a stroke in '98

e SYS. PlayStation

o PUB. Electronic Arts )

• DEV. EA Canada )

• n.S.R.P. Sifl.Tl )

inding a good golf game on the

console is about as hard as find

ing my tee shot. This wasn't

always the case (you see, I

developed a bit of a slice

recently), in fact, on the Genesis,

PGA Golf was a fast-paced enjoyable game.

However, PGA '96 and '97 were slow as

molasses and absolutely no fun to play.

While PGA '98 doesn't do anything to

advance the way golf games are played, it

does do a good job of returning some speed

and fun to a dying series. The load times have

been cut in half, meaning it doesn't take a

whole weekend to play 18 holes. Another key

addition is having five real courses to play

including Pebble Beach and Bay Hill. This,

along with the ability to play as one of 14

real pros, adds to the feeling of being on the

PGA Tour. The graphics are still under-

whelming, but better ball physics and more

forgiving control make PGA '98 the best

console golf game of the year. But those

who really enjoy golf games should get a PC

and a copy of Links LS.

For the time being, PGA '98 is the best golf

available on the Playstation.

1 All 14 pro golfers have their own swings in

the game. 2 The easy to use swing Interface

has returned and is easier to master this time.

RUDIOSc VIDEO CRMEPLRY SPECIRL

GRAPHICS BALANCE INNOVATION

DEPTH EXTRAS

INTERACTION PRESENTATION
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Is the NFL license enough? oo oo roo

e SYS. Nintendo bM
)

• PUB. Acclaim
)

e DEV. Iguana )

e M.S.R.P. )

1

ell, I have been shamelessly hyp

ing QBC 64 since the first day I

saw the game, and no one was

more disappointed than me
when I started reviewing the

game. Who can blame me? I wanted

to play the perfect football game, yet when

playing the game, I realized there were still

things missing.

My main complaint with QBC 64 is the

speed of play and the detached feeling of the

game. The frame-rate is solid, but the players

move at a very slow pace and some of the

animation just isn't right. Once I got used to

the slower play, I realized that the game has

some good Al and play, but I could never

get used to the slow pace. Another problem

is that the play seems to turn out very simi-

lar whether you control the players or not.

This is mostly the case on defense, where

the Al seems to do too much of the work

and the player isn't allowed to make a sig-

nificant impact.

Neither of the N64 football games

lived up to my heightened expectations, but

considering this is a first pass on the system,

they didn't turn out too bad.

1 QBC 64 takes the best screen-shots of any

game available. 2 QBC is the only N64 game
with real teams, logos, and team colors.

f
RUDIOSc VIDEO ORMEPLRY SPECIRL

GRAPHICS BALANCE INNOVATION

SOUND EFFECTS DEPTH EXTRAS

nusic INTERACTION PRESENTATION

IMUSEIMSU33
Same game, different package OO OO roo

a SYS. Nintendo W
)

e PUB. Electronic Arts
)

e DEV. Tiburon )

• M.S.R.P. *5"l.n
) n

ssentially, Madden 64 is the same counterpart. Number one is obvious,

exact game as Madden '98, with Without an NFL license, you have to play as

the exception that the players a team that doesn't even have the right col-

are polygons. However, without ors. Number two is the horrendous

the NFL license, there are no

logos or real jerseys. And more

importantly, the 3D space is not properly

used. Madden 64 plays and feels just like a

sprite game. To some that may be considered

slippery, fast-paced Madden gameplay.

However, a more precise game like Gameday
'98 should be the ultimate goal.

There are two reasons why I don't think

Madden 64 is even as good as its PlayStation

combination of the traditional slippery con

trol and the slippery analog stick, which

results in a game that can be frustrating.

Even with these problems, Madden 64

is the better of the two N64 games, simply

because of the speed. However, some play-

ers may actually prefer QBC because of the

tighter control. The choice is up to you.

1 The yellow helmets on the Vikings brought

tears to my eyes. 2 The player models look

more like football players than those in QBC.

t
FiUDIOSc VIDEO ORMEPLRY SPECIRL

GRAPHICS BALANCE INNOVATION

SOUND EFFECTS DEPTH EXTRAS

nusic INTERACTION PRESENTATION
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Better than last year just isn't enough ooooo roo

o SYS. PlayStation
)

o PUB. INTERPLAY
)

o DEV. Padded Cell )

o M.S.R.P. ipMb.TI
)

'

f all the sports genres, football

could be the toughest one for a

new game to crack. After all, the

Viking offensive coordinator. However, once

on the fiefd, VR Football can't compare with

Madden ox Gameday. The sprite-based play-

excellence of Gameday '95 is

anything but easy to overtake.

VR Football is certainly no match

for the amazing graphics, speed, or control in

Gameday '98, but it does do some things that

no other football game does.

The biggest selling point in VR Football

is the play-editor, which allows arm-chair

quarterbacks a chance to design and run their

own plays. For this feature alone, I will con-

tinue to play around with VR Football, just to

prepare myself for a tenure as the Minnesota

ers and polygonal stadiums aren't up to par

with any of the competition. The speed of

play doesn't compare favorably, either. It's

not that VR Football is a bad playing game,

it's just not quite up to par with the big boys.

The play-editor is a feature I wish every

game had, but for next year, VR Football

needs to catch up in the gameplay and graph

ics department to have a chance.

1 Designing plays is a real Joy... 2 ...but putting

them in action against the hapless Saints is

where the real fun begins.

f
nUDIO & VIDEO CHMEPLHY SPECIRL

GRAPHICS BALANCE INNOVATION

SOUND EFFECTS DEPTH EXTRAS

MUSIC INTERACTION PRESENTATION 10

ft credible first effort, but. oo oo 'oo

a SYS. PlayStation
)

e PUB. Acclaim )

e DEV. Sculptured )

• fl.S.R.P. S'fl.TI
) t!

hile Breakaway '98 isn't the best

hockey game out this year, it

must be said that Acclaim and

Sculptured have definitely

made an impact with their first-

ever hockey game.

Going up against established series like

NHL, NHL Face Off, and Powerplay is a daunt

ing task indeed. These companies have been

Breakaway '98 is in its first incarnation. The

graphics are gorgeous, with texture-mapped

polygonal players and stunning animation, but

the competition is just a little sharper. The

play is fast, frenzied, and frantic, but the com-

petition has a slightly better pace. In fact,

the speed of Breakaway is actually a prob-

lem because everything happens so fast

you're often left wondering 'Did I just score?

And how did I score?' The momentum-

based checking is a thrilling new feature,

and the seasonal points are a splendid idea

to keep season play fresh, yet still it wasn't

quite enough.

Overall, Breakaway '98 is a very good

hockey game, but with the crowded field of

competition, it doesn't quite make the cut.

1 Wild momentum-based checks are liable to

leave teeth on the ice. 2 Names, numbers, and

uniforms on all the players look great

HUDIO & VIDEO ORMEPLRY SPECIRL A

GRAPHICS 6 BALANCE 7 INNOVATION

SOUND EFFECTS B ID EXTRAS 7

MUSIC INTERACTION 8 ID
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No longer skating on past success OO CZDOO 'OO

o SYS. PlayStation
)

e PUB. Electronic Arts )

a DEV. EA Canada
)

e m.s.r.p. smi.ti
)

<£>'V ^/ si

ou know, in all four major sports, Sony

and EA go head-to-head to see

which one can produce the best

game. Last year, I gave Face Offa

slight edge over NHL due to better

and faster gameplay. However, all that

changed when EA decided to let EA Canada

work on the PlayStation version of NHL '98. Last

year, the PC version wowed the industry and

consumers with a top-notch look and play. Now
the PlayStation version has finally sur-

passed the competition.

The graphics and presenta

tion in NHL '95 are easily

superior to any other game

available, but the most

important element is the

return of the gameplay.

For the last couple of

years, the series has

been slowed down

or just plain not

released, but this

year NHL is exactly

what I expected.

It's got easy to con-

FSL trol intuitive gameplay

jy^L that just feels right.

w£"y Vital to any hockey game is

controlling the shot on net,

and until NHL '98, there hasn't

The goalies are tougher than ever, but

that old one-on-one deke Is still the

best way to beat 'em.

The players faces

look great, IPs

just too bad

they are all the

same face.

1-2 The one-timer Is finally back In its pure form, with ultimate control and speed.

3-4 The checks are vicious, albeit a bit too frequent

been a 32-bit

hockey game that

has come close to

doing it right. When you

square up for a slap-shot on goal in NHL '98,

you can really tell where you're

shooting the puck. There are still

flaws in the gameplay, like the

frequency of checks, but this is a

problem with all of the current

hockey games.

What elevates NHL '98

to the next level is the way the

game is presented. Whenever

there is a short break in the

action, dramatic camera angles

and timely stats give the player

a feeling that they are really

playing in a big game. Key to the

whole picture are the amazing

sound effects that really

immerse the player into the

game. Picking a winner in

hockey was not an easy choice

this year, but in the end, the

game I wanted to play at home

was NHL '98.

Cutting away to different

camera angles, flashing up

stats, and watching the

players pound their fist in

the penalty box is the per-

fect break in the action.

Signature moves add a bit

of flair for the star players

in the game.
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VIDEO GAMES: PLAYSTATION
Title RriiAsr Prtir.F Title RElEASf Price TlTlE Release Prke TrriE RaasE Price

4x4 Gears & Guts NOW S51 Dynasty Warriors NOW $46 Madden FB 98 NOW $44 Rage Racer NOW $46

Ace Combat 2 NOW $46 Earthworm Jim 3 Q2/98 $52 Magic the Gathring NOW $46 Rampge Wrld Tour NOW $46

Andretti Racing '97 NOW $36 Excalibur 2055 AD NOW $46 Master of Monster 02/98 $49 Ray Storm NOW $46

Aqua Prophecy 02/98 S49 FIFA Soccer 98 NOW $46 Masters Tera Kasi NOW $49 RayMan 2 NOW $52

Alhanor 01/98 $46 Felony 1179 NOW $44 Mechwarrior 2 MOW $39 Reel Fishing NOW $52

Beyond the Beyond MOW $39 Final Fantasy Tact 01/96 $56 Metal Gear Solid NOW $46 Resident Evil 2 01/98 $52

Bravo Air Flight NOW $46 Freak' n Fast NOW $46 Monster Rancher NOW $44 Resident Evil: DC NOW S39

Bugrider's 11/97 $46 Frogger 11/97 $50 Monstrous City NOW $49 Respect Inc 03/98 $49

Bushido Blade NOW $42 GEX2 01/98 $46 Moon 02/98 $49 Saga Frontier 01/96 $54

C & C Red Alert 11/97 $46 Game Shark NOW $46 Mortal Kombat 4 03/98 $62 Soviet Strike MOW $38

CART Wrld Series NOW $42 Grand Theft Auto NOW $51 NASCAR 98 NOW $46 Soul Blade NOW $45

Caesar's Palace NOW $46 Grand Tour '98 NOW $46 NBAFastbreak 11/97 $44 Speed Freak NOW $49

Cardinal Syn 01/98 $44 Hem s Adventures NOW $40 NBA Jam '98 01/98 $49 Suikoden NOW $46

Castlevania NOW $48 Jet Moto 2 11/97 $44 NBA Shoot Out 98 12/97 $42 Suikoden 2 11/97 $46

Clayfighler 3 12/97 $46 Joust Epic NOW $49 NCAA Football '98 NOW $44 Swagman NOW $50

Clock Tower NOW S44 Kings Field 2 NOW $36 NFL Game Day'98 NOW $39 Syndicate Wars NOW $44

Contra MOW $46 Klonoa 02/98 $46 NFL OB Club 98 11/97 $46 Tactics Ogre 12/97 $46

Cool Boarders 2 H/97 $42 Kowloons Gate NOW S49 NHL Breakaway'98 NOW $44 Tale of the Sun NOW $46

Courier Crisis 1 1/97 $46 Legacy of Kain MOW $49 NHL Face Off '98 NOW $42 Tecmo Deceptn 2 11/97 $48

Crash Bandicoot 2 11/97 $44 Legion 11/97 $48 NHL Powerplay '98 NOW $44 Ten Pin Alley NOW $44

Criticom 2 NOW $52 Lemmings 3D NOW $36 Nanotek Warrior NOW $44 The Glove NOW $68

Croc NOW $49 Loaded NOW £49 Need for Speed 2 NOW $44 Tomb Raider NOW $48

Dare Devil Drby 2 NOW $44 Lost Vikings 2 NOW $44 Nightmre Creature NOW $46 Triple Play 98 NOW $46

Death Trap Dungi 11/97 $46 Lost World NOW $44 Odd World NOW $44 VMX Racing NOW $46

Diablo 11/97 SS4 MDK 11/97 $46 Ogre Battle NOW $50 Vandal Hearts MOW $46

Disc World 2 NOW $46 MK Mythologies NOW $46 PGA Tour '98 NOW |tt WWF Arcade NOW $49

Double Header NOW $46 MLS Pen Race 98 NOW $36 Pamdemonium 2 NOW $45 Wild Arms NOW $44

Dungeon Keeper 11/97 S46 Mace: Dark Age NOW S4fi Pitfall 03/98 $49 Xevious 3D NOW S44

VIDEO GAMES: SATURN
Albert Odyssey NOW $52 Dark Legend NOW $39 Iron Storm NOW $52 Quake 11/97 $44

Andretti Racing 97 NOW $46 Oarklight Conflict NOW $44 Lost Vikings 2 NOW $46 Racers Megamix 02/98 $49

Batman and Robin 11/97 $44 Darkstalkers 3 11/97 $49 Lost World NOW $44 Rally NOW $36

Battle Monsters NOW $34 Dawn of Darkness NOW $46 Lunacy NOW $49 RayMan 2 NOW S54

Bomberman NOW $52 Dead or Alive NOW $46 Lunar Director Cut 12/97 $46 Resident Evil NOW $44

Casper NOW $46 Diablo 11/97 $54 Madden FB 98 NOW $46 Return of the Apes NOW $50

Collider; MOW $52 Dream Knight 11/97 $50 Madden Ftball '97 NOW $46 Sega Ages MOW $40

Courier Crisis 11/97 S46 Duke Nukem 3D NOW S44 Manx T.T, NOW $46 Sentinel Returns 03/98 $49

Criticom 2 MOW $52 Enemy Zero 11/97 $49 Mass Destruction NOW $51 Shining Holy Ark NOW $46

Croc NOW $49 FIFA Soccer 98 NOW $46 Mortal Kombat 4 03/96 $62 Sonic R 11/97 $52

Crow:City of Angls NOW $46 Fighters Megamix NOW $52 NBA Action '98 NOW $49 Ten Pin Alley NOW $44

Crusader NOW $46 Free Runner 11/97 $52 NBA Live '98 11/97 $46 VMX Racing NOW $46

Crypt Killer NOW $42 Here's Adventures NOW $42 NHL Breakawy '98 NOW $44 Virtua Racing NOW $29

Cyberbots NOW $52 Hexen NOW $49 Nascar 98 NOW S46 Wrldwde Soccr'98 11/97 $44

VIDEO GAMES: SNES VIDEO GAMES: GENESIS
Atari Collection 1 NOW S49 NHL Hockey '98 11/97 352 Demolition Man NOW $19 Madden '98 MOW £52

Donky Kng Cntry 3 MOW $64 Revolution X NOW $19 Dolphin NOW $19 Mutant Chronicles NOW $42

Harvest Moon MOW $56 Secret of Mana NOW $62 ESPN Hockey NOW $29 NBA Hang Time NOW $49

Killer Instinct NOW $19 Super Mario NOW $59 FIFA Soccer '97 NOW $52 NBA Live '98 10/98 $52

Lost Vikings 2 NOW $44 Super Mario Kart NOW $34 Head-On Soccer NOW $34 NHL Hockey '98 NOW $52

Madden 98 08/98 $52 Toy Story NOW $49 Lethal Enforcers 2 NOW $14 Tecmo Spr Bowl 3 NOW $29

Mortal Kombat 3 NOW $59 Ultimate MK 3 NOW $49 Lost World NOW $44 Ultimate MK 3 NOW $49

NBA Live "98 NOW $52 Weapon Lord NOW $19 Lunar NOW $34 Vectorman 2 NOW $49

NHL '97 NOW $39 Zelda 3 NOW S34 Lunar 2 NOW S49 World Series 98 MOW $46

VIDEO GAMES: NINTENDO 64 VIDEO GAME HINT BOOKS
Bomberman 6-1 12/97 S69 Lost World 12/97 575 Albert Odyssey NOW 37 Hexen 64 NOW $12

Claylighter 3 MOW $69 MK Mythologies 11/97 S79 Breath Fire 3 01/98 $11 Legend of Zelda 64 04/98 $13

Conker's Quest 11/97 $69 NFL 08 Club '98 NOW $75 Castlevania Surv Gde NOW $12 MK Mythologies NOW $10

Dark Rift NOW $72 Star Fox 64 NOW $69 Croc NOW $12 Nightmare Creatures NOW $12

F-Zero 64 02/98 $76 Super Mario 64 NOW $66 Dynasty Warriors NOW $12 Nuclear Strike NOW $12

FIFA Soccer 98 11/97 $65 Mario Kart 64 NOW $59 Extreme G NOW $12 Ogre Battle NOW $12

GolrJen Eye 007 NOW S72 Tetrisphere NOW $69 Fighting Force NOW $12 Star Fox 64 NOW S10

Joust Epic 11/97 $76 Wave Race NOW $72 Final Fantasy VII NOW $14 Vandal Hearts NOW $12

Legend of Zelda 03/98 S79 Yoshi's Island 64 02/98 $69 Golden Eye NOW S11 Wild Arms NOW $14

BOARD GAMES COMPUTER GAMES
Axis X Allies NOW S35 Knightmare Chess NOW S13 Daikatana 03/98 $49 Baldure s Gate 11/97 $48

Age Of Renaissance MOW S42 Lionheart NOW $35 Dark Frees Jedi KnghtNOW $53 Battlespire NOW $49

Battletech MOW $19 Lunch Money MOW $15 Dark Vengeance 03/98 $45 Diablo NOW S37

Car Wars Deluxe NOW $21 Magic Realm NOW $23 Hexen 2 NOW $52 Eldr Scrlls Mrrowmd 02/98 $54

Die Hanse NOW $55 Rats NOW $24 Quake 2 11/97 $52 Fallout NOW $48

Empire Builder NOW $25 Samurai Swords NOW $35 SpecOps 11/97 $48 Lands Lore Grdns Dst NOW $48

Go NOW $22 Settlers of Catan NOW $30 Tomb Raider 2 11/97 $49 Ultima Online NOW $53

Grand Prix NOW $19 Space Chess 3D NOW $35 Unreal 11/97 $48 X-Wng V Tie Fghter NOW $50

Hobbit Adventure NOW $29 Titan: The Arena NOW S17 Space Quest 3000 NOW $45 Stare raft NOW S47

COLLECTIBLE CARD GAMES ROLE PLAYING GAMES
Battletech Booster NOW S2 MTG Mirage SD NOW S8 AD&D DM Guide NOW $20 GURPS Rulebook NOW $20

Battletech Starter NOW S3 MTG Tempest BP NOW S2 AO&D Monstr Manl NOW $20 Heavy Gear NOW $25

DrWho Booster NOW $2 MTG Visions NOW $2 AD&D Player Hdbk NOW $26 Mechwarrior NOW $13

Dr Who Starter NOW $8 MTG Weatherlight NOW $2 Ars Magica NOW $26 Pendragon NOW $19

llluminati 8P NOW S2 Magic Homelands NOW $1 Bubblegum Crisis NOW $20 Rifts NOW $21

llluminati SD NOW $8 Star Trek NG BP NOW $2 Call of Cthulhu NOW S18 Robotech NOW $11

Great Dalmuti NOW $5 Star Trek Starter NOW SiG Deadlands NOW $26 Shadowrun NOW $20

MTG 5th Ed BP NOW S2 X-Files BP NOW S2 Earthdawn NOW $18 StarWars Revised NOW $25

MTG Chronicles NOW $1 X-Files SD NOW $9 Fading Suns NOW $22 Traveller NOW $24

'FINAL FANTASY 7' Act out your mercenary dreams

while saving the planet. Spectacular animated plot

sequences, impressive storyline, three dimensional

characters, unprecedented level of detail, great effects.

Sony (Roleplaying)

Release Date: NOW PSX $56

'TOMB RAIDER 2' Lara's back, and better than ever,

with new moves, a new underwater environment and a

whole new arsenal. Explore huge, exotic platform-based

3D environments around the world, solve puzzles and

kill baddies.

Eidos (Adventure)

Release Date: 11/97 PSX $49

'NBA LIVE 98' Superior sports Al make this the most

accurate hoops game ever. New animations including

dunks and 360-spin moves. More user control over

'Power moves' and split screen 3-point shootout.

Electronic Arts (Sports)

Release Date: NOW PSX $44

'BREATH OF FIRE III' Immense environments allow

viewpoint rotation to reveal hidden pathways, items,

secrets and powerups. Find the secret of the Dragon

shrines or become an apprentice to learn magic and

special abilities

Capcom (Roleplaying)

Release Date: 1/98 PSX $52

'MORTAL KOMBAT: MYTHOLOGIES' The Mortal Kombat

saga continues with an all new storyline. Instant paya-

bility as you take on over 30 different enemies while

exploring 8 new worlds. Real-time 3D lighting, fully ren-

dered 3D characters.

Midway (Adventure)

Release Date: 11/97 PSX $46, N64 $76

'MAGIC KNIGHT RAYEARTH' Three Japanese school-

girls must save a Princess to restore peace to the land.

Breathtaking animation with over 90 minutes of audio.

When you talk to characters in the game, they reply!

Working Designs (Roleplaying)

Release Date: NOW SAT $52

'MLB FEATURING KEN GRIFFEY JR. N64' comes

packed with over 1500 motion-capture animations and a

stadium full of stats. Pinpoint control and a fistful of

specialty pitches. Four modes of play, including exhibi-

tion, half or full-season, Pennant race, or World Series.

Nintendo(Sports)

Release Date: 3/98 N64 $74

'ROBORALLY' Rely on luck and skill as you race robots

across factory floors, using conveyor belts to help pro-

pel you and avoiding obstacles such as pits and laser

beams which impede your progress.

Wizards of the Coast (Board game)
Release Date: NOW BG $33

'THE CURSE OF MONKEY ISLAND' includes all of the

elements that made the series great but with a more

highly stylized, hi-resolution look- Through an intuitive

interface players pick up and use objects and talk to var-

ious characters throughout the game.

Lucasarts (Adventure)

Release Date: 11/97 PC CD $39

'MAGIC THE GATHERING 5TH EDITION' This deck

contains 60 tradable game cards, randomly assorted,

plus a rule book. Each player must have a deck. This

deck may be enhanced with more cards sold in

booster packs.

Wizards of the Coast (Card Game)
Release Date: NOW CG $7

'CONSPIRACY X' In a world of dark secrets, the only

certainty is nothing is what it seems. The president may

not be human. The sign carrying paranoid on the street

ranting mind control satellites may be right.

New Millennium (Pen/Paper Roleplaying)

Release Date: NOW RPG $20

liVe

Visa. MC and Discover accepted. Checks held 4 weeks. MONEY ORDERS UNDER S200 SAME AS CASH. COD $B. Price, availability, offer subject to change at any time. Release

schedules and shipping times are approximate, not guaranteed, and subject to change at any time. Hardware orders may require additional shipping and handling charges.

Defectives replaced with same product. All sales final. Call for details Shipping and handling charges calculated on a per order, per shipment, and per item basis. The "per

order" charge is charged once per order placed and trie "per item" charge is charged once for each item ordered and the "per shipment" charge is charged once for each ship-

ment we make to you.
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Sometimes a great game just misses. ooooo 'oo

SYS. PuvStation <3>
0 PUB. Sony CE

DEV. Killer Games

o m.s.r.p.

The animations in Face Offare

exceptional, even the jerseys on the

players move.

ust last year, Face Of/was PlayStation

hockey game of the year, and for

'98, the game has done nothing but

improve. Yet, I am giving the nod to

NHL '98XU\s season. Why? It's not

because EA offered me loads of cash or

because I just don't like the developers for Face

Off(neither of these could be farther from the

truth), it's because I just enjoyed playing NHL
'98 a little bit more.

I remind you again that this is a per-

sonal choice. To help you with

your decision, I will simply pre-

sent the facts (as I see them)

about the two games and

you can decide which game

is right for you.

The

polygonal

players in

Face Offare

spot on, but

aren't quite as

detailed and

smooth as those in

NHL '98. However, the

animations and individual

player control in Face Off are

much better than those in NHL
Face Offfeatures icon-passing

The precise control in Face Off is aided

by moves like the hockey stop.

Hone of the camera

angles offer

a playable

perspective. A

zooming

camera

would be nice.

and a precise offensive attack

.

1-3 Working the icon-passing to perfection Is like watching a finely tuned hockey

machine. 4 The fighting In Face Off Is the best around, if that's important

However, the

exact precision of

icon-passing takes

some of the responsibil-

ity of setting up the plays out of your hands. I

personally like the challenge of

trying to do it all myself. As far

as features, stats, and strategy,

both Face Offand NHL are dead

even. To me one of the biggest

problems with Face Off is, and

always has been, the sound.

While it may not seem very

important, it is crucial in setting

an environment for the game.

What keeps Face Offfrom being

the best is exactly what makes

Gameday the best football game.

Every play involves the player

and makes them care about the

outcome in Gameday.

Unfortunately, Face Offseems to

be lacking some of that life. Still,

Face Offis an excellent hockey

game and one I'll still be playing

at home, just not as often as

NHL '98.

The hip checks are vicious

and often send players fly-

ing to the ice.

The fast front-end gets you

right into the game and

makes playing through a

season very painless.
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Funco Mail Order

10 Yard Fighl

1943

Adv Byu Billy

Adv Island

Anticipation

Arkanoid Game
Aslynax

Back lo tfie Futr

Bad Dudes
Baseball

Baseball Stars

Bases Loaded

Bases Loaded 2

Baiman
Baltleloads

Bugs Bny Castle

Capl Skyhawk

Casllevania

Casllevania 2

Casllevania 3

Cornmando

Con Ira

Cryslalis

Dick Tracy

Donkey Kong 3

Donkey Kong CIs

Double Dragon

Double Dragon 2

Double Dragon 3

Double Dribble

Dr Mario

Dragon Warr

Duck Tales

Exciiebike

Faxanadu
Fester's Ouesl

Final Fantasy

Friday 13th

Galaga

Gaunllel

Gaunllel 2

Ghost Busters

Ghosts S Gblns

Goll

Goonies 2

Golcba

Hogan's Alley

Ice Hockey

Ikari War
Iron Sword

Jackal

Jeopardy

John E Qback
Jordan vs Bird

Karate Champ
Karate Kid

Kamov
Kid Icarus

Kirbys Adv

Kurtg Fu

Legacy ol Wiz
Litl Memo Dream
Major Lg Bsbl

Marble Madness
^egaMan^^^^

2 Mega Man 2 9

9 Mega Man 3 13

2 Mega Man 4 19

7 Mega Man 6 19

2 Metal Gear 2
15 Melroid 5
2 Mickey Mouse 4

2 Millipede 13
2 Monopoly 15

2 Marc 3
19 NFL 2

3 Ninja Gaidert 3

3 Ninja Gaiden 2 3

5 Operation Wolf 2

5 Pac-Man 19

15 Paperboy 7

3 Pinball 5

3 Pinbot 4

15 Platoon 2

9 Play Act Ftbl 1

2 Popeye 4

5 Pro Am Racing 5

4 Pro Wrestling 3

9 Punch Out-MT 4

3 Q Bert 9

9 Rad Racer 5

15 Rad Racer 2 7

2 Rambo 2
13 RBI Baseball 3

15 Rescue Rangers 5

5 Robo Cop 2
3 Rush N Attack 3

7 Sesame St 123 5

2 Sesame St ABC 9

4 Silent Service 2

4 Simpsons-B vs SM 4

5 Simpsons-B vsWrld 4

5 Skate Or Die 1 3

4 Snakes Revenge 3

2 Spy Hunter 5

18 SuprComra 5

2 Supr Dodge Ball 13

19 Supr Mario 2 4
4 Supr Mario 3 t

3 Supr MaricJDk HI 1

4 Supr Off Road 7

3 Tecmo Bowl 3

2 Tecmo Bowl 2 9

2 Tetris 5

3 Tiger Heli 2

7 Tiny Toons 9
2 TMNT 1

3 TMNT 2 3

4 TMNT 3 5
2 Top Gun 2

3 Top Gun 2 3
5 Town & Country 1

7 Track S Field 2 2

1 Vegas Dreams 15

2 Wheel Fortune 5

2 Wheel Fortune Fam 7

2 Wheel Fortune Jr 5

3 Wizrds 8 Wans 3

13 Wrath Blk Mnla 1

15 Wresllemania 2

3 WWF Challenge 3

2 Yoshi 9
3 Zelda 5

1 Zelda 2 S

19 Nintendo Deck 29

7th Saga

Aladdin

Aliens/Predator

Baiman Forever

Batman Returns

Baltleolash SS
Beavis S Bullhead

Big Hurt Baseball

Casllevania 4 9
Chessmaster 29

Chrono Trigger 45

Contra 3 19

Cool Spot 18

Daffy Duck 15

Desert Strike 25

Donkey Kong Cty 19

Donkev Kong Cty2 28

Donkey Kong Cty3 45

Doom 19

Earth Bound 39

Earthworm Jim 19

Earthworm Jim 2 19

FZero 9
FIFA Soccer 16

Final Fantasy 2 39
Final Fantasy 3 49

Final Fantasy MQ 9
Final Fight 5

Final Fight 2 19

Flashback 9

Gradius 3 9
Griffey's Baseball 19

Griffey's Winning Run 39
Home Alone 9

Illusion of Gaia 15

John Madden 92 2

John Madden 93 2
John Madden 94 3

John Madden 95 9

John Madden 96 15

John Madden 97 29
Jungle Book 18

Jurassic Park 19

Killer Instinct 9

Kirbys Avalanche 19

Lemmings 19

Lethal Enforcers 9

Lion King 19

Lutta 45

Lufia 2-Rise 69

Magical Quest 9
Usr.:. t Missing 13

Mario Kan 29

Mario Paint Game 2
Maximum Carnage 9

MechWarnor 19

Mega Man X 19

Mega Man X2 45
'.' :k»v Mania 19

MLBPA Baseball 9
Mortal Kombat 9

Mortal Kombat 2 9

Mortal Kombat 3 9

NBA Give S Go 19

;A Jam

NBA Live 95 9

MBA Live 96 15

MBA Live 97 35

MBA Showdown 9

NCAA Basketball 3

NHL Hockey 95 9

NHL Hockey 96 18

NHLSIanleyCup 9
Paperboy 2 19

PGA Golf 35

Pilot Wings 9

Pitfall Harry 9

Populous 9

Power Rangers 19

Primal Rage 9

Ren 8 Stimpy-Vdts 9

Robo Trek 18

Samurai Shodown 9

Secret Of Evermore 25

Secret 01 Mana 39

Separation Anxiety 15

Shadowrun 19

Shaq Fu 5

Sim City 15

Simpsons-B Ntmr 15

Spawn 19

Star Fox 9
Star Wars 15

Street Fir 2 3

Slreel Fir 2-Trb 9

Stunt Race FX 16

Sunsel Riders 9

Superman/X-Men 9

Supr Double Dragon 15

Supr Empire Strks 15

Supr Ghouls 9

Supr Mano Allstars 19

Supr Mrio Allstr Sl.'.v: 2S

Supr Mario RPG 35

Sup- Mario Wrid 7

Supr Melroid 9

Supr Off-Road 15

Supr Play AclFb 2

Supr Punch Out 19

Supr R Type 9

Supr Return Jedi 25

Supr Scope (6in1) 1

Supr Street Ftr 2 9

Supr Tennis 13

Tecmo Super Bowl 9

Tecmo Super Bowl 3 29

Tetris 2 29

Tiny Toons Busier 9

TMNT i 9
Top Gear 25

Top Gear 2 39

Toy Story 35

Ultimate MK 3 29

Uni racers 15

Vegas Slakes 19

Wing Commander 9

.Yr-ri' -mania 9

WWF Raw 25

WWF Royal Rumble 13

WWF Wresllm-Arcd 19

X-Men 13

Yoshi's Island 29

Zelda 3 15

Zombies Ate Nghhr 15

NBA Jam-Toum 15 Super NES Deck 35

After Burner 2 19

Aladdin 13

Alien 3 13

Altered Beasl 4

Barney's Hide Seek 19

Batman Forever 13

Baiman Returns 9

Beavis 5 Bullhead 13

Bill Walsh Ftbl 1

Silt Walsh Ftbl 95 2

Soogerman 19

Bubsy 13

Bulls vs Blazers 2

Bulls vs Lakers 2

Busier Douglas Bxg 3

Coach K Bsktbl 9

College Ftbl 2

College Ftbl USA96 4

College Ftbl USA97 18

College Slam 7

Columns 18

Comix Zone 13

Contra Hard Corps 15

Cool Spot 13

Desert Strike 19

Earthworm Jim 18

Ecco The Dolphin 9

Ecco Tides of Time 13

ESPM Baseball 7

Eternal Ch.npns 3

Evander HlySd 5

F 22 Intercptr 9
FIFA Soccer 5
FIFA Soccer 95 13

General Chaos 19

Golden Axe 7

Golden Axe 2 9
Greatest Hvywts 9

HardDnvin' 13

Joe Mntna

Joe Mntna 2 1

Joe Mntna 3 1

Joe Mntna 94 1

John Madden 92 1

John Madden 93 1

John Madden 94 1

John Madden 95 2

John Madden 96 7

John Madden 97 29
Jungle Slrike 19

Jurassic Park 9
Kid Chameleon 7

Lakers Celtics 1

Lethal Enforcers 9

Lion King 15

Maximum Carnage 7

Menacer Game 1

Michael Jackson MWK 7

Monopoly 19

Mora Kirmbal 5
Mortal Kombat 2 9

Mortal Kombat 3 19

Ms Pac-Man 19

Mutant Lg Flbl 7

NBA Action 3

NBA Jam 4

NBA Jam-Toum 5

NBA Live 95 4

NBA Live 96 9

NBA Live 97 29

NBA Showdown 2

NFL 96

NFL QB Club

NFL QB Club 96

NHL Hockey

NHL Hockey 94

NHL Hockey 95

NHL Hockey 96

NHL Hockey 97

MHLPA 93

Pat Rily Bsktbl

PGA Tour Golf

PGA Tour Golf 2

Phantasy Star 3

Pillall Harry

Pilfighter

Power Rangers

Power Rangers-Mov
Primal Rage
Prime Time NFL

Quack shot

RBI Basbl 4

Ren & Stimpy

Revenge Shinobi

Road Rash

Rocket Knight Adv

Samurai Shodown
Shadowrun

Shaq Fu

Shinobi 3

Sonic 3D Blast

Sonic S Knuckles

Sonic Hdghog
Sonic Hdghog 2

Sonic Hdghog 3

Sonic Spinbali

Spiderman

Spiderman/X-Men

Sports Tlk Bsbl 3

Street Fir 2 SCE 5

Slreels Rage 13

Streets Rage 2 9

Subterrania 4

Supr Street Ftr 2 9

Taz-Escape from Mars 19

Tazmania 13

Tecmo Super Bowl 2

"srri nalor 2-Arcd 5

TMNT Hyperstone 18

TNMT Toum Ftrs 7

Toe Jam & Earl 29

Toe Jam & Earl 2 18

Tom Lasorda Basbl 2

Tony La Russa 2

Toy Story 29

Triple Play 95 19

Triple Play Gold 29

Ultimate MK 3 35

Vector Man 9
World Senes Bsbl 7
World Series 95 9
World Series 96 19

WWF Raw 19

WWF Royal Rumble 15

WWF Sup Wrslmnia 9

.VVVF Wresllm-Arcd 25

7

NFL QB Club 97

D (3CDs) Solar Striker

18 Destruction Derby 25 Road Rash 38 Dr Mario 12 Spiderman 17
S'jr VVbrs

Supr Wsrlo Lnd

Supr Mano Led 7

Supr Mano Lnd 3
- -~ai

; ar: .jq Sjp' RC 3rc Arr-

Heianko Alien

Tobal No 1

9 Kings Field 15 Tomb Raider 35 Home Alcne 2 t? Tens 1

4 Legacy of Kain 29 Triple Play 97 19 Hyper Lode R-jner Tetns2 24

18 Loaded 19 Triple Play 98 39 1 TCI'.S AttiX4 27

5 MLB Pennant Race 15 Twisted Metal 29 K- er Insure: 15 lei-isss' 27

9 Mortal K-Trilogy 35 Twisted Metal 2 39 Ki-bys Dm*id 19 Tiny Toon 22

15

2

Mortal Kombat 3

NBA In The Zone

13

15

War Hawk
WCW Vs World

1?

39

KU,s Dn- nd2

K -b,s PirM ll

27

o
TVNT 1 FFC
TMNT 2

7

9 MBA In The Zone 2 35 Wild Arms 38 Meca Vac '

?ri Wano Blast 22

29 NBA Live 96 9 Wing Commander 3 19 Melroid 2 5 iwVI Su[-rs'.a« 9

13 MBA Live 97 25 Wipeout 19 venal Kombat
•

YOSh: 15

NBA Shootout 19 Wipeout XL 35 Mortal KcmSat 2 f Y-;r s ;

>

15

NBA Shootout 97 35 WWF Wrestlm-Arcd 19 Mortal Kombat 3 22 Zelda Link 19

19 NCAA Gamebreakers 15 X-Com UFO Defense 19 Motor Cross Mniac 15

7 Need For Speed 35 Ms Pacman 28 Game Boy 27

13 Need For Speed 2 39 Playstation Deck 124 8 Game Boy Pocket 49

X-Men 2 15

Sega Genesis 1 Deck 19

iega Goresis 2 Deck 25

Nomad Unil 119

Dark Savior

Daytona Champ
Dayiona USA
Double Switch

Dragon Force

Fighting Vipers

Gen
Ghen War
Guardian Heroes

Iron Storm

John Madden 97

Legend ol Oasis

Myst

Mystaria

NBA Action

NBA Jam-Trjum

NFL 97

NFL Qb Club 96

NFL Qb Club 97

39 NHL All star Hockey 7 Aladdin

13 NHL Hockey 97 25 Batman Forever 12

13 Nights 15 Batman Returns 9
13 Panzer Dragoon 13 Beavis & Butt-Head 19

19 Panzer Dragoon 2 25 Choplifter 3 22

29 Rayman 27 Columns

13 Robotica 7 Desert Strike 22

17 Sega Rally Champ 17 Donald Duck 13

15 Sonic 3D Blast 24 Earthworm Jim 39
25 Street Fighter-Movie 8 Ecco The Dolphin 12

19 Street Ftr-Alpha 17 Ecco Tides of Time 13

5 Tomb Raider 29 GLoc 9
13 UllimaleMK3 25 GP Rider 19

39 Virtua Cop 5 Incredible Hulk 9
19 Virtua Cop 2 27 Joe Mnlna 4
24 Virtua Fighler 3 John Madden 95 9
8 Virtua Fighler 2 Jurassic Park 17

25 Virtua Fighler Remix 5 Lion King 13

45 Virtua Racing 9 Mickey Ms Csll 15

19 Virtual On 29 Mickey Ms Legend 17

25 World Senes Bsbl 17 Mortal Kombat 9

9 World Senes Bsbl 2 29 Ms Pacman 25

29 Worldwide Soccer 7 Mortal Kombat 2 15

25 WWF In Your House 35 NBA Jam 9

16 WWF Wrestlmna-Arc 24 NBA Jam-Toum 17
'6 X-Men-Child Atom 29 NFL 95

Pacman 25

Saturn Deck 89 Poker Face Poker 66 Game Gear

Holiday Hours: Mon-Fri Oct 27 thru Dec 19 9am to 9pm. Saturdays: Nov 1 thru Jan 3 10am to 4pm.

Sundays : Nov 30 thru Dec 28 1 0am to 4pm. Closed: Oct 31 , Nov 27, Dec 24-25, Dec 31 , Jan 1

.

Holiday Deadline: Be sure to place

your orders by Dec 22, 12 pm.

We Accept:

VISA

Personal Checks and Money Orders
Are Also Accepted.

RUSH
DELIVERY!

is available on all in stock items.

These are Partial Lists

More Titles Available!

We also offer: Sega CD &
Nintendo 64

Want Something? Can't

Find It?

WE'VE GOT IT!

We Sell Previously Played

Video Games and

Accessories at Great Prices.

We also Sell New Product!

CALL FUNCO TODAY!
612-946-8115

Funco Order Form

Name _
Address

Phone (_

System Title Qty Price

Tax

Shipping

Handling

Total

$4.00

To purchase: Call for Current Prices, send check,
money order, or credit card number to Funco, Inc.,

10120 West 76th Street. Mpls. MN 55344. Add $1.99
per item ($3.99 per control deck) for shipping and S4.00
handling charge. For Canada. Guam, Puerto Rico, and
Virgin Islands please double the per item charges.
Please call for all other international orders. CA, CT, IL,

IN, KS, MA. MD. Ml, MN, MO. NJ. NY, OH. PA. Rl, TX.
VA, WA & Wl residents please add applicable sales tax.

All prices based on US funds. Most games delivered

within 7-10 business days. Generally games don't

come with boxes or manuals. We are sorry but we can't

accept requests for them, Rush delivery is available,

All sales are final. Defectives replaced with same
item. All prices are subject to change. We reserve the

right to refuse any purchase or sale. UU

All Games Come With a 90 Day Warranty!

ONE YEAR Warranties are Available

Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00am to 7:00pm Central

612-946-8115
Online Ordering!!

http://www.funcoland.com

[Win a $25 Funco Gift Certificate!"!

1. In Final Fantasy 7 the

hotel is a house.

3. A doll with video game
connections.

2. Star of Desert Demolition.

Runner

4. Yoshi's Cookie takes place

in a cookie .

5. Arch enemy in Batman
Forever.

Contest Rules: No purchase necessary to enter. Complete the crossword puzzle, cut it out and then

mail, along with your name address and phone number to :

December Mail Order Contest, Funco, Inc., 10120 West 76th Street, Mpls, MN 55344. All correct

entries will be entered in a drawing. Entries must be postmarked no later than December 30, 1997.



I Now everyone I

|who plays wins)
a free six

month
magazine

subscription!!

I You can't lose! I

S DNY

SI PlayStation,,

Mystery
Word
Grid

H
E

p I N C H
R

s

M
y
s

T
E

W R
y

w
o
R
D

Name

fl ENTER ME TODAY, HERE'S MY ENTRY FEE:

($3.00) Video Game Contest

($3.00) Media Rig Contest

($3.00) Computer Contest

($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter them all (SAVE $4.00)

5SS

Address

WORD LIST and LETTER CODE chart

PINCH W PRESS K BLAST A WRECK D

BREAK Z PUNCH S SPRAY C TURBO V

STOMP T STAND R PRESS E DREAM. ...O

CRUSH I SCORE H SLANT L CHASE P
MYSTERY WORD CLUE:

WORLD RULERS HAVE IT AND IN THIS CONTEST YOU HAVE IT

City State Zip

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TOs W
PANDEMONIUM, P.O. ROX 9045
GRESHAM, OR 97030-9045

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED • ENTRY DEADLINE: POSTMARKED BY FEB.21ST, 1998 • ENTRY FEE MUST BE INCLUDED

Only one entry per person. Yoj must be under 30 years old to win. Employees of Pandemonium and its suppliers are ineligible.

Judges decisions are final. Nut responsible for lost or delayed mail. Open to residents of the U.S. and Canada. Offer not open to

residents of Minnesota. You can request Winners List and Official Rules by writing Pandemonium Rules, 2870 NE Hogan Dr.

#£425, Gresham, OR 97030. Merchandise names and models are trademarks of their respective companies who, along with this

magazine, have no affiliation with this contest© 1998 Pandemonium Promotions, Inc.
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DECEMBER

Nintendo b4

Bomberman 64 - Nintendo

FIFA '98 - Electronic Arts

NBA In the Zone '98 - Konami

NBA Jam '98 - Acclaim

Quake 64 - Midway Home Ent.

PlayStation

Alundra - Working Designs

Auto Destruct - Electronic Arts

Batman & Robin - Acclaim

ClayFighter Extreme - Interplay

Constructor - Acclaim

Dirt Race Extreme - Accolade

Fighting Force
- EIDOS Interactive

March Madness '98

- Electronic Arts

NBA In the Zone '98 - Konami

NBA Jam '98 - Acclaim

NBA Shootout '98 - Sony CE

Populous - Electronic Arts

Red Asphalt - Interplay

Skull Monkeys - Electronic Arts

Spawn - Sony CE

Tomb Raider 2

- EIDOS Interactive

Youngblood - GT Interactive

Saturn

Lunar: Silver Star Story

- Working Designs

NHL '98 - Electronic Arts

Sega Touring Car Championship
- Sega

PC

Angel (Win 95) - GT Interactive

Army Men (Win 95)
- Studio 3D0

Battle Tech: Mech Commander
- Microprose

Blade Runner (Win 95)
- Virgin Interactive

Daikatana - EIDOS Interactive

Dark Vengeance (Win 95)

- Reality Bytes

Deathtrap Dungeon (Win 95)

- EIDOS Interactive

Die By The Sword (Win 95)

- Interplay

Duke Nukem Forever

- GT Interactive

Final Fantasy VII (Win 95)

- SquareSoft

Flight Squadron (Win 95)

- Acii vision

Hardball 6 (Win 95) - Accolade

Incredible Idiots In Space

(Win 95) - ASC Games

Laser Combat (Win 95)

- MegaMedia Corp.

Last Bronx - Sega

Mantra - Electronic Arts

MechWarrior 3 (Win 95)

- Microprose

RedLine (Win 95) - Accolade

Revenant (Win 95)
- EIDOS Interactive

Shadows Of The Empire

(Win 95) - LucasArts

Shanghai Dynasty (Win95)

- Activision

Space Quest Collection 2

(Win 95) - Sierra

Take No Prisoners

(Win 95) - Broderbund

TNN 3rd Annual Bass

Tournament (Win 95)

- ASC Games

TNN Motorsports Hardcore 2

(Win 95) - ASC Games

Ultima IX: Ascension (Win 95)
- Origin

Unreal Level Editor (Win 95)

- GT Interactive

War Heads (Win 95) - lonos

Wheel of Time (Win 95)
- Legend

Zhukov's Campaigns (Win 95)

- Arsenal Publishing

JANUARY

Nintendo

Banjo Kazooie - Nintendo

Forsaken 64 - Acclaim

Freak Boy - Virgin

Mystical Ninja - Konami

Nagano Olympics - Konami

hat riELUgames

NBA Fastbreak 64
- Midway Home Ent.

NHL Breakaway '98 - Acclaim

Tonic Trouble - UbiSoft

PlayStation

Blasto - Sony CE

Cardinal Syn - Sony CE

ClayFighter Extreme - Interplay

Dead or Alive - Tecmo

Deathtrap Dungeon
- EIDOS Interactive

Exodus - Sony CE

F1 Lankhorn - EIDOS Interactive

Jack Nicklaus Golf - Accolade

Joe Blow - Sir Tech

Lands of Lore - Virgin

Nagano Olympics - Konami

NBA Jam '98 - Acclaim

NCAA All American Football

- Psygnosis

Power Soccer 2 - Psygnosis

Powerboat Racing - Interplay

Rayman 2 - Ubi Soft

ReBoot - Electronic Arts

Road Rash 3D - Electronic Arts

Shadow Master - Psygnosis

Tecmo Super Bowl 2 - Tecmo

Vivid Racing - Ubi Soft

Wild 9 - Interplay

Wild Animlympics
- Titus Software

Saturn

Dead or Alive - Tecmo

Rayman 2 - Ubi Soft

Wild Animlympics
- Titus Software

PC

Adrenix (Win 95)

- Playmates Int. Ent.

Beast Wars (Win 95)

- Hasbro Interactive

Black Dahlia (Win 95)

- Mindscape

Delirium - Interplay

H.E.D.Z. (Win 95)

- Hasbro Interactive

Hidden Wars (Win 95)
- Panasonic Interactive

HyperWar {Win 95) - Ignite

Joe Blow - Sir Tech

Journeyman Project 3
- Broderbund

Poisoned Pawn (Win 95)

- Access Software

Rebellion (Win 95) -

LucasArts

Redneck Rampage Levels

- Interplay

Resurrection Earth (Win 95)

- Ignite

Sorry (Win 95)

- Hasbro Interactive

Space Quest Collection 2
- Sierra

Starship Titanic (Win 95)

- Simon & Schuster

Tales from the Crypt

(Win 95) - Ignite

The Elder Scrolls III:

Morrowind (Win 95)

- Bethesda Soft

FEBRUARY

Nintendo \=tt

Battle Dancer 64 - Konami

PlayStation

Apocalypse - Activision

Forsaken - Acclaim Ent.

Heavy Gear - Activision

Mega Man Neo - Capcom

Pitfall 3D - Activision

Rascal - Psygnosis

TNN Bass Fishing '97

- ASC Games

PC

Dark Reign Mission Pack 1

(Win 95) - Activision

Forsaken - Acclaim Ent.

Might & Magic VI (Win 95)

- The 3D0 Company

Terra Victus (Win 95)

- Panasonic Interactive

X-Fire (Win 95) - Sir Tech

Saturn

PlayStation

Nintendo b 4

'Note: All release

dates are subject to

change at any time
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this month's tap picf-is

Hey, we realize that

even though we have

to show up for each and

every issue, some of you out there don't

feel the same way. We know that some

months are tough, and that you don't

always have the extra cash to shell out for

the latest issue of ULTRA GP. Don't fret!

These pages fill you in on all of the games

you missed. Just don't worry about us,

slaving away each and every month. It's OK.

ultimate aujard
/ f hen a game is really good, we give it

%U our ULTRA Award. We don't hand

these things out to just any game— it's

got to get past the most grueling review

system in the biz and still

come through with at

least a 9.0 rating. That

ain't easy! Recent

ULTRA Award win-

ners are shown

below with a special

red number. Don't

miss out on

these games!!!

Bp

It's total war on the

land, on the sea and in

the air with

Total Annihilation!

mBnonen Heux

' BUSHIDO BUV3E

< cnnmeceoDon

1 OTOTLCVflTW?

m currncHrert t>3 V3

' clock rouen
•Issue #103 ^HM^H {y~^J

1 comnncHe 3
,

'•- ;:^s%•^s^?sS;^v - ;s^,
'

• Issue ff 99 ts^H

CROC

3

m

DffRKUGHT COTirUCT

oncwonuj e

Dime nimem e>?

1 Dmmrr wnnnions
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7 Total Annihilation PC Rating: l.h

3 Colony Wars PS Rating: 1.S

3 Resident Evil: DC PS Rating: 1.S

<* Jedi Knight PC Rating: 1M

5 M.ddy Kong Racing W Rating. 1.0

' Issue # 102

f-? pot.e posrnon]

1 Fnnrmric ?

m
m

FCLOTir 1VT3

• Issue #102

• Issue # 102

• Issue # 102

• Issue # 98

Final. Ftwirmr vu
• Issue #102

couoenere

cnnnD tour nncmc
• Issue # 102

mvenrune
• Issue # 102

03 HencuLe*
• Issue # 102

<p-ee
' Issue # 102

inr. supemran soccen

' Lose roup mmBL.es
• Issue # 103

cerHm. enponcem 1 1£-

nncei the mce
• Issue #103
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continued from page 159

i pax imrenim

' ron*CHe CHiw-Lence

powenscnve

I POT POT

pmnccn mnnen e

purine mrgggn rvrcw #7

• Issue tt 98

I SUPER SF COLLCCTIOn IfefSSB^^*
•Issue #103 BIBH

1 smoicnre win? Jv ,
•

• Issue #101
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lished monthly except semi-monthly in December by Imagine Publishing, Inc. ; 1 50 North Hill Drive; Brisbane,
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to be for publication unless marked otherwise. We
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FRANK'S GONNA HOLD HIS

BREATH UNTIL YOU CALL!

SO HURRY UP -

PLEASE! CALL THE

ULTRA GAMEPLAYERS
TIP LINE TODAY

Call now for the

latest TIPS, HINTS

and STRATEGIES

for your favorite

games. Including:

Final Fantasy VII

Golden Eye

Madden '98

i inm mum mmm.m
INCLUDES
SPORTS CRFE
Whatever your sport, we've

got the hottest tips to all the

hottest sports games

[calls cosr sms/minute]

PREmiER CLUB
Tips on the latest games for

Sony Playstation, Nintendo 64

and Sega Saturn

Calls average 3 minutes in length. If you're under 18 years of age, please get your parents'

permission to call. Brought to you by ULTRA GamePlayers Magazine in beautiful Brisbane, CA.

EDITOR'S PIERS
Our editors choose their

all-time favorite games to provide

tricks, cheats and codes
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™. ® and the "N" logo are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. ©1997 Nintendo of America Inc. www.nintendo.com. Call 1-800-771-3772 for Game Rating Information. Diddy

Kong Racing: Trademark of Nintendo. ©1997 Rare. Diddy Kong, Banjo and Krunch characters licensed by Nintendo. GoldenEye 007: ©1997 Nintendo/Rare. Game by Rare. ©1962, 1995 Danjaq,

LLC. & U.A.C. All Rights Reserved. ©1997 EON Productions Ltd & Mac B, Inc. James Bond Theme by Monty Norman, Used by permission of EMI Unart Catalog Inc. Star Wars: Shadow of the

Empire: ™ and ©1996 Lucasfilm Ltd. Licensed exclusively to Nintendo. Tetrisphere: Tetrisphere™ licensed to Nintendo by The Tetris Company, LLC. NFL Quarterback Club 98: The NFL

Quarterback Club is a trademark of the National Football League. Team names, nicknames, logos and other indicia are trademarks of the teams indicated, ™/© 1997 NFLR The Players Inc. logo

is an official trademark of the National Football League Players, All rights reserved. 1M
, © & ©1997 Acclaim Entertainment Inc. All rights reserved. International Superstar Soccer 64: International

Superstar Soccer ™ and Konami® are trademarks of Konami Co., Ltd. ©1997 Konami co., Ltd. All rights reserved. Madden Football 64: John Madden Football, EA Sports and the EA SPORTS

logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Electronics Arts. Officially Licensed Products of the National Football League Players. The PLAYERS INC. logo is a trademark of the NFL Players.



This product is not licensed or endorsed by NFL Properties or any NFL team. Top Gear Rally: ©1997 Boss Game Studios, Inc. All rights reserved- Top Gear Rally is a trademark of Kemco.
Distributed by Midway Home Entertainment Inc. under license. Midway is a trademark of Midway Games Inc. Used by permission. The NHLP & NHL Present Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey '98:

©1997 Atari Games Corporation. All rights reserved. THE NHLPA S NHL PRESENT WAYNE GRETZKY'S 3D HOCKEY '98 is a trademark of Wayne D. Gretzky and the National Hockey League
Players' Association, excluding the word NHL. NHL is a registered trademark of the National Hockey League. All NHL logos and marks and team logos and marks depicted herein are the property

of the NHL and the respective teams and may not be reproduced without the prior, written consent of NHL Enterprises, L.P. ©1997 NHL Used under license by Atari Game Corporation. Officially

licensed by the National Hockey League, NHLPA is a trademark of the National Hockey League Players' Association and is used, under license, by Atari Game Corporation. Officially licensed

product of the National Hockey League Players' Association. MIDWAY® is a registered trademark of Midway Games Inc. Used by permission. Distributed by Midway Home Entertainment Inc.

Mischief Makers™: ©1997 Treasu re/En ix. Licensed to Nintendo.




